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h,"‘_BELFAST,
In Brief.
Fifty thousand Armenian
children under 12, made
orphans by
Turkish massacres, is the official estimate
received at the State Department from
U. S. Consul Bergholtz Erzeroum. A report
received from the Consul, dated November
21, shows the missions are considering
means of relief and that the British
government contemplates sending widows
and
their children
to
Cyprus.
Hon. Henry L. Pierce died Thursday
at
tlie
Boston residence of Thos.
evening
Bailey Aldrich. Death was caused by
Mr.
Pierce was 71 years of
paralysis.
age and since the death of Mr. Baker, in
1854, lias been sole manager of the chocolate manufacturing business of Walter
Baker A Co.
Mr. Pierce served two
terms in Congress, was twice mayor of
Boston, served in the legislature for several years, president of the New England
Tariff Reform League,trustee of the Massachusetts Life Insurance Co., and Museum of Fine Arts.
He was never married.
.llie Massachusetts railroad com missi oners Friday announced their
approval
of the proposed issue of *2,000,000 fifty
year four per cent, bonds for the acquisition and preparation of land for the new
Southern Union station in Boston.
Jamestown, more popularly called Jim
! own, California, one of the best known
mining towns in the .State, was nearly
wiped out by lire Thursday morning.
Thirty buildings were burned. Loss *50,Ooo; insured.Governor-elect Wolcott
of Massachusetts lias selected James M.
Perkins of < ambridge to be his private
secretary.It is understood that the
government of Spain has abandoned its
intention to address a note to the government at. Washington
concerning that part
of President Cleveland's message which
refers to Spain and Cuba, and will
the document altogether.The London
Standard's Madrid correspondent telegraphs that the government lias informed
Queen Regent Christia that Gen. Marin,
Captain General of Porto Rico, has in
reply to an inquiry declared that he is in
favor of administrative reforms in the
Spanish West Indies. The correspondence asserts that in
Spain a current is
directly setting in the direction of granting reform to Cuba and Porto Rico even in
conservative circles.The government
of Brazil has formally declared that Brazil
will not recognize the Cubans as belligerents, and tlie Italian government has
taken measures to prohibit Italians from
embarking for < uba.The Paris Figaro,
commenting upon the action of the foreign relations committee of the United
States Senate Thursday, says:
“In view
of the fact that Spain is formally resolved
upon war with the United States in the
event of receiving a positive insult, Presideni Cleveland will refuse to sanction resolutions making war inevitable.”
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ahiished, they agree that
a lost
advantageous city in
i ermanent location of the
“We thereport says:
'■dfuliy recommend that
the state liquor agency
mil.".Fred Beal, mate
Nathan Cobb, recently
Florida coast, was a nai.
lit was a smart.
j
man and
highly respectyears he had followed
ca\es a wife, to whom he
I only a few weeks.
oimnissiouer of internal
ut, show ing the amount
the iiscal year which
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The book is a mass
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Points.
The Prohibition
utli Dakota, is exceedingly
only <i<»4 votes in a total of
it was huge enough to hold
4 power in the November
throw the State to Pryan. It
vever, to see what satisfaction
m that to men who belieVe in
v.Charles Jl. Crisp has been
the unexpired term of bis
iate Speaker Crisp, in ConMad no opposition.The canofficial vote of South Dakota
ted Thursday.
The Populists
overnor, attorney general and
•mmissioner, aud the Kepubliremaining officers. The oftor highest electors is as fol-

Is it “overwork” that has lil!i*il this country with nervous dyspeptics?— that takes
the flesh off their bones, the vitality from
their blood, and makes them feeble, emaciated and inefficient? No. It is bad cooking, overeating of indigestible stuff, and
other health-destroying habits.
The remedy is an artificially digested
food such as the Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Instead of irritating the already inflamed
stomach the Cordial gives it a chance to rest
by nourishing the system itself and digestand
ing other food taken with it. So flesh
strength return. Is not the idea rational
imrelieves
and
is
The Cordial
palatable
-f- <>n
mediately. No money risked t'« dee that.
A 10-cent trial bottle does
its value.

41,225; McKinley, 41,042;

•>'»4.Under the baiting of the
press Senator Palmer has felt
i> to deny that he voted for McI he old Democrat’s explanation
He says: “1 did
Muraoteristic.
a vote for McKinley,
but I did

all.”

capita,

three cents.
The convention did
not believe in a reduction and
voted accordeither would they reduce the initiingly^
ation ices tor subordinate
grange candidates,
bo but slight
changes were made in the bylaws.
A committee of one from each
county was
appointed on the Good Will Farm cottage.
ft was also voted llmt the
master
worthy
name a committee of members of
the
lature who were also patrons to look legisafter
matters of legislation in the interest of farmers this winter.
The reduction of the per
capita tax for education and a law prohibiting the adulteration of feed were specially

]

manufacturing,

long

should they be levied so as to give the
farmers equal protection and encouragement.
We claim that the American market
belongs to the American farmer and that, he.
is as fully entitled to it, as the manufacturer.
Resolved, That we recognize and appreciate the valuable work being done bv the
hoard of agriculture ami it is our pleasure
as well as duty to
co-operate heartily with
the members.
Resolved, That we urge upon patrons the

importance and necessity of more eioseiy
looking after the interests of our schools.
Conditions are changing and policies and
methods must he adopted to meet them,
in

I

|

Laxol is the best medicine, for children
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.

delegation of thirty-seven members of
Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., including the de
gree team, went to Brooks Tuesday evening
A

and worked the
Crown
the

Lodge.

work.

The

second
A

repast

Belfast

rank in
was

Golden
served after

Knights

went

by
special train, leaving hereabout 7 p. m., and
returning at 1 a. m., Wednesday.

Enterprise Lodge,

W., elected
the following officers last. Thursday e\ ening.
Master Workman, M. W. Welch; Foreman,
Frank W. Prescott; Overseer, A. J. Mason;
A.

O.

F.

Recorder, John S. Fernald ; Reviver, Freeman M. Wood
Financier, Russ 1.. Stevens;
Guide, Freeman O Roberts; Inside Watchman, Cbas. R. Harrison; Outside Watchman, J. G. Aborn ; Representative to Grand
Lodge, J. G. Aborn ; Alternate, A. J. Mason
Trustee for throe years, Geo. E. Johnson.
Colonel and

Reverend.

The late Kev. Stephen C. Fletcher, pastor
of the Baptist church in Monson, enlisted in
18(51, organized a company in Skowhegan
and was commissioned as captain of ComHe was
pany F, Seventh Maine regiment.
promoted to major and lieutenant, colonel
and received the brevet of colonel at the
capture of Petersburg. He was with the
sixth corps in all its battles, from Williamsburg, m 18(52, to Appomattox, in 18(15, with
the exception of Antietam and the first
Fredericksburg. At the time of tile former

lie was sick in hospital, and on detached service, in Portland at the time of
He was slightly wouuded in
the latter.
July, 18(54, at Fort Stevenson, in front of
Petersburg, and at Oppeijuan (’reek, Oct.
When he returned to the State.
10, 18(54.
a its* the survivors of the Seventh
Maine, at
the dose of the war, Col. Fletcher brought
with him a colored boy, Samuel Osborne
who for many 3 ears has been the well
kno wn janitor of Colby University.
battle

NUMBEE 52.
News

Tileston Wadlin, Esq., Clerk of Courts,
has received certificates of opinion in two
tax cases of the city of Belfast. They are as
follows:
Howard F. Mason vs. Belfast Hotel Co.
and Haugh, Edwards & Co., trustees; action
$382 50, taxes against the Hotel
Co., for 1891, and trustee process was served
on Haugh, Edwards & Co., lessees of the
Crosby Inn, the property on which the taxes
were assessed.
The trustees disclosed that
the trustee writs wmre served on them April
1st, May 31st, June 30th and Aug. 1st, 1895.
That on April 1st they owed the defendants nothing; that they paid the rent due
May 1st on the 30th day of April; that
on May 31st betw een 7 and 8 a. m., a second
service of the writ was made on them; they
had not then paid the rent due June 1st;
to

Montville and Liberty were being depletAll the old settlers of Montville and
Liberty appeared to be engaged in that enterprise., and among them I can readily recall Gen. Ayer, father of our deceased comrades the Stevens, the Coopers, the Drews,
I well
the
Voodmans and many others.
remember that about 1<* o’clock a. in. in the
winter a string of horse teams from Montviile, Liberty and Searsmont would pass my
father s house. Sometimes the procession
would be a mile long. One of these teams
was for several years driven by Comrade
Ayer. Though lie Was live years my senior,
1 then made his acquaintance, an acquainof

ed.

noted.
A resolution was
adopted expressing the
tin endorsement of the
grange of the lull
n>>\y in Congress for hoard of agriculture
bulletins to pass through die mails as second class matter and the Maine.
Congress-

1896.

Belfast Tax Cases Decided.

ceased comrade, Capt. R. S. Ayer:
Comrades: It has perhaps been my lot to
have had a longer acquaintance with our deceased comrade than any other member of
this Post—an acquaintance that extends
back half a century. Away back in the
early forties, when a small boy, I lived in
West Belfast on the stage road from Liberty
to Belfast. At that time the city of Belfast
Lumber of all
was a great lumber mart.
kinds was shipped from that port to all parts
of t he world. The shipping of sugar shooks
to the island of Cuba was a specialty, and
for the making of those shooks the tall pines

cents to

Fish and Game.
At a meeting of the
State fish and game commission at Bangor, Friday, it was voted to prohibit fishing in Green lake and its tributaries, between Oct. 1st and May 1st, for a term of
live years, to take effect at once.The
Yinalhaven Fish Company has received
a six months1 contract to furnish the Soldier’s Home at Togus with supplies in
their line.The prospect for lobsters is
so poor
that there is little doubt that
Maine and Province packers will charge j
more the coming year than at the present, ;
says a Tort land man interested in the
business.The total expenditures for]
the maintenance of the station at Green ;
lake, where salmon and trout are propa- j
gated, was *3,oil) last year, and the total j
expenses for the station at Craig brook,
where salmon and trout, are also propagated, was So, Too.OS. The detailed items for
Green lake are: Compensation of temporary employes, £1,214.48; travel, £11.T3;
buildings and ponds, maintenance and repair, >231.1)4; equipment, maintenance
and repair, £423.31.

■

Pryan. Moreover, not feeling
for myself, I refrained from

session which will
long be remembered as
one of the
pleasantest and most profitable in
the grange history of the State.
In the afternoon a report from the
committee on the bylaws was read, in which were
several recommendations relative to changes in the fees
and dues.
A warm discussion arose over
the proposition to reduce the
quarterly dues
to the State
grange, per
from four

men were
enjoined to use their influence in
in favor of the lull.
Ihe committee on resolutions recommend• vi that the resolution
expressing sympathy
wdh the Cuban patriots be
adopted: congratulated the members of die order on the
great progress made during the year and
bright outlook for the. future, thanking the
subordinate and pomona granges and individual members for harmonious
progression
ami enthusiastic work done; declared that
the matter of improved carriage roads demands our immediate attention, there
being
no class of
people so much interested as
farmers and they should lead off; as long as
import, duties are levied in a way to protect
ami
so
encourage

Ayer.

E. H. Bradstreet
At a special meeting
Post, No. 44, G. A. It., of Liberty, Dec. 17th,
J. O. Johnson, Esq., offered the following
remarks on the life and services of their deof

Grange meeting at Augusta finally adjourned last Thursday
evening after
a

—
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In Memoriam, Capt. R. S.
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* id
dollars that went
milks i Maine the past
ite that our people and
part < >mpany. Possibly
’nave been used in entertlie dull times, but one
be o\\neis of it leave not
F. Mjckalexis, the tarn.
(ddtown, considered
ii round basebiili
players
lias severed his conuecross (
ollege and gone to
liege, near South Bend,
ulali oe eounty grand jury
•ted 22 indictim nts, nearly
a
of ilu liquor law.
<nt of
North Yassalboro.
; ostmaster, lias returned.
of his bondsmen, learns
clerks that the postoffiee
dl light.The output of
s
corn factory this year is
orn, 28,000 cans of succo>!«s of lima beans and 22,000
...The canvass that lias
ae
city of Portland to ascercitizens never attend
v
ii completed and tlie grand
who never hear the sound
is said to be TOO.At a
meeting at Green s Land<>f DM «>ut of 104 the name
was adopted as t lie name of
new town.The Pittsfield
•asts that not one of the live
*•‘1 about the Maine Central
at town uses tobacco in any
iirst annual ball by the Get
t the Maine Central
railroad,
I in Town liall, Whitefield,
Jan.
The
1807.
ng,
1st,
railroad will sell excursion
:it* fare the round trip.
Waldron, city solicitor of
dropped dead in his office
art disease. He was born in
'it*., in 1841, and worked on a
He taught school and fitted
; Hebron
Academy. He was
m Colby University in 1808
uitied to the bar in i870. He
•
in Waterville iu 1871. He
>w and two
sons.George
-‘■neral eastern agent of the
ai Pail road has been removed.
a.> been
general eastern agent,
liters at Waterville, for the
Mr. F. P. llubbard, for

at

State

Profitable and Pleasant Session at
Augusta.
The Resolutions Adopted.

the country small schools must he combined.
Teachers should have broader ideas of their
work and a better
for it. Superinj tendents should hetraining
selected who are qualified and who should take full control and be
the guiding force.
I’atrous, we must act
without delay.
That
a
Resolved,
large proportion of the
Washington Whisperings.
Senator expense of supporting common schools
Thurston of Nebraska, a member of the should he borne, by the State, thus relieving
in
now falling upon
national
Republican committee, says: the a measure the burden
municipality. \\ e believe a large por“The Republicans seem certain of 42 seats
tion of this added tax upon the State should
in the next Senate. If Mr. Mantel of Mon- ;
he raised by an increase of inheritance and
t ana should act vwtli
us, we will have 4J.
corporation tax and by other iudirectsourees
W then need at least two more votes, to- I of revenue.
get her with the vote of the Nice Presilici t, to secure the passage of a tariff bill.
Mount Desert Correspondence.
A
hope to secure those two votes from
Kentucky and N-.ith » arolina...Secretary j Smith West I [.ardor, Dec. 21, 1
The
Het hei has i.-sinM a very full statement as
lishing schooner Vanguard of Bass {{arbor,
to the condition ami seaworthy qualities j
Me., in running in from the. fishing grounds
oi
the battleship Texas, in which he J
for Bois Hubert Island, near Petit Mauan
states that she is the tqual of, if not the
ran over whale ledge,going at the rate
supwioj of any vessel in the navy. light,
Friends in the House oj the Nicaragua of seven mi'es an hour, but did not stop.
Canal have eirculated a petition to the j This caused her to leak so badlv that the
Speaker asking that a day be set aside for captain decided to beach her at the nearest
its vonsideiaii• *!i.
I’iie pcii:ion has re- j point, which was about two miles run
from
ceivetl the signatures oi more than two the
ledge. She was just ready to sink wh.-u
hundred Repaid calls ami lifty Democrats, j
she readied the shore. At low water it was
The Cameron lesolution recognizing!
15it. independence ot Cuba lias passed the found that the fore foot and false shoe were
j
The
ommittre all riglr.. hut it has yet to pass ( gone, keel split and garboards started
the >’Uiatt and the House; also the exe- ; leaks were patched up ami tin- Capt. made
!
cutivc.
Evidently it is n t going through this port and sold his fare of fish, which
precipitately <>r without opposition. It' were in a damaged condition, to the Janu s
is too serious a matter.Mr.
Burton, Parker Fish Co., and the schooner was
(Rep., Oil:..), offered in the House Thurs- taken to
Boothbay for repairs. The vessel
a
resolution
day
directing the President was insured.
to cuter into
negotiations with Great
At the annual meeting of Tremont Lodge,
Britain to secure, if possible, the abrogation of the section of the treaty of 1*17 No. 77, F. & A. M., the following officers
which prohibits the building of war ves- were elected: Ebeu F.
Richardson, \V. M.i
sels at shipyards located on the great Win. W.
King, S. W.; Alvah E. Foss, J. \V.
lakes.Representative Hitt of Illinois Jacob W. Carroll, Treas. ; Wiu. If. Keene.
has introduced in the House a resolution
Secy.. Herbert N. Morong, S. [>.; Albert
to authorize E. II. Pierce and C. E. Marr,
keepers of the Cuckolds, Me., fog signal Staples, .J. I). The officers will he publicly
station to accept the silver watches pre- installed Wednesday afternoon at four
sented to them respectively by the Cana- o’clock by the D. D. G. M., Ezra J) Mason
dian government in recognition to their of the 21st M. 1).
Supper will he served
services in rescuing the captain and crew
after the installation.
of the schooner Aurora of Harbourville,
Mr. Emery Parker of this place and Miss
Nova Scotia, on January 4, 181)6.The
board of managers of Addie Spaulding of New Hampshire were
vacancy in the
the National Homes for Volunteer sol- united in marriage last week at the latter
diers, left by the death of General Beal, place and ha\re arrived and rented rooms in
will be filled by Congress in accordance the Cleveland house, where they will
begin
with the wishes of the Maine delegation.
housekeeping soon.
General John Marshall Brown of PortJohn L. Stanley is already to catch a line
land and General Augustus Farnliam
of Bangor are talked of for the place. from the steamer City of Fitchburg of the
Gen. Farnliam was a candidate several new line, which is expected here soon. He
years ago when Gen. Fessenden was ap- expects to secure her to laud at his wharf on
pointed.The declaration of Secretary Manset side and has everything ready.
Olney, to the effect that the power of recognizing the independence of Cuba is
Secret Societies.
vested in the President alone, and that
whether or not Congress shall pass the
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, LOO. F., electCameron resolutions, even if passed over ed the following officers
Tuesday evening;
the President’s veto, the administration
N. G., Mrs. Henry B. Cunningham; V. G.
will refuse to carry those resolutions into
Mrs. Elva E. Jewett; R. S., Miss Bertha I.
effect, has caused a sensation, not only in
F. S., Miss Fannie Rich ; Treas., Mrs
Washington, but throughout the country. Bird;
Mercy Rich.
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MAINE, Till'USD AY, DICEMBEE 24,

recover

they paid

it

May

31st to the

defendant,

after

the service of the writ; that Juue 30th they
had paid the rent due July 1st, before service of the writ; that Aug. 1st they had not
paid the rent due that day; the service of
the w^rit was made at 12-30 o'clock a. m.
At
the January term, 1890, after hearing, the
trustee was charged with $206.06, and judgment was ordered for plaintiff for the
amount of taxes and interest. Exceptions
filed and allowed. The entry ordered by

the Law Court-is as follows:
tance which with the exception of slight intervals has been kept up until the hour of
“Principal defendant’s exceptions overhis death.
ruled. Trustee's exceptions sustained as to
Captain Richard Small Ayer was born in May rent. Trustees charged for July rent
Montville Oct. VI, 1829, and was educated in only, $133 33, less their legal costs.
the common schools in his native town in a
Rescript. In a Collector’s suit for taxes a
school district that has become noted from school district tax can be joined with the
out
three
members
the fa< t that it has sent
town, county and State taxes. Rents payof Congress,viz., Hon. Eben Knowlton, Hon.
able monthly cannot be attached until the
R. S. Ayer aud Hon. Seth L. Millikeu, the complete expiration of the month.’’
office.
It
of
that
incumbent
is,
high
present
Dunton for plaintiff.
Williamson for deperhaps, worthy of note that there is an old
lady now living in Montville near Liberty fendant and trustees.
in
that
school
who
district,
Howard F. Mason vs. Belfast Hotel Co.
taught
village
and both Mr. MilliKeu and Mr. Ayer were
This w'as an action on the taxes assessed
her pupils, viz., Mrs. Robert Foy, aged 85.
Her maideu name was Bond, aud she is a
against the Crosby Inn, for the year 1894,
•native of Jefferson, I think.
amounting to $332.81. The defense relied on
On arriving at his majority comrade Ayer
irregularities in the qualification of one of
started in as a merchant in Rockland in
the assessors; claimed that the abbreviation
company with another young man from
Montville, named Everett, under the firm “do.” was not legal; the qualification of the
ame
of Ayer & Everett. This firm was
treasurer of the defendant corporation; on
doing business in 1851, but at what time it
closed up its affairs I am unable to say. Mr. an alleged irregularity in the Collector’s deAyer afterwards taught school in western scription; and on a statute requiring that
Pennsylvania, but how long I am unable to suits for county taxes shall be
brought in an
He later traveled through Georgia and
say.
the Carolina* selling some kind of a patent
adjoining county. The Law Court orders as
a ppliance for saw mills. Returning to Maine
follows:
lie, in company with the late Marcel!us
Judgment for the plaintiff against the deCooper, went, into trade at Centre Mont- fendant and against the laud described in
ville, where he remained up to nearly the the writ for $332.81.
time of the breaking out of the great RebelRescript.
lion.
1. That the official oath of the custodian
\\ lieu traitors thrust upon us the perils o£
of a public record was irregular does not
a civil war he was the lirst from his native
make the record inadmissible in evidence.
town to answer the call of Abraham Lincoln
2.
When the abbreviation “do.” in a pubfor T."»,000 men, and the second man to enlist
lic record unmistakably stands for a particin Waldo county, the first being Jefferson
ular word, it may be read as such a weed.
Gray of Morrill. Both eul sted m Captain
3.
Evidence that a particular person was
Cunningham's Company, which subsequent- once chosen treasurer of a private
corporaly became Company A., 4th Maine lufautry. tion Hud has continued to act as such
treasAt an election of officers for That company
urer, is sufficient evidence that he is still
Comrade Ayer was chosen 2nd Lieut, and
treasurer as to third parties.
was subsequently appointed to the positions
4.
Under the statute of 1893, eh. 314, the
of 1st Lieut, and Captain, respectively.
He
collector of taxes may take his description
took part in all the early campaigns in which
of the land taxed from the, assessor’s books.
that gallant old regiment, participated, but
5.
The requirement of the statute that
was compelled to resign on account of dissuits for county taxes shall he brought in an
ability incurred in the service before the adjoining county does not include
suits
regim -nt's term of service expired. He was ! brought by a town collector to recover taxes
later in officer in the Invalid Corps.
! assessed by the town assessors for
State,
At toe close of the war, his friend, the late
county and town purposes.
Edmund Brown, a native o* Montville, at
ii
The statute is to be liberally interpretj
one time carpenter at the Hunt Tannery,
ed. The court will not assume that the land
! living on the place where John Fuller now j owner is
unwilling that Ids land should be
j
! lives, hut later a successful hridgi• and
taxed and will not regard him as an uuwilwhan
milder living at Elizabeth, X. J., ;
to the tax proceedings,
bought large tract of lumber land in Vir- ; liug party
City Solicitor W irdwell for plaintiff. Wilginia. Comrade Ayer was sent to Virginia to
look after Mr. Brown’s purchase.
While,
liamson for defendant.
lie was the registhere he entered politics.
jteiiug o ficer at large for Richmond eounGrand Army
■,
Noes.
Vh., in 1SIJ7, was a member of the
'•onstitut iomtl
convention
in
Virginia
18(17 and was elected to the 41st conThe comrades of E. II. Bradstreet Post, of
from
the
1st
gress
Virginia District
Liberty and Dana B. Carter post, of l-'.-.r.in lsits.
This congress frittered away a
large part of the fruits of the war that : dotn are making a vigorous protest, against
Comrade Ayer and you and I, mv comtin; postponement of the Department Enrade-, fo lglit for. I n their hast to get
campment until April or May .believing such
tlic
vote to swell
the electoral
negro
a delay will defeat the object for which the
vote of Gen. Grant they let the bars down,
so to speax, and made it possible for the
postponement is intended, namely a fuller
South to become solid by reason of
Ivu
attendance at the Encampment from Posts
Khix iissue bailotsand other forms of cu-sin the rural districts.
If held in April the
fcdness—a position they have managed to
maintain ever since.
Such being the condimud will be so deep that it will be next
tion of things in 1870, at the expiration of
to an impossibility for us to get out, and if
his term of office, and finding it too hot for
held in May, most of us who are farmers
a Republican to remain m Virginia in peace,
can not go on account of our spring work;
he returne 1 to Ins old homestead in Montville
having while an M. C. married Miss Fanny whereas in February or January it is a slack
Stevens, a daughter of a Boston physician. tiuie writk us and the roads
are liable to he
An invalid and unable to perforin any
much more passable than in April.
manual labor lie found farming uphill work
ami the farm was leased or sold to his brother-in-law Hon. E P. VValker. He rented a
The Comrades of E. II. Bradstreet Post,
house which was known as the home of his
grandfather, where he resided for a few Liberty, and their wives a're invited to a
years and while there he represented his
Camp Fire to be held by' Dana li. Carter
class in the Maine Legislature.
He came to Post at Freedom the afternoon of Jan.
1,1897.
this village about, ten years ago, where he
won a host of friends by his many manly
To the Comrades of E. H. Bradstreet Post
qualities lie had faults! Who among us
lias not?
He was a man of a very impulwho are behind iu their dues; Do you want
sive nature, strong in his likes and dislikes
to die G. A. It. men? The rules and regulaand did not hesitate to express then, sometime getting enemies by so doiug.
He was tions of our organization expressly state that
a
generous hearted man, always ready to
any comrade who is in arrears for dues for six
render all the assistance in his power to the
months shall he suspended, and if in arrears
afflicted and the unfortunate.
He would
for one year they shall he dropped. At a meetshare his last dollar or his last dime with a
friend. This Post will miss him as a com- ing of this Post last June, nineteen of our
rade and this village will miss him as a citimembers were thus suspended, and if payzen !
ment is not made before June, 1897, they
W heu this Post was formed, by reason of
will be dropped. Comrades, can you afford
poor health Capt. Ayer was unable to become a charter member.
Some two years
to do this, when by the payment of $1 you
later, while I was Post Commander, on his
he restored.
A list of suspended and
expressing a strong desire to become a mem- cm
ber. I obtained a dispensation from the De- dropped members can be obtained by sendpartment Commander for the Post to go to ing to, or calling on, J. O.
Johnson, Post
his house and muster him iu. You who were
there remember how royally we were enter- Adjt., any time between this and Jan. 4,
tained on that occasion and from that day 1897.
until the day of his death he was an active
member so far as his health would permit.
The officers of Thomas H. Marshall

j

[
|

j

Post,

The Post adopted the following

tions

resolu-

:

Whereas, The Great Commander of the TTniverse lias given the command to comrade Richard
s. Ayer to come up higher,
and be mustered
into the. Grand Army above; and.
Whereas, He has obeyed that command, has
pit bed his tent on the eternal camping ground ;
therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the muster out of Comrade
A>er the country loses one of its bravest defencers, the town an open-hearted citizen and this
Post one of its best members. Though a great
suil'erer from disease he was alw ys present at
our meetings when able to do so, and, in view of
his great sniveling we can no wish him hack, and
though our voices may falter aud on inference
choke as the name of our departed comrade rises
to our lips, yet we remember him in honor, not in
sorrow.
Remembering that lie is hut one of the
many thousands who by reason of wounds that
would not heal and desease that no skill could
vire are constantly depleting out ranks to swell
the might' army whose silent bin uacs are to he
found on every hillside and in every pleasant
valley throughout the broad league of States
cemented together by the blood of heroes.
Resolved, That our heart-lelt sympathy be and
is hereby extended to his grief stricken wife and
sisters and the charter in our Post room lie draped for sixty days, and that these resolutions he
spread upon the records of the Post and also sent
to the two county papers for publication and a
copy furnished the family of the deceased comrade.
.1. O. Johnson.
R C. Sh human.
Signed
T. K. Carpenter.
Dr. B. T. Sanborn, superintendent of the
State Insane Hospital, has gone to Boston to
be absent two or three days on a visit to
some of the Massachusetts institutions, including the Danvers insane hospital and the
new
Ex-Governor
Worcester hospital.
Frederick Robie, president of the board of
trustees, and Hon. Wainwriglit Cushing of
the executive council, accompanied Dr. Sanhorn on the trip.

j

j

G. A. II., will be installed at Memorial Hall,
Thursday evening, Jan. 7th. The veterans
and their wives, the Belief Corps and Sons
of Veterans are invited to be present. There
will be a picnic supper to which all ar*- invited to contribute.

Transfers in Real Estate.

of the

Granges.

PERSONAL.

The Maine State Grange passed the following resolution:
Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt
sympathy to the Cuban patriots in this critical moment when deprived of a
courageous
and trusted leader like Gen. Maceo and express the hope that the heart and brain will
soon be
found that can lead the Cuban
patriots to victory and liberty.
Hillside Grange, East Thorndike, held the
annual election of officers Dec. lbth. Following is the list of officers-elect: Master,
Nelson Gordon; O., E. W. Dyer; L.. J. G.
Hamblin; S., N. A. Littlefield; A. S-, B. A.

Gross; Chap., D. B. Dolloff; T., F. S. Hogan; Sec., A. J. Webb; G. K., Bert Webb;
Ceres, Emma Gordon; Flora, Annie Dyer;
Pomona, Emma Hamblin; Lady Asst. Steward, Abbie Ham.
Equity Grange elected the following officers last Saturday evening: vV. M
Henry
Davidson; O., Thus. J. Frisbee; S., Chas. T.
Littlefield; L., Mrs.Lottie D. White: Chap.,
Mrs. Wales L. Miller: Sec., Mrs. Leslie Miller; Treas., Chas. H. Waterman; A. S., Geo.
Woods; G. K., Fred J. Clark; C Mrs. Sadie
Edgcomb; P., Mrs. Luella Frisbee; F., Mrs.
Fiora Wentworth; L. A. S., Mrs. Myrtle
Wentworth. They will be installed Jan. 2d.
.,

Stockton Grange elected officers ior the
ensuing year last Friday evening, as follows: W. M. Berry, Master; Harry R. Hicli-

born, Overseer; Nellie Bickmore, Lecturer;
Wilbur Ridley, Steward ; Chas. Hatch, As'st.
Steward ; Shepherd Blanchard, Chap.; Susie
Rendell, Secretary; Laura Marden,
Treasurer; Eli P. Randell, Gate Keeper;
Mrs. Lizzie Berry, Ceres; Mrs. Gertrude
Ridley, Pomona; Mrs. Florie Ames, Flora;
Mrs. Alice Hatch, L. As’st Steward.

M.

No. 4 of Seaside Grange’s presidential series was presented last Saturday evening;
subject, “Madison.” Papers were presented
by several members; also short addresses on
Theosophy, Atlantis, and the District of Columbia. Next Saturday short papers or addresses on the States will be presented, the
members drawing their subjects by lot.
This series will be used in connection with
the others and will occupy a share of the
time at each meeting for several weeks.

Mr. anil Mrs. S. E. Packard
Brooks.

John R.
Rockland.

Dunton

visiting

are

in

visiting friends

is

Allen J. Maker of Boston
week on business.

in

last

in town

was

Sumner Pattee is at home for the holidays
from Bowdoin College.
Geo. W. Gorham of Bangor, is visit-

Mrs.

ing the Misses Crawford.
Charles E. Paul will be at home from Bos-

spend

ton to

the

holidays.

Mrs. Ellen Gibbs went to Portland last
Friday to visit friends.
Frank B. Mathews returned home Mon-

day from Rochester, N. Y.
B. P. Hazeltine, Jr., will arrive home from
Boston to-day to spend the holidays.
Miss Jane A. McLellan will spend the
holidays with her parents in this city.
John H. Healey is at home from So\ th
Norridgewock to spend the holidays.

F. Tilton went to Hmtltou Monspend Christmas with friends

Rev. J.

day

to

Miss Effie Clifford went to Bangor vastera visit of two or three weeks.

.lay for

C. J. Hall arrived here from Boston Sunand went to Mt. Desert
yesterday.

day

Dr. W. C. Libby left
yesterday morning
for Niagara Falls to spend tie* holidays.
Miss Mabel R. Mathews returned home
Monday from a visit to friends in Boston.

Capt. F. G. Ryan returned home Monday
evening from a visit in Portland and Saco.
Mrs. Geo. F. Kent returned Thursday
from Portland, where she had visited friends.
Mrs. Barton of Bradley, Me., has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Geo. F. Kent of this
city.
Hon. Geo. M. Seiders of Portlaud was .a
last Friday, the guest of Hon. J. H.
Jackson.

town

Fred W. Bailey and Tyler II. Bird are at
home from the State College for the holiday
vacation.

Raymond Rich is in charge of the freight
Mystic Grange, No. 1K>, of Belmont held train this week.
Conductor Tucker is at
annual election Saturday evening and
home sick.
elected the following officers:
Master,
Miss Della Pendleton returned home WedMiies Pease; Overseer, Geo. W. Morse;
Lecturer, Mrs. Leroy Marriner; Steward, nesday from a visit to friends in Boston and
Willard S. Morse; Asst. Steward, LeForest Providence.
Allen wood ; Chap., Joseph E. Elms; Treas.,
Miss Mary E. Pierce arrived home from*
W. S. Foss; Secy., O. C. Camruett; Gate Boston Tuesday evening to spend Christmas
Keeper, Martin V. Greer; Pomona, Mary with relatives.
Farrow; Flora, Bertha E. Elms; Ceres,
Miss Blanche M. Fordo of Swane;Pe left
Helen FossjL. A. S., Ella Davis; Chorister, on
Monday’s boat for Boston, where she will
W. S. Hunt; Organist, Eila Morse.
spend the winter.

their

South Branch Grange, Prospect, has elected officers for the ensuing year as follows:

Master, \Y. H. Ginn; Overseer, O. B. Grey;
Lecturer, Mrs. LizzieEames ; Steward, Fn d
Lane; Assistant Steward, Clarenton Gross;
Chaplain, Emma Trivett; Secretary, Capt.
A. A. Ginn: Treasurer, Joe Colson; Gate
Keeper, Geo. Baker; Pomona, Alice Young;
Flora, Mrs. Lizzie Lane; Ceres, Susie
Lindsey; L. A. S., Mrs. Jennie Doekham :
Organist, Mrs. Alice Haley. The officers
will be installed Jan. Pth, weather permitting. Past Master Arthur B*>\d of Granite
Grange will he the installing officer.
the afternoon sea- on I>«•■•. 17' h of the
Maine State Grange m Angus; tj.
was a
At

brief

and

impressive

memorial

s« r\aa.

a

member

of

<preen

Eugenie Wentworth an
Boston to spend the

Miss

1

day

from

her

mother. Mrs. Wm. J. Cordon.

wm;.
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a

Mrs. A.
Pilsbury went t Bosom \v
Monday morning's tfain and will spend
winter in that city and vicinity.
■

Abbie F. Moore returned

Miss

'ami
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iter

Lynn last Thursday from a visit
mother, Mrs. H -una.li E. Mo..ire.
M iss
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daj evening
she has heeii
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Poor and Ann:.- L. !
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vac atioii.

City

Grange and
then a member of Merry mm-ti ug Grange,
which he organized, and for a time was a
member of the

s

>wes

in

memory of the late S. \V. Lang <>i l; -wdoiuhain, who died June 2\, lttic, aged ad years.
He was long a prominent Grange v» .>ik*• 1,
first

and Mrs. C. B. Ha/eltine, Mrs. Jan
and Miss Frances Howes
•;
ed from Boston yesterday.
Mr.

IT. H

State executive

committer.

Ernest E.

Burgess

'•

arrived

Boston, where he has
T he ST" 1111• la A ist ill. SI li
gor was taken oil.

from

e
i■

!

nio.

mn
..;

.•

'11

m

Vv

<

I.
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The Vassal boro choir rendered a beautiful
selection, “He is Gone,” and then several
numbers spoke feeling words of eulogy for
the departed brother whose name is so dear
to the order in Maine.
Mr. F. S. Adams of

tourists, M! s. A nu M <'la-new,
Burdette, Miss Anim Cr C.v
\
Miss l.ouise H i/odtine arrived at ti'.'n:
tar
the morning of Dee. ISth.

Bowdoinham,
Bangor, Mr. A.

the arrival of C. J

Mrs.

H.

M

Wentworth of

Mudgett of Belfast, and
Dr. G. M. Twitched of Augusta were among
the speakers.
The impressive song, “Nearer Home,” was well rendered by the
choir,
and appropriate r< solutions on the death of
Bro. Lang were presented by the committee on memorial exercises, which, were given
unanimous

L.

passage.

Morning Light Grange, Monroe, has
adopted the following resolutions of respect:
Whereas, through the providence that
guides and controls in human destinies, our
(iear brother, Leroy T. Durham, has left us
Resolved, That in this sad event Morning
Light Grange lias indeed sustained a great
loss in losing so good and faithful a member, out— who was in every way worthy of
our

love and esteem.

Resolved,
sonal

That it is with

sadness that

we

feelings of per(members of Morning

Light Grange) extend our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved family, and mingle our
sorrow

with theirs

over

the loss of

one

who

suddenly taken from them. We
would only remind them that the dear one
has gone before. May the knowledge that
he has passed into the bright dawning of
the eternal, temper
their affliction ami
was

so

render them more submissive.
We would
commend them to Une who has said, “1 will
not leave you comfortless."
Resolved, That this solemn admonition
impress upon our minds to be ever ready as
one after another are called from our ranks
“to go up higher," for we soon shall follow
down the mystic river.
Resolved, That our charter he draped in
mourning 30 days and these resolutions be
placed upon our records and a copy sent to
The Republican Journal ami Lewiston .Journal and a copy he sent to the bereaved fam-

ily.
Mrs. Lora Chase,
Mrs. Belle J. Palmer,
Mrs. L. J. Woodman.

The Belfast

Mrs. H, M.

]

Committee
on

1 Resolutions

We

were

in

last week in rep r? o.g
Hall Ir.mi Some:s' .son !

err u*

It was Mrs. Hal 1. who remains
.•
North church centennial exercises.
A. A. Howes went- to Boston

n

im-

business

on

by Thursday morning's train. He was moompanied by Jus granddaughter, Mi*s
Frances Howes,
mother.

-v!•

went

•»

I)r. G. C. Kilgore visited 1
Samuel Kilgore of Mercer, !

to

her

jmu

f.u'mm. Mr.

is

w.-.-k

is!

Mr

K. is IK) years of age. and at the t m- if lit
doctor’s visit was quite ill, hut 1ms imp: o

ed greatly since.
u rn:
Carter left Monday
Clifton Springs, N, Y
where she w; i
spentl the winter, for the heneiit -if her
health. She will have rooms with the family

Miss Zadie B.

for

of Kev. It. I).

Fish, formerly of this city.

Mrs. L. A. Lewis returned home
York

Saturday

from

a

visit

t"

New

to

friends

.::

She was accompanied by her
nieces, Misses Kate L. and Alice I. Pendleton, who will spend the winter with her.
Islesboro.

President Whitman of Columbian FDiver-

sity, formerly

of

Colby,

does not confine ho

labors to work in the institution

which

over

presides. He is in great demand as a
speaker and recently delivered an address

he

at the

which

anniversary of
was

tions of

attended

a

by

college

people

n

u

1

s<

the State.

John Owen, who insisted W
the

Arkansas,

from

photograph

business lame

I.
a

Hi.

lew

ago, is now in the empi •> of the F.h‘;
Tint Engraving Co. of I'hiludei; 1
He

recently invented and patented ape. ,••** for
real estate, were
Knox County S. J. Court.
ms
art
>y
reproducing the exact
County Registry of
At the recent session of the Supreme Judiwhich perfect pictures ot groups
Deeds for the week ending Dei*. 2.1, 1 .S‘X>.
Granville A. Morse, Knox, to James G. cial court in Rockland the follow ing cus« s of kinds of pickles in glass 'ns, ,\
labels, are produced.
Morse, Brooks; land in Knox. Emma F. local interest were decided:
Lizzie E Carver vs. S E \ 11. L. ShepIn the notice- of 1 cal mlv:; -e.
McDonald, et al.. Belfast, to Eugene J.
herd Co
This was a suit for damages, Mrs.
n-s FFera
m
Farmington. Chronicle d.
Jennys, Monroe; land in Monroe. Hannah Carvei’s husband having been
instant i\
E. Moore, Belfast, to Abide F. Moore, Lynn,
killed by a blast in the defendants’ quail-}
to the firm of IT. P White <$; < <>.
A a
.g
md
Mass.; land and buildings in Belfast. Alice The case went to the jury Tuesday noon and other things it says: "To many It
after being out a half day they‘returned a
Park, Searsport, to James S. Eaton et al., verdict for the defendant.
seem
that
Christmas in town w.'i ut
do.; land in Searsport. M. W. Swett, Knox,
Dr
W bite’s won hi he somewhat akin
P. E. Luce vs. Frank 11. Thomas.
p r,
This was an action on an account for medito Austin F. Swett, do.; land, in Knox.
of Hamlet with
The
Hamlet left out
cal attendance upon the wife of the deHiram Ellis, Belfast; to Albert Gammans,
many Belfast friends of Mr. Henry !'. W,u:
fendant, before their marriage. The defendami
do.; land in Belfast. Horace W. Wescott, ! ant claimed that he did not agree to pay the will be glad to know that he is a
Knox, to Milton E. Hunt, Thorndike; land | plaintiff for his services hut that plaintiff
prospering, up in Frank ini county.
did try to borrow money of him. The case
and buildings in Knox. A. J. Bowen, MonMr. Lewis ('. Smith is m Wiley, Mu Ingai:,
went to the jury yesterday noon and after
roe, to Melvin W. Roberts, do.; laud and
being out about an hour they brought in a anil has decided to remain there this winter.
for
the
verdict
defendant.
buildings in Monroe. L. H. Bowen, Monroe,
In a letter to The Journal, under date of
Cora E. Jackson of Appleton, divorce
to Melvin W. Roberts; land and buildings
Dec. 18th, lie says: “I am stopping with Mr
from Frank C. Jackson of Waldoboro; for
in Monroe.
Ira T. Ward, Searsport, to
cruel and abusive treatment. Custody of Corwin, who came to Michigan some 1 years
John W. Ward, do.; land and buildings in Clarence L. Jackson, minor child of parties, ago from Maine. He has a
large farm and
Swanville. J. E. Marden, Searsport, to A. decreed to libellant.
Mary Etta Thomas of Camden, divorce fine buildings surrounded by a beautiful orD. Rivers, do.; land in Searsport. P. A. from Clinton F. Thomas of
Worcester, chard of apples, pears, peaches, plums,
Greer, Belmont, to D. W. Cressey, Belfast; Mass., fur desertion fur three years. Cus- grapes, etc. The land is very predictive.
of
Clinton
F.
minor
Thomas,
child
tody
jr.,
land iu Belfast. A. I Brown, Belfast, to S'
Corn and wheat are the main crops and w
of parties decreed to libeduut.
G. Norton, Palermo; land in Belfast. John
grow on the same ground for ten years wit':
Miss Nina Dickey went to Brooks
F Smith, Rockland, to Fred A. Smith,
Tuesday out dressing. We have had a little sn v.
to spend the holidays.
Rockland; laud in Northport.
but no sleighing as yet.”
The

following

recorded

in

transfers in

Waldo
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Maine Fish and Game.
says there is excellent authority for tlie
Prigs of Sunday^School Literature.
statement that Spain will send a diplomaThe editor of the Literary Digest recenttic note to the European powers protest- Report or the State Commissioners. More Stringent Laws Needed. Hunting In rios.* Season
ing against President Cleveland’s lanly came across a bundle of old letters, one
Increasing.
guage in regard to Spain and Cuba and
of which mentioned the titles of several
declaring that Spain will never tolerate
The State Commissioners of fish and hooks
provided for the delectation of chilin
interference
Cuba.
Secany foreign
have submitted their annual report.
dren a generation ago.
retary Gluey makes the statement that game
Among the volI
he has no knowledge of a protest by the The amount of the appropriation, they umes were
“Fox’s Book of Martyrs,”
c
Turkish government against the language say, has been entirely inadequate. More
i Harvey’s Meditations Among the
of the President’s message.The su- moose have been killed this
Restores natural
HAS A NEW CASE OF nAAMPT
year than for
of
a
little
I Tombs,” and the pathetic story
l/llllfCC
preme court of the United States has a
color to the hair,
patterns and styles.
long period and most stringent laws girl who was so
taken a recess until the first Monday in
and also prevents
very good that she “died
White
and
must
be
to
the
all
enacted
moose
Stag
Horn,
warranted.
Black,
AV1I;(.
prevent
fully
it iallingr out. Mrs.
January.Postmaster-General Wilson
one
of the
a better present or more useful than a
good pocket knife
has extended the house-to-house collection
j young.” Agnes Itepplier,
from extinction.
K. W. Fenwick, of
I brightest and most entertaining essayists
and delivery system to provide for the
Dig-by, N. S., says :
There lias been 25 per cent, increase in
PRICE l.-<‘
to sSl.Nin.
of the day, seems to have had much the
sale of postage and special delivery stamps
“A little more
and many of them have
visiting
sportsmen
letter
same
carriers.
ill
advised Sundayby
experience with
than two years ago
knife and
been given to hunting in close season.
school literature, if oue is to judge from
my nair
The rich poacher cares for nothing so
her
a
n
iu
the
Christmas
)u‘g
enPolitical Points.
Renational
paper
The
j
Scribner’s,
An article really needed in every family and ornamental
as he can secure a head.
Our forests titled “Little Pharisees iu Fiction.”
;
to turn
We
publican committee has selected the Glov- long
I
have them in Celluloid Handles, Stag, etc. Price 50<*. t« ss j
are so vast that no system of wardenship
r a y
t,,
her
article:
g
er
of
quote
on
near
F
portions
building
street, Washington,
can protect moose, and 60 the law should
ami
tall
“We first introduced into the literature
the treasury department, as permanent
Afout.
in
and
do
it.
The
lesson
of the Sunday-school the offensively pious
Marquand
headquarters, which will be established step
ter the
taught the rich poacher from other States little Christian who makes her father and
immediately after New Years.An offi- that
use of
he
is
not
safe
from
arrest
and
trial.
cial blunder has lost every constitutional
mother, her uncles and aunts, even her
What could make a more useful or desirable present?
one bottle of Ayer’s Hair Vigor my
amendment voted upon at the recent elec- The people are to be congratulated that venerable grandparents, the subjects of
A GOOD, SQUARE BLANKET FOR
>
hair
was
restored
to
its
original
court decision gives the her
the
United
States
ministrations.
We
first
tion in South Dakota.
spiritual
All the amendA GOOD FUR ROBE FOR
color and ceased falling out. An
ments were carried by big majorities, but State a right to enact restrictive laws for taught her to confront, Bible in hand, the
occasional application lias since kept
harmless adults who had given her birth,
it was learned that all were null because fish and game.
the hair in good condition.”—Mrs.
and to annihilate their feeble arguments
TEN THOUSAND DEER
*
not printed upon the ballot as the law
H. F. Fenwick, Digby, N. S.
provides.Colonel Robert M. Douglas, have been slaughtered this year, but there with denunciatory texts. We first surIron
Can fun
up your sleds and have them ready for snow.
the eldest son of the late Stephen A. Dou- is no evident decrease in numbers.
Cari- rounded her with the persecutions of the
thing in iron and steel you want to do your jobs.
glas, is one of the Republican candidates bou are fast disappearing and should be worldly-minded, that her virtues might
shine
more
in North Carolina who were successful.
glaringly in the gloom, and
REFINED IRON,
protected if they are to be preserved.
NORWAY SHAPES,
MACHINE s;
on
He has been elected to a judgeship of the
duty be never out of
Guiding has become a regular occupation disquisitions
AT LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
place. Daisy, in ‘Melbourne House,’ is
State
court.The
national exec- with many of the
and
men
1,500
people,
an
of a perniciously good child
utive committee of the Democratic party are thus
employed at present. Fifty thou- whoexample
Eight years ago. 1 bad the variohas the conversion of her family on
held its first meeting since election at In- sand
loid, and lost my hair, which previpeople came to Maine in 1896 to hunt her
and
is
well
aware of the digniDec.
10th.
The
committee
hands,
dianapolis,
and fish and for recreation, and they exously was quite abundant. I tried
purchases you one fully warranted, and one tli
ty of her position. Her trials and tria variety of preparations, lint withenjoyed a supper, at which Henry Waiter- pended more than $5,000,000.
Call and examr
her
and
tears
her
sufferup and give you good service.
son was a guest.
umphs,
Thirteen were present,
prayers,
I
beneficial
till
out
to
result,
The work of protection and propagabegan
UKrOSTTOH v.
fear I should he permanently bald.
including Mr. Holman of Rockland, Me. tion takes ail the time of two members ol' ings and rewards, fill two portly vo himes,
ALL KINDS OF HAkDt
and have doubtless inspired many a young
If was decided to hob) the organization the board.
About six months ago, my husband
A clerk should be provided
reader to set immediately about, the corintact.J. S. Coxey has issued an open for the board, an office and most liberal
brought home a bottle of Ayer's
ap- rection of
her parent’s faults.
Hair Vigor, and I began at once to
letter to Senator Marion Butler, denouncpropriations. There are 48 fish and game
'•There is no reason why the literature
use it.
In a short time, new hair
ing the disgraced People’s party, who sold wardens in the State, 20 of whom are emof
the.
since
it
('ut to an “issue so insignificant as silbegan to appear, and there is now
Sunday-school,
represents
ployed nearly constantly at $2 per day and an
in
element
modern
bookver.”
He adds: ‘T decline to help chase
important
every prospect of as thick a growth
This number is entirely inexpenses.
of hair as before m\ illness.”
should be uniformly and consistrainbows of election frauds in Ohio, but
adequate. More prosecutions for viola- making,
Mrs. A. WI I'.EI:, l’olyninia St.. New
hereby announce my resignation as a mem- tion of the iisli and game laws have been ently bad. There is no reason why all the
chihlien who figure in its pages should be
Orleans, Ea.
ber of the national committee.
1 once had the
past year than ever before. In such
left the Democratic paity and now find, in order to
impossible little prigs; or why all
get the best wardens more money
order to be out of it for sure, 1 must leave must be
parents should be either incredibly foolish
paid.
and worldly-minded, or so inflexibly serithe once grand but now disgraced People’s
The commissioners report a larger run
party.”. ..Woman suffrage is an accom- of trout and salmon this fall than ever ous that they never open their lips withriu.rAin.i* r.v
plished fact in Idaho. The State supreme before. Notwithstanding the largely in- out preaching. Then1 is no reason why
are virtuous or rebecause
court has handed down a decision in effect creased numbers of
anglers, there seems people, should they
DR. J. C. AYER Ik CO., LOWELL, MASS.. U .S. A.
converse in stilted and
peut.euT,
that when any proposed amendment to the to be
unnatural language.
A contrite burglar
constitution receives a majority of the
PLENTY OF FISH.
A
reasons whv you should look in a fur
Ayer's Pills eitre sic/; Heddache.
in one of these edifying stories, confesses,
votes cast on the proposition, whether or
This is due largely to artificial propagasins are more numerous
not a majority of all the votes east at that tion
poetically,
‘My
and protection.
Landlocked salmon than the hairs of
your CHRIST HAS
my head or tlie sands of
election, said amendment is carried. The have thrived
wonderfully in many new the seashore’ which was probably true,
woman suffrage amendment received
0,- lakes and pools where
introduced, and but not precisely the way iu which the
You will find there suitable presents tor all
1st.
odd votes m >re than those cast against it.
the commissioners believe they are the
2d.
Whatever you select will surely be acceptab'
tb'uigb not a majority of the votes cast at coming favorite inland lisli of Maine. Bill Sykeses of real life are wont to acthe election.The tabulation of Califoiknowledge the fact. In another tale, an
M
ill e
c:
me j>j miners, ■> ol
There arc1 hundreds of ponds in Maine
3d.
Furniture makes a present that will be of se>
one
this
a
little
named
time,
English
girl
•e
There are 14 more nia's vote t >r President gives the follow
ig v nint't!
adapted to these lisli, which they are
the whole year and longer.
Republican, 140,OSs; Fusion, stocking as fast as their limited means Helen rashly asks her father for some
thi*ii at thi> time last year. Or- ing figures
trilling information. He gives it with the
.•lack, the A'.»1\h■•...>• > murderer, j J44,7o.O-: Prohibition, lV)74.
allow.
4th. There is such a large variety of goods tc se<
usual grandiloquence, and then adds, by
at w-uk in t i;c hr* -om shop,
In many lakes there is a lack of suitable
way of commendation: ‘Many children
R. H. COOMBS & SOM will save you money
5th.
ka- emjdoymeij! h»i the next
Smelt is the favorite food of the arc so
Is
The trial of Stephen A. food.
foolish as to be ashamed to let
Duiiun on ihe charge 01 swindling Mrs. salmon, and the ponds can he improved those they converse with discovci that
chases, and you can, therefore, make no
.lies
mi
(!
By the ia-‘ iegislaiure a Mary Godfrey and her daughter, Lilly for salmon by the introduction of the they do not comprehend everything that
a
s:
; v
presents for the same mnney.
aj'pniuleii to confer with Godfrey, formerly of Washington, I). (’., fresh water smelt. Every lake and pond is said to
them, by which means they
V
iin
repaid to tin- homestead of out of real estate valued at s-V>.00() was should be stocked with smelts.
often
imbibe
erroneous
ideas, and per- I
in- 1 m.es
Blaine situated oti tin* concluded at New York, Dec. 10th.
The run of salmon at Sebago this fall
The
haps remain in ignorance on many essen- j
:
[lowhc tin State House. It has jury found a verdict of guilty and Dutton was the largest ever known. The com- tial
when
subjects,
by questioning their
WE HAVE A LARGE LINE OF
:
that the Mate purchase was remanded for sentence.
missioners took 800,000 eggs from the
-uggestci
The exfriends they might easily have obtained
AT
weir
mansion, furniture and all, and pre- tiemeon
Crooked
and
river
trout
200,000
is three years imprisoncorrect and useful knowledge.’
penalty
If Helen
«■
it as an executive mansion iml a
-v:
ment.Ex-Queen Liliuokalani of Ha- eggs. The salmon averaged seven or eight ever ventured on another query after that,
-h >\vIt is understood that the
e.
pounds in weight. The run of trout in she deserved her fate.”
waii arrived in San Francisco from Honomnmit'-.-e after conference
with Mrs. lulu
Dec. 10th, on the steamer large lakes like Bangeley and Moosehead
Thursday
Nothing, concludes Miss Repplier, is
Biaine liave learned from her that she will China.
She is supposed to be en route has been behind the average.
more unwholesome than
C/imi ran ,{• Photographic supplies. Screens,
dejection. This
sell the property for the purpose describ- for
The commissioners believe the only way
Sound
and
is
Washington.On
Puget
especially
pernicious when served out
Iron Beds,
e
is
ed ai
low
that
Fancy Chairs anil Rockers,
nnparatively
juice,
Eastern Washington prune, peach and apto children in their “literary food.”
To
TO KEEP FISHING
It is further uunot at piesent named.
1 >ro peries.
ple trees have been destroyed by thousher
words:
quote
Writing Desks,
derstood that the committee favor the ands
by early cold weather. It is esti- good in Maine is by artificial propagation.
“Crippled lads, consumptive mothers,
Side boards,
jmiehase of the mansion.Thomas F. mated that fully 000,000 trees have been By artificial propagation nearly all the
Tea
Tallies,
angelic little girls with spinal complaint,
Welch, who was charged with brutally as- killed.Mrs. Win. McKinley, wife of dangers attending eggs and fry are obviat- infidel
famfathers,
F.xten ion i
lingering
death-beds,
Chiffoniers.
saulting his wife, who died recently at the President-elect, arrived in Chicago ed.
ished families, innocent convicts, perset he insane hospital at Augusta, was senA description is given of the Monmouth cuted
December 10th from Canton with her
Easels,
Children* s
schoolboys, and friendless children
tenced to 40 days in the county jail at
cousin, Mrs. Lafayette McWilliams and hatchery. Its capacity is 400,000 eggs. wrongfully accused of theft have held
Morris
in
the municipal court. Mr. McWilliams, whose
Chairs,
Game*
12th,
Bangui,Ik
guest she will be The State has been presented with a deed their own mournfully for many years. It
lie appealed and furnished bail.Silas
during her stay in Chicago.The su- of a hatchery site in Penobscot county. is time we admitted, even into religious
IT WILL GIVE US PLEASURE TO SHOW \ 01 011
uruey,
formerly proprietor of the preme court of Missouri has made the im- Besides these there are eight hatcheries
of a
fiction, some of the conscious
.■;«• house and Tremout
GOODS W HETHER YOU BUY OR NOT
house, Boston, portant ruling that a telegraph company owned by clubs. It would be poor policy not altogether miserable world. joys
from 50c to
md later the Mansfield house at Stowe, is liable for
for
the
State
not
to
furnish
the
means
mistakes made in the transto
“I had recently in my service a pretty
died at Saco Dec. 11th, aged fiS.
He mission of
Have taken all our high priced Fancy
message_The British govern- run and improve our hatcheries consider- little housemaid barely nine years old,
Slippers
■>
o.i
w.fe and one daughter.
He was ment is said to have seized Clarion
and marked them to sell for $l.QO. Also a
island, ing the hundreds of thousands of dollars neat, capable, and good-tempered, but so
‘. cars a store
*•.
keejiei in Saco and be- off the coast of Mexico, for a coaling sta- brought into the State. We should have
new
lot
that
we
can sell from [Ha
1C
perpetually downcast that she threw a
‘i thotel business as proprietor of tion.Thomas Bram is on trial for the
i»er i*air
plenty of room to hatch and feed our fish cloud over our unreasonably cheerful
Pork li >te which burned.
lie spent murders committed on board the Herbert if the Penobscot hatchery could be utilizhousehold.
1 grew melancholy watching
'■i- -uuimeis at Ferry Beach and owned a
Fuller. July 14, in the U.
circuit court ed.
her at work.
One day, going into the
in saeo cm a hu h i> seal Bock Spring.
in Boston before Judges Colt and Webb.
The following waters are stocked with kitchen. 1 saw lying open on her chair a
'-«•
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pioduci is shipped all over the
five months
book she had just been reading.
It pur11 ;■..
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t<» be the
a missionof
erience
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LAND LOCKKl) SALMON
Jmsh AX1I CiAMK.
ii111 >f the governors chosen this
Tile legislature this
ary in one of our large cities, and was
in flic '.ill vi ent States of the 1'nion.
winter will probably have some suggesOctober:
Androscoggin
divided
into
nine
county
separate stories. These
■"r«-:
Meweliyi’ P- weis in Maine, j tions from lion. L. T. Carleton of thelish Bear, Taylor and Trip ponds, Auburn were their
titles, copied verbatim on the
and game commission, in regard to the
in Mich igan, Fi auk S.
lake; Aroostook—Madaseunk; L’uinberI
spot:
k :
We shall make
New Fork and dolm B. Boyers better enforcement of the game laws. land—
low
Duck, Peabody, Sebago lake,
5
“The Infidel.
:
Washington— .John Hanscom, ! Mr. ( arleton has devoted a good deal of Pleasant, Painters and Thomas Long,
Another
lot
of
LA HISS’ WOOL SLIPPER
“The Dying Danker.
large
ponds;
editor ot the Maine Sentinel, time this summer to investigating the
j
SOLES just received that we will sell at the
Franklin—Dodge, Venus, Clear water,
“The Drunkard's Death.
Kittery ! >■■ ■•. I2rh. He leaves working of the laws, and he says there is j ILuigeley, King and
old prices. WE HAVE ALL SIZLS.
Bartlett, Loon and
“The Miser’s Death.
ren.
ili> am- was Ofi years, lie \ more game killed illegally than there is in Weld
lakes; Hancock—Walkers and Pine
“The Hospital.
a sin it time.The annual i the open season,
and that some means
lakes; Kennebec—Dyer’s Branch Mills,
“The Wanderer’s Death.
'’■ ai•. ijt
Hi
Bank Fxamiuer Timber- must be provided for looking after summer
Maranacook, t.'obbosscecontee, Anuabessa“The Dying Shirt-maker.
toT.ii
deposits in savings poachers better than the present ones. He cook, Crotched and
Flying ponds; Knox—
“The Droken Heart.
*:; i.
.1 Maine to be £57,-170,SP5. an 111also thinks the penalty for shooting a
PenneseeMeguuticook lake; Oxford
“The Destitute Poor.
over
i>.of >1,110,751: reserve moose illegally should be imprisonment
and
Waterford lakes;
wasse, Bryant's
“What wonder that
little maid was
>5 ij>42, an increase of
£51,117; rather than line, as tiie line is no consid- Piscataquis Moosliead, Bum and Sebec sad and solemn when my
she recreated hera,
tvs.Tve fund. >55.507:
undivided eration to a rich sportsman who gets a lakes: Waldo—Swan and Pitcher
lakes: self with such chronicles as these!
Os. >1,105,550, an
increase of £181,- chance at a moose.Henry \V. Hunt of Fork
('an he put- on while you wait. Will positiveLong, Watcliie,
Bugger-nut,
: -t) e liabilities,
>52,405; total liabil- {South Bay, Eastport, took out of his Wilson, Little Ossipee, Banney
ly keep out all dampness and prevent you
Beg and
Flossy—Grandpa, what shall I feed those
r**»<»,7lo,57o. The cash on hand is smelt weir, November 21st, the largest Square lakes.
two little rabbits Peter gave me?
from slipi ing.
r..-'44.o 17. ..The Maine ( entral employ- lobster caught along the eastern coast for
In addition :?b,000 land locked salmon I
Grandpa—F ed them—t—ah—m-m. Feed
>
It measured 40 inches in
them
to
the
DON’T GO WITH DAMP FEET.
preparing a testimonial to ex-Geii- many a day.
dear.
cat, tny
eggs and 20,000 trout were batched by the
Manager Payson Tucker of the Maine length and 17 inches in circumference, i Commodore club at
Hartland,
20,000
1
’oral railroad.
It has not been decided its claws measured 17 by 19 inches across, salmon and
35,000 trout by the Megantic
ivet what it will be, but
nearly every and it weighed 19 1-2 pounds.
club, 20,000 salmon aud 35,000 trout at
We are Sole Local Agents for the
an
in the service of the
company in
Belgrade by the Kennebec association,
There are many people who would be glad to
^
>angor has subscribed to it. Subscription
35,000 trout at Monson by Mr. Crafts.
abandon the habit of drinking coffee if they could
>pers have been placed at every station
Soldiers’ homes.
Steel Head trout received from the
: t he line where the men are
only find some substitute for it. That substitute
paid off_
Caribou hatchery were placed iu MeMILLER
LAMPS.
MILLER NEW JUN
is Grain-O, made from pure grains and, in the
:y Ibitchelder. a Portland letter carThe report of Gen. W. P. Franklin,
Aroostook river aud
duxnekeag
stream,
of those who have given it a thorough
r.m. w as dismissed Dec. 14th on account
opinion
of
the
of
of
board
Cross lake.
president
managers
LAMPS. HAND
NIG
a
:otoxication.
This was his second of- National Soldiers’ Homes, has been laid
Brook trout from this hatchery were trial, beverage in every way preferable to coffee.
•nrv ....lu the suit at Rockland of
Grain-O is not a stimulant,—it is something better
Mrs. by the Speaker before the House.
It
in
distributed
Square, Portage, Cross,
1
HALL LAMPS. STUDY LAM
Kotv for
damages against Dr. Williams shows that 25 State homes are gradually Mud, St. Croix, Moosehead aud eleven It is cheering, nutritious and strengthening. In
:
alleged malpractice, the jury returned becoming a source of pride to their other ponds and streams in northern other words it is a focd-drink, as coffee is not. It
Nothing but the very best of stock is used in this
a
venliel. for the defendant.The Port- States, and that
Be sure and
vve will tr\ and haw
they are economically Maine. Besides these large numbers of is acceptable to the most delicate stomach, and shoe, and it is put together by the best workmen
end
luh gave an informal supper and re- and
There has small fish were distributed in the waters agrees even with confirmed dyspeptics. Unlike
humanely conducted.
feel well
for your trouble.
t° he had. Prices stamped on every pair.
coffee Grain-0-produces no nervous action.
(‘Pl'.on December 14th to Governor elect been a gradual decrease in the cost of of Aroostook
It
county iu June.
never interferes with sleep.
As for the flavor of
>•'.overs.
Short addresses were made by maintaining State homes and all branches
The raising of salmon in tliis hatchery Grain-O, people who use it say that after using it
Rowers, Hon. Geo. M. Seiders, of the national homes. The increase in was nearly a failure for unavoidable
a week or two they like its taste better than that
rea(
‘O' ,!
coffee. Grain-O is sold by all grocers at 15c.
Peabody, Mayor Baxter, the number of admissions to the homes sons. What few were left were placed in of
and 25c. per package. Try it.
< o»o.
Im51
•Oil* iii
DON’T BUY YOUR
Libby of the Lincoln continues, and it is only minimized by the Fish river lakes. A goodly n umber of
5
and Clerk of Courts Choate of
sea salmon were hatched here and libprudent
management.
•7:i i'-d
.It is estimated that over one
The average number of members of erated in
Meduxnekeag stream.
5
ci t<>n> of ice will bo cut on
the Ken- State homes this year are 7,755.
The
From tlie Enfield hatchery 50,000 PeHiis winter.
Improvements along average number kept one year in national nobscot salmon were distributed ir tiic St.
roc
front to the extent of £100.000 and State homes were
25,209 and the Croix river and 140,000 in Penobscot river
boon
made during the
t’mil you examine our stock. We have a full lino
S 1 ( Ch SSOIJS
summer, whole number cared for during the pres- waters, while 30,000 brook trout fr om Enoi'c ii ni the work
being made necessary ent year in the national and State homes field were distributed to
Eagle Lake,
INo. Vi-lO Ncwhun
By the floods of last spring.
were 40,42(5.
Tunk Pond, Cold Stream Pond and MaSTKV ENS \ l .lf
(Nku ( "k.m i; •»i• F Mitrn i.i> Si
The report shows that if it be the in- cliius.
Wasiiiv..ton \Vuisi‘Kiii.N«.s. The
gen- tern ion of Congress to furnish a home to
iiere
are
now
ranuiocKea
BOSTON,
MASS
o,i,uuu
:
pension appropriation bill for the all disabled volunteer soldiers and sailors
salmon egg* in the hatcheries, 1,075,000
Hours. 12 to 2. Utlie! hours b\ ;ij>j»• .jn' io t
both in Wool Hoots and long and short leggings,
yea; end big .June JO, isps, as reported not otherwise
some
addiprovided for,
brook trout and 20,000 Brown trout.
tin* II -list* from the
only.
at BOTTOM PRIC KS.
4w50
appropriations tional provisions will have to be made.
Is a true expression inhere health
The amounts expended at the several
October, is;»f>. -1 \4r>*
Committee, carries u total of s. 14l.gOJ^XNO
\ n i I )cah
are: Caribou, $1,852, Auburn,
hatcheries
is concerned.
'•i >0b,000 less than
oi
he appropiiation l'oi
Maine.
$3,202, Weld, $102, Edes Falls, $1,170,
Your Boy Wont Live a Month.
the cm rent. fiscal year, and the same
WALDO ss.
nn'UT OF 1\S0L\ KM }
Good
means good health.
Blood
!5oo(s,
Roiiioiiiher, sit
So Mr. Gilman Brown, of 34 Mill St., South Monmouth, $1,280, Swan Lake, $101.
amount under the estimates submitted
1 >i:i kast, Dec. o, Ison.
by
Poor Blood means disease.
tie.- commissioner of pensions.The De- Gardner, Mass., was told by the doctors. Besides these there is a sea salmon acPilot's,
In the case of SANllKltsoX 1. HALL.q >
His son had Lung trouble, following Typhoid count of $500 and a miscellaneous account
ton Springs, in said Conn!\
1 n>1 vt*nt Deicember pilot chart of the North Atlantic,
Purify your Blood and keep inel'.
1 * iiI>Im‘1>
and he spent three hundred and of $1,377.
We have to our credit 425,000
are hereby uotitied that with t lit- appr. .\a I
.''sued by the government office, shows Malaria,
seventy-live dollars witii doctors, who final- sea salmon eggs at the United States
“L.F.” Atuvod's ‘Bitters make
of the Judge Of the ... of Insolvency 1 o
the
r» .»>
of
a
remarkable ly gave him up, saying: “Your boy wont
plotted
positions
said County, the second meeting of the ered’itorblood.
of said insolvent debtor is appointed to he held
group of derelicts. They number lb in live a month.” He tried Dr. King’s New hatchery.
good
boxes
of
smelts
have
sent
been
Twenty
the Probate Court Room in Hellast. in said Cmn
all and keep each other company off Cape Discovery and a few bottles restored him to
to thirteen different ponds for stocking.
ty, on Wednesday, the 18th day of January, \ D. K\t<Mlsioi» (’UNO
Cggr3 Ash for "L. F.," and see
Haiteras, directly in the track of vessels. health and enabled him to go to work a per- The commissioners have
at. two o'clock v. m.. and yon are requested
1807,
the
Red
Letters
it
had
before
well
man.
frequent
He says he owes his presMost of these vessels were sunk by the fectly
to he present, at said meeting a> and for the pur
is wrapped up. 35 cents.
ent good health to the use of Dr. King’s New calls to stock with white perch and black
V>r )i i|>M.
poses required by Section 18 of Chapter 7<>. Retwo cyclones in October.The WashingAvoid imitations.
vised Statutes of the State of .Maine and Public
Discovery, and knows it to be the best in bass. They do not recommend a wider
ton Times says itissettled that lion. Nel- the world for
KoImvs,
Laws
of
said
State
amendatory thereof ami addiLuug trouble. Trial Bottles distribution of bass.
son Dingley, Jr., of Maine, is
to be the
tional thereto.
Free at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.
A chapter is given on the black game
liimiki
Attest
AS.
P
-CM
HA/KLTINL.
next Secretary of the Treasury.lu the
and capercailzie. Of the importation of
2w51
Register of said Court.
House Dec. 11th Chaplain Couden, in his
M-w
or
stock
Miss Flyppent—When is your birthday, 1805 it is certain that a part of the black
opening prayer, caused a buzz of excite- Miss Elderkin?
WITHOUT OPERATION BY
game survived, one young bird of this
ment by bis reference to the bill passed
S. J. Sherman’s Method. Send 15 cents for his
Miss Elderkin—I was born on June 30.
season’s hatching having been seen.
Of
ANNUAL MEETING of the stockholders of
10th
the
sale
of
Dec.
prohibiting
Miss Flyppent—Old Style or New Style?
liquor in
hook of full information, etc. Address
the Belfast National Bank for the choice of
the capercailzie little can be said.
They |
He said:
the capitol building.
“Esand the transaction.of any other busihave not been heard from. It was intend- 1 Directors
S. J. SHERMAN, Hernia Specialist,
The store now occupied by E. L. French. No. 74
ness that may legally come before them, will be
do
we
thank
Thee
that
this
House
pecially
Thousands
are
Fine floods.
Low
suffering excruciating ed to repeat the experiment, but other held at their banking rooms on Tuesday, January
Main Street. Belfast. For terms, address
is no longer responsible for the liquor
175 Tremout St., Boston. :‘>in44
misery from that plague of the night, Itch- States want to try it and the commission- 12, 1897, at 10 o’clock A. M.
ARNOLD 11 \ B BIS,
W.
Cashier.
traffic within the walls of this, our capitol.
C.
WESCOTT,
ing Piles, and say nothing about it through ers are willing they should “corner the
M \RM S> RIIVAIRINO and
1I»7 East 54th Street,
Belfast, De3. 8,1896 —4w50
ant, we pray Tliee, that the bill passed a sense of delicacy. All such will find an market.” Every effort should be made
CARKIACil: TRIMMl Vi,
49tf
Now York, N. V.
here yesterday may go through the regu- instant relief in the use of Doan’s Ointment.
The law giving
to protect the partridge.
It never fails.
lar channels aud speedily become a law,
59 Main Stre<
the commissioners authority to open and
never to be repealed in the history of our
close waters seems to operate satisfactorShe. “So you don’t like coasting?”
FTc
'\. t
E
STEVENS.
C.
nation.”.The naval hydrographic office
GOOD FAMILY OR DELIVERY HORSE,
“No, I never tried it but once, and then no- iiy.
ANNUAL MEETING of the stockholders of
finds signs of an unusual season of ice- ticed it had a
sound and kind, weighs 1,000 pounds. Good
drawback.”
for
the
Bank
election
of
the
great
[Adams
Searsport National
can-take him on trial. Also a two seated
SUBSCRIBE FOR
bergs on the North Atlantic, according to Freeman.
directors and transaction of any other business party
etc.
Will be
CASTOniA.
that may legally come before them, will be held at carriage, top buggy, sleigh, harness,
reports which it has received from the
sold
at
a bargain.
Will sell separately or all toLacks Uprightness:
“Do you consider
their banking room on Tuesday, Ilie 12th day of
and
United
Associated
Press
from
r.
O.
tf7
ADDRESS,
gether.
Smithe.rton a dishonest man?” “Well, I
January, 1897, at two o’clock F. >1.
GEO. A. QUIMBY.
marines.
( HAS. F. GORDON, Cashier.
They are dangerously near the should think it would make him blush to
MAINE.
FREEDOM,
Madrid despatch look at an
Dec.
1896.—4w£0
18%.
steamer tracks.A
Belfast,
Nov,
12,
Searsport,
9,
upright piano.” [Chicago Record.

AYER’S

At a meeting Dec.
Matters.
9th of the trustees of the Maine Industrial
School for Hills, at Hallowed, the resignation of lion. E.
Rowell as superintendent and treasurer of the institution
was tendered,
on account of ill health.
C. C. Hunt was chosen treasurer pending
the election of a superintendent.
The
resignation of Judge 11. K. Baker as
also received, and John
trustee was
Church was chosen to till the vacancy.
It is said that Hon. E. \V. Hill ot Exeter,
recently _deceased, had more farms and
more farm
mortgages than any man in
Maine.
He practically owned whole
liis real estate was not confined
towns,
entirely to farms, however, and it is
stated that his sou, F. \Y. Hill, who is
administrator, has uncovered property
that he was not aware that his father
was
interested
in.The
Bangor
A
Aroostook
Railroad Company has
voted to buy some rolling stock.
The
order is a large one.
It includes 408 fiat
cars, 181 box cars and "> cabooses, all to
be fitted with Westinghouse brakes and
automatic couplers.Hon. Henry Ingalls died at his home in Wiscasset, Dec.
He had been president of the First
10th.
National Bank since its organi nation, was
president of the Wiscasset & Quebec
Railroad Company, and the most prominent citizen in town for many years.
He
served as a member of the World’s Fair
Commission. Mr. Ingalls was born at
Bridgton in 1819.There lives in Millbridge in Washington county a man who
defies all human explanation.
His name
is Winfield Wakefield.
This extraordinary person differs from the rest of mankind in that he can speak but won’t, and
was never known in all his strange life to
utter one single word to any person other
than his father and mother.The Rev.
Meplien C. Fletcher, formerly pastor of
the Dexter Baptist church and lately of
M u,son Methodist Episcopal society',
a
I .it Dexter of paralysis December
‘'tli.
He was ii:, years of’age.The
us! of hosier Nelson on three different
e ui Miuuns I* a
lareen\ in ( tin ton and on
rvtluu for breaking ami entering the
•.!>’<
u
A’pli us Hunter ii: Clinton, and
\ i!• g iwav a sg(i harness
belonging to
li.
-jgv
Hunter, came to an end
eiiil-fi ilth. at Augusta, when the dense
i!;
•;
ease
and Nelson
me.>
ah tom- indictments.
guilty
a‘cured to six years in the
uris.-i:
at
T'mmastnn.Warden
v
■'
unmenees h's i
nr years’ admin’*iii a‘
l ieunasion with ltio convicts
There
•mo.ge, six bring femah-s.
i.uloi; unates ;•! Hie insane departito
t-i t rt-a ing the best treatMaine
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Hair
VIGOR

*-»

CHRISTMAS

BAILEY

rUllKtl MlIVtO

1

fork

CARVING SETS,

Stable Blankets and Fur Robes

IRON and STEEL.

Growth

of Hair.

$25.00

BAILEY’S.

Ketailer and Jobber of Hardware,

—

Be

Ayer’S Hair Vigor

few

PRESENTS

—

<

•••■

What You

1

■

Can

■

Buy

leu’s

FANCY FURNITURE, Especially for Chris;:

Sli

>

$1.00.

■

_

buC.tO /be.

jiu

Slipper Soles,

—

II. II. COOMBS & SOI 70 & ?! 'I

From Dec. 17 to Dei I
special

Nickel Plated

Chafing Dishes,

Nickel Plated

SIT. 8ii«r

—

—

Serving Dishes,

Nickel Plated 5 O'clock Teas

Nieke Plated Tea and Coff

—

■

prices

YOU HAVE WAITED FOR THIS.

LAMPS._

BANQUET

LAMPS,

call,

paid

_

M. L. Mitchell.

WOOL BOOTS

Blood

sti:vk\s I

The Nose and Throat,

Will

-^Of Men's and Boys’,

Tell

v

"*HI?hS£

...HARNF

FRANCIS’

YOU

SHOE STORE.

BELFAST NATIONAL BANK.

Rupture Cured

SE.

THE

FOR SALE.

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK.

THE

A

BOOTS, SHOES and R

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.

THE REPUBLICAN J(
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to Grenada.

mc) town

urn! Across

\:r

grows smaller and shallower every year.
The latter has a bottom of mud and shift-

Mcara-

Lake

ing sand, studded with marshy islets, and

uua.

of The Journal. ]
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a

\iaiii a,
route

c

Nov. 3, 1S9G.
from the At-

antique town,

s

of lake
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iliforuia,
and

little

they

did

stern-wheel
not

picturesque

aristocracy

it remained

that

half-crazed

mob.

conveyed

from

were

the same side of the

long

a

lie

t

way south of
overland to the

>

narrowest

strip be-

“El

called,

difficult two or three
than now, or perhaps the

was

the San Juan

was

more

days

weie

clumsier.

him 00

constructed in Xicar-

“For,” says he, “though while the vessels
sail the lake securely and without trouble, yet when they fall from the lake to

days to make the 120 miles between the Atlantic and lake
Nicaragua.

<

hulls of

tying

a

number

the sea, hie

may yet he seen on the
•ilifted more than forty
steamers of

iver

nothing

national

Capital, stands on the northwest
ho re of the lake.
A few miles away the
extinct volcano, Mombacno, towers
skyward; and only four miles distant is the
newer city of Kivas, built on the site of

fall ol' water in many places among the
that many times they are forced
to unload the
frigates and load them

llat-bottomed, stern- again, with the help of mules
kept for
four in number, that
purpose by the few Indians who live
tlie round trip twice a about the
river anil take care of the lodges
■In* lake where improvemade to lay in the wares, while the frigj
:fusible, the sailing ves- ate passes through dangerous places to j
to
comfortable
place
another lodge, whither the wares are
»f them belonged origibrought by mules and again placed in the
company which was or- frigate.”
The largest rapids are the Maiited Mates and liberally cliua, where the liver
spreads out over a
N i ca rag uan go v ernm en t.
wide, rocky ami crooked bed. with great!
arges were so high that boulders projecting above the surface of
!. and
dually the gov- the stream, between which the water

they

*'ied

make the service

to

rushes with

velocity.

It

was

The New \ ork State board of

transaction

n■

in both
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were

con-

following

nada,

main force.
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above these
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Pacific.

series and
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1

“national

line,"

like

more

mile above them

cascade;

a

and live

the Toro rapids,

are

extra cost

ing
■

all

at

eight

times

ports.

The

with a great variety of
parasitic plants, while woody creepers,
suspended from above, hang down and gate

via the San Juan

%vn

stretch from tree to tiee like the entangled rigging of a ship. Most noticeable
among the trees is the tall guava, aud a
certain colossal palm witli

ragua, a distance of 120
natural course for the

public; but the fact

!.'

since business

s,

is

-ervice.

The great

The

densely matted foliage affords slid
tci for myriads of green parrots,
tuucons,
u. over which, w hen
w ith their absurdly
big, top-beav\ beaks,
argo must be car- and
gorgeous tanagers—the latter a sparareat risk of damage
row-like bird with a single blood-red
the const ruction of
spot upon liis velvety black body just
irid from <
the
shallows and

laws

<uintc,

route

being

uited States and
Ci-

green,

Europe

Pacific side

ally filling

of the

e

when

the

river

u

bongos bringing

crude

he
ve

the

Perhaps the

The

ridge comes down to the
and upon its extreme edge
stands the castle.
The foaming and agi-

tated waters contrast well with the still,
dark forest on one hand and the vivid
The
green of grassy hills on the other.
little town has

more

dirty
and

The

pilot
Mosquito
the

race

African than Indian

considered
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bordering

on

to

be remembered.

a

rubber

trade,

of

labor,

to

mosquitoes,

something long

When Nicaragua had
was its center.

Castillo

paper

be carried down the river in

Between this point and Fuerte
several sluggish streams flow
into the San Juan, their mouths almost
San
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tobacco

:

\

young horse, calf, or
niiiial ventures too near,
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rior

i

trap-door on
Be; victim disappears in a
is said they will attack
mals, drawing them under
vlien drowned devouring
jaws like
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\
i
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and that when other prothey subsist comfort"ii tlie flies and otherin'lk unwittingly into their
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hut I cannot vouch for the

itement, not being well up
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early Spaniards

El Desaquadero, because
outlet through which disr
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iters of the great hydraulic
Nicaraguan lakes. As it

k
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(1,|ierous

*uth,
Sij ^lantic,
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side

is

dissipated

streams.
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now

opens directly
carries ofF nearly

"f its volume, to tlie ruin of
and the Tauro mouth
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is

specially adapted

to

the wants

the

known

some

of the noblest trees of the far-famed
and under them, to

Nicaraguan forests,

Dwight

a

to

Masonic

goods and taste in

Miss Florence Wells
will have charge of the trimming department, and as she is direct from one of the
largest and most stylish work-rooms in

Boston, where she has been at work with
first-class milliners,she is prepared to gi\t
you all the new ideas. We keep constantly on hand a full line of

P.

Palmer,

>i r s.
n.
f.
w i; r. i.
S' Belfast, Oct. S. ism.. 41 tf

Temple, Belfast,

other

any

Great Reduction ,;n Fares,
Ilollasf to Hostou, s

doubt have been trying hard dur=
ing the past few weeks to think what
to buy for

no

Commencing Monday, Oct. I'.*. I Mo;, the rule of
fare for through tickets between Belfast anil
Boston will be reduced from $:,.Ob to'$2.25Bet ween Searsport and Boston reduced,.from
$3.2ft to $2.30, and a proportionate reduction
will be made In the price of through tickets

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

between Boston and all landings

FEED,

The

Dealers in the finest

These

of Salt.

33, 33, 37 front St., Belfast, Me,
TELEPHONE 4-2.

IS TO BE FOUND AT

TWO TONS MORE

Just

Biliousness

|

j

Hood’s

lii3omina, nervousness, and,
if not relieved, bilious fever
Hood’s
or blood poisoning.
Tills stimulate the stomach,
cure
headache, dizziness, conrouse the liver,
stipation. etc. 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.
The only Piiis hi take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

received,

Our customersl say it is as good as
they pay 50 cents for elsewhere.

RK

OF BROOKS,
has His

|
|

&

Dry
ami

Fancy Goods,

as usual has a good
articles suitable for the

variety of

HOLIDAY TRADE,
which he is

selling

at

LOWEST

the^.

PRICES.

Notice of Annual

Meeting.

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
THE
MERCHATS’ HARINE RAILWAY COHPANY

Belfast will he held at the store of J. W. Frederick .Y Co. on Wednesday. January 6, 1897,at 2
o’clock P. M. The business on hand will he to
hear Treasurer’s report, to elect live directors ami
to transact any other business that may come before said meeting.
CHAS. W. FREDERICK,
Secreary ami Treasurer.
Belfast). Dec. 17, 1896.—3w5

Monroe,

Nov.

L
25, 1890.—tf48

STAPLES.

ne

Boston,

;■

%j

c.iiie-»
.i .ai

ays and
-aval <•!

rilRMNd

:
a

.m

S.t
r

a.-

LOCAL WISTEJR SEliTICE.

Nichols, Monroe & Co.,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
_

stock

oi

Watches and Clocks is the largest to he found

in

&

TIM E-TA B L E.
On and after Ort. 4, IStttt, trains «•<,nu at
Burnham ami Waterville with thn-ugl; trams 1 >r
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland *■•>< Bo--

Waldo county and

will

run as

follows:
FROM IS KLFAST.
A

Belfast, depart.
Citypoint..
Waldo..

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware, &c.

....

Brooks
we are

Knox
Thorndike.
1 nity.
Burnham, arrive.

selling ihem at the L<>\Y KST IT.’ICES. | Jn < nr manufacturing department we arc prepared to make to order all kinds of GOLD and SIEVE R JE W ELRY, PLAIN GOLD
Bangor..
Parties having any old worn out gold or silver
or STUNK RINGS.
jewelry can have it
made over into new goods at small expense. In this line we do good, pu nipt woik at low Waterville
prices.
With a thorough knowledge <'f OPTICAL Wf hl( we are prepared to correct all Portland..
....

errors

of

refraction.

We carry in stock

a

lull line

of

iw1;;:

SPECTACLES and EYE (il.ASSES, in Gold, Gold Filled and Nickel Frames.
We

M

7 2"
17 25
7 30
7 48
8 "2
8

;<

82"
8 4.7
117"

1' M
2

l* M
.; 4"
7
it
4
1
17]
447
f 1
2
7 ."8
2 12
2 •_, on
<; 27
2 42
4

1

—

A M
" 11

:

1

BELFAST.

B‘»to",{w.'L::.".22

MONROE, Mamiger.

Waterville.

t* M

A At

'21

77

Bangor
A M

Fred Atwood, Winteroprt,

Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

Thirteen

Springfield Fire

Millions
and

sociation of

($13,000,000)

Fire

Insurance

Assets.

Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co., Fire AsPhiladelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,

Co., Hartford,

Conn.

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 8 YEARN, at low rales on buildings acceptable.
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
41tl
BEAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD. ^^Correspondence Solicited.

7 lo
7 70
Thorndike. 8 TO
Knox. is 25
Brooks.
8 50
Waldo..
19 02
..

..

Citypoint.
Belfast, arrive.
f Flag station.

!' M

] ]
A M
o on

Burnham, depart.
t'nity
..

AM
40

i¥l
T.

prepared to carefulh test the eyes free < charge and if glass* s are needed we will
them at very low prices. All work in this line is fully warranted and if glasses
satisfactory w e will < hange them fr* e of charge.
Portland.
g3P“Please give us a call and we wii: endeavor to merit a share of your patronage.
C. II.

7 07

t* M

12 27

are

furnish
are not

it

Maine Central R. R.

ton

Are now established at the well-known HKRVKY JEWELRY STORK, UKLFAST,
31 AINE, and would invite the attention of the citizens of Belfast and vicinity to their
large and tine stock

National Fire Insurance

$50 REWARD.

and

Commencing Tuesday, Nov. 24. I sue. -reamer
•.. .. a
Rockland* Capt. E. W. Curtis, will leav.
7 a. M.. Tuesdays. Thursday an ! S.
may- nit'I
s-v
closing of river, then from Buck.-) or
m. fo; Kockland via all river landing-. im-ludin.
Soars] >ort.
Momlav-.
Returning from Rockland at s a.
Wednesdays and Fridays.
F. W. POTE, Agent.. Belfast

of

The above reward will be given for the appre
hension of the pa rties or party that broke in the
doors of ray dwelling house on the night of Nov.
7, during tiie Republican celebration.

_» :;«»

WILLIAM H. HILL, (fou l Manager,

Our

store well FILLED WITH

sea-

i,

—i

SPESCER AWILSOyS*”

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Marcellos J. Dow

;::i! rla*

by

from Boston.

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fn
From Kockland. Wednesdays u
(about) 5.00 a. m.
From Bangor, Mondays and
!.i

...

direct from China.

i!,
river

a. m.

ltf

30c. Tea 30c.

will be continued

Monday?- and Tlmrsdays at mil >;:(
For Bangor, via way landing'. \\
Saturdays at (about s.im a. m -i

Rugs, Pictures and Easels

*

ETORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

.OK THAT

*

steamer

L03.lSa

Blacksmith

rates

Strainers will leave Belfast, weather
permitting, t.»r I'ainden, Rockland and

=

~

accommodating two persons
$2.00 and $l.f>0 t©

rooms

son,and until the clo-e of the

Fancy Rockers, Tables,

quality of

Anthracite and

price of

each will be reduced from
#1.50 and $1.00 each.

GROCERIES.
Importers

Penobscot

on

I! Iver.

It would be easy to decide after seeing
what a fine line of

SEEDS and

*‘I hear they’ve laid oil a number of hands
down at the sawmill ?”
“Yes, so the surgeon was telling me.”
[Chicago Journal.

—

only one visible outlet, the San Juan river.
Its banks are beautifully wooded with

of

JOBBERS OK

regular exchange

which it is separated only by a low range ;
of hills, is less than 100 feet.
Opposite j Is caused by torpid liver, which prevents digesfood to ferment and putrify in
out- tion and permits
Juan
the
San
San Carlos and fronting
the stomach. Then follow dizziness, headache,
or
mile
,
flow, it is barely 7 feet deep for a
more in all directions; but elsewhere its
Fed by several
average depth is 90 feet.
the largest of
considerable streams
which, the Frio, has two fathoms of water
40 miles above its mouth—the lake has

and

CRAIN.

world.

Ninety miles long by from 30 to 50 miles
wide, its elevation above the Pacific, from

good

more

SVAN 4 SIBLEY CO,

of

Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine. Syrup is pleasant to take, positively harmless t*»the most
delicate constitution, and absolutely sure to
A
cure tin- most obstinate, cough or cold.
household boon.

of the most remarkable

water in

our

of^^^L

You

not

mountains of Costa Rica, towering range
above range until lost in hazy distance.
sheets

Suitable for Holiday Gifts.
The GOODS are RIGHT,
The PRICES are RIGHT,
And YOU will be RIGHT if you
Make your purchases

...THE...

the

This lake is

customers with

trimming.

HOLIDAY GOODS.

the

one

large, palm-fringed island,
Solenteuame; beyond the largest island of
the lake with its two cone-shaped volcanic
peaks, Madrira and Ometeprc, piercing
the clouds; and on the left the blue
front

be

our

make.

copy of The Rudder
for December failed to reach us, and when

trees.
Fort San
of Spain’s strongest
bulwarks in the land, is uow in ruins,
covered with an exuberant growth of

|

#

flavor vastly supe-

you have the Boston Weekly Journal
addition to your own local paper.

The

by overhauging

Carlos, formerly

language

a

can

very thorough examination of all
the NEW and DESIRABLE STYLES in
millinery, we feel confident we can please

that

Carlos,

hidden

His infrequent
which

40,879.

publishers sent us another copy we were
surprised that the first was appropriated
native negroes understand,
It was worth stealing.
It conen route.
ngue of the mongrel race,
tains D full page supplements, all in colors,
maiden-hair
fern.
It
at
stands
tiie
n river in the
with 40 other illustrations, including photos
neighborhood lovely
not unlike the “Father of southeastern end of lake Nicaragua, at ofaCock Robin, Scat, Uolonia, Viquero I IT,
New Orleans, except that the “head,” or outflow of the San Juan Streak, Volsung, Reindeer, Tempest, Corportant liver of Central river. Its village, mostly of palm-thatch- net, Dart, Alfrida, Tartar, Mishka, Varuua,
ed hovels, is inhabited by Indians, ne- Quisetta, etc. A review of ice yachting is
»*r “more so’’ in the matgiven, with photos and lines of the crack
>rs, mosquitos aud other groes and Spaniards—Indians predominatami plans and instructions for buildFrom this point the view’ of lake crafts,
Its low, marshy banks ing.
ing ire yachts of various sizes and rigs.
dli caymen, lying motion- Nicaragua—the ancient “Cocibolea”—is
features are interesting as
The literary
i asleep, with small
Close
eyes inspiring, rather than beautiful.
usual. Price 25 cents. If not found at the
mouths wide open.
But by on the right are dark and gloomy | news dealers send to The Rudder Publishi so sleepy as appearances ranges covered with dense forests; in
ing Company, 155 Broadway, New York.^
sued in

I

New York and Boston and

a

•

It gives

New England homes, and contains the vital
features of the news of each week, in addition to a number of special features which
If you canare attractive and interesting.
not take the Boston Daily Journal, be sure

bongos.

ser-

insures

price.

at any

New England homes the regular
Boston Weekly Journal is particularly welcome. The daily issue of the
Boston Journal stands at the head of the
daily papers published iu that city, and the
same is true of the weekly edition.
The

forests of the eastern coast; and to this
place they brought the products of their

a

nk of his small bleared eye
make the knees of the

together.

street, inhabited
countless legions

* ALL * PRICES.-#

Elegant Line of NEW GOODS

bought anywhere,

To many
visit of the

Here gangs of native were specially equipped for penetrating into the uninhabited

-sing the power of hoodoo;
■lack crew treated him with
erenee

rough, narrow,
by a few blacks,

one

whose sunset serenade is

bxture of tlie worst blood
nations.
It seems he had
aucl

only

name

tobaccos that

We have received from the publishers of
the Globe-Democrat, St Louis, Mo., a very
tasteful pamphlet, finely illustrated, descriptive of the work of getting out that great
daily newspaper. The frontispiece is a representation of the lofty Globe-Democrat
building, and opposite is a fac simile of the
heading and a portion of the page of the
The letter press is interesting
newspaper.
alike to the professional reader and the
non-professional reader, and the pamphlet
is one to be carefully preserved.

bank,

south

any that may yet be seen
•sissippi, with its darkey

Sambo, or
ailed, although

along

considerable

rubber

flat-bottomed boat upon
rked at Grey town is a

the stern.

romantic spot

most

MACKINTOSHES,

HOLIDAY GOODS-

the “Boss Line“ of

superior to anything of the kind ever attempted in this country. The Herald has
northsimply out-done itself. It always out-does
its contemporaries.

El C astillo Viejo, (the old
castle), the ancient Spanish fort that
crowns a height above the hamlet and
rapids of the same name. At this point a

only, and very small,
boats is the transpor-

in

as

and better

An

brilliant cloud,

the river is

-reytown for shipment to
■kless tapping of the trees
exhausted

a

birds do in autumn.

ern

it has obtained the
was

like

air.

apparently emigrating iu Hocks,

e there is regular and
;hough the charges aie
•r.

the

handsome

of this

The New York Christmas Herald, issued
Dec. nth, certainly takes the plum rake.
It consists of <S4 pages, many of them printed
in colors, and the edition as a whole is

aud others dressed in black and gold, or
or modes; gray—sometimes liter-

much

so

”

STAPLES & COTTRELL, 12 nain St.,^

Papers and Periodicals.

above the tail.
One is amazed at the incredible number of buttertiies—the great
blue Morphus, v iri-eolored llelieouche.

milk of trade to and
has gone that way and
boost abandoned. This

:>■

”

12J

fan-like blanches—the space between the
long leaf stems completely tilled witli
orchids and other bright colored blossoms.

keener, merchants can••layj- and uncertainties

was

”

Having visited

The sound money Democratic vote for
Palmer and Buckner was 132,050.
'The prohibition vote for Levering was
!74.
llie national or free silver prohibition- !
ists cast 13,320 votes for Bentley.
Matcliett, the candidate of the socialist
labor party, received 33,942 votes.
McKinley’s plurality over Bryan in the
New England States was 470,709.
It is
thus evident that, outside of New York
and New England Bryan had a popular
plaralify of 138,179, or more than Palmer's j
vote in the entire country.

wide-spreading,

com-

vote

”

made

for Bryan and Sewall and that
and Watson are combined in
the total vote given for Bryan.
12
States
Only
reported a separate vote
for Bryan and Watson
Watson’s aggre-

brandies laden

•uud the lake

”

PALMERS.

“Compania tie Va- nearly a mile in length.
Largo” (Great Lake
A few miles above ilreytown tile
region
any), a large portion of of primitive forest is
reached—great
000,799.
purchased by the Inter- trees rising in solid ranks on either
side,
The vote
•ustruction Co.
Its larg- above a
tangle of brush wood, their for Bryan
i'-toria, is of ISO tons and
ign

OMEN’S *

binding.

The canvass of the vote of New York
State practically completes the otlicial
votes by States, and makes it possible for
tlie first time to tabulate the popular vote
for President.
With the exception of
Utah and South Dakota, where tire courts
have ordered the revision of the completed returns, the final official vote of all the
States has been collected.
In Texas the State
canvassing hoard declared the vote without waiting for the returns from six small counties. These have
been estimated and added to the result in
that State.
The total vote cast was 13,924,053. This
was 1,813,124 more than the total vote of
1892.
McKinley received 7,109,480, and Bryan
0,508,081, a plurality for McKinley of

Nicaragua rapids are those of Mico and Los Valos,
Capital; and from Man- only a few rods apart. Still farther on
and El Kayo, on lake are the Castillo
rapids—the shortest of the

■

”

McKinley, Rep., 819,830;
Dem., 551,360; Palmer, Nat.
Dem., 10,295; Socialist Labor, 17,607;
Prohibition, 10,052; blank, defective and
scattering, 122,080.
McKinley over Bryan 268,409. McKinley over all others, 215,435.

only by keeping close to tbe
northern shore where the current is least
strong and the boat can be pushed up by

and the establishment of
ation with the railway

Men’s Imported Cotton Half Hose, 12*c up to 50c J Men’s Cardigan Jackets,
75c up to $2.00
“
“
Woolen
Half
\U
50c
Silk Neckwear,
Imported
25c “
Hose,
1.50
|
“
“
“
Elastic Web Suspenders, \U “ $1.50 j
1.75
25c
Mufflers,
“
“
“
“
50c
Night Shirts,
35c
2,50
2.001
Canes,
“
“
1.00 j
Kid Gloves and Mittens $1.00
Japanese Silk Handkerchiefs,20c
2.50
“
“
Initial Handkerchiefs,
25c
1,00 \
Umbrelllas
1.00
4.00
“
and Boys’ Wool Sweaters,$1.00 “ 4.00 J
Fur Gloves and Mittens, 1.50
12.00

Bryan, Silver

here that

^

or

|

the official totals:

and Sftnsihk

cloth-bound, stamped binding is perferred,
.send ten cents extra (31 cents in all) to pay

canvas-

Albany

are

extracts

Beautiful, Useful,

flftQirahlft

—

For President:

ascend ii

and

freight

met at

Dee. loth and canvassed the result of the late election.
The
sers

dig out the line, which it the \ anderbilt steamer, Orus, was wreck•OU,000. The advantages ed in ls.7u. Native boatmen are able to
1

Fa.nnii, 11. Ward.

McKinley’s Plurality 600,799.

are

■

1

aboriginal city.

an

malt

I was so short winded that I could hardlv walk
half a mile at once, and if I got the least bit
wearied I would have an attack of phthisic (asthma) and almost die for about two or three days.
I concluded to try Dr. R. V. Pierce, and I related
my case to him. He wrote me that I should take
his Golden Medical Discovery.' I began using
it and used about six bottles. I began to see that
it was
helping me. So I concluded to continue
using the Golden Medical Discovery.’ I did so
and I have improved both in strength and in
weight. I have not had the phthisic, nor spit up
any blood since last spring.”
Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Medical Adviser is the most popular medical work
in the English language.
It contains a
thousand and eight-pages, and over three
hundred illustrations. It is a great storehouse of valuable information.
A copv
strongly paper-bound will be sent free on
receipt of twenty-one cents in one cent
stamps to pay the cost of mailing only.
Address. World's Dispensary Medical Association. Buffalo, N. Y. If a handsome,

8

hoc opus est—here is
but trouble.
For such is the

tar superior to any

cod liver oil emulsions, as it does not make
soft flabby fat, but genuine muscular power
and nerve force. It cures all diseases that
result from impoverished blood and all
weak run-down conditions.
J. W. Jordan, Esq., of Corbin Whitley Co., Ky.,
writes:
About two and a half years ago when
I was at Flat Lick, Ky., I was taken with severe
in chest, after which I began to spit up
pains
blood and was also troubled with night-sweats.

Nicaragua,

to-day rocks,

than those of *40, he-

ties are

long flic rival of Leon for the seat of the

labor,

Hundreds of Articles.

heals up the tissues
restores vital enand solid flesh.
ergynutritive
Its
proper-

be remembered that Mr. E. G.
Squicr
found some remarkable idols and other
monuments of an extinct race
upon
Zapatero, Ometepec and others of these
islands.
The old city of
Grenada, seat of
the Spanish aristocracy of
and

One

HOLIDAY OFFERINGS.

hand

lands areIsola and
Madeira, each crowned
with cloud-piercing mountains,
ft will

then

via the old “Traustill exists—the only

r

>

ascending

as

Cage, who went up in 1070, says it took

a-rbilt company met with
several rapids of the

<

well-wooded

Desaquadero,”
centuries ago
vessels of those

an,

■

h

appears that the task of

myiiads of wild ducks and snow-white
herons. Among the loveliest of the is-

firm,

circulation, stops unhealthy deposits in
the throat and lungs;

it rises

banks,

between

can be ascended 20 miles or more.
From the accounts of early
voyagers it

where the western end of

went

Sicily

directly out of blue waters
into a bluer sky. The islands
of the lake
are many and lie
mostly in groups, several of them
having considerable Indian
villages and all serving as retreats for

current,

to the lake, where
vessels across to Virgin

but

smooth,

unbroken cone, 6,000 feet
high, reminds
one of Mt.
Etna, and like the pride of

Thirteen miles above the junction

Siripiqui with the San Juan, the
Rio San Carlos comes in, a noble river,
broad and deep, which also rises in the
Costa Rican hills; anil its strong swift

uuers

<«u

Alfonso; beyond

of the

to

come

pily for this
c

mules.

bails itself out in less than
Science finds a
a minute.
way to save lives that seem
beyond saving. When the
good ship of Health is
stranded on the lee shore
of Consumption, science
comes to the rescue with
Dr. Pierce’s Golden MedIt is the
ical Discovery.
non sinkable life boat of
medical science.
it manes red, rich
blood that drives impurities out of the

tides,

which point the journey to San Jose,
Costa Rica's capital, must be made on

alive with

was

the hamlet of 8an

to

Science has invented a
non-sinkable life boat:—Fill
it with water and it actually

or

like those of the
nearby ocean, and when
winds sweep its
surface, long, rolling billows break in solemn
majesty upon the
shore.
Wherever one stands
upon its
banks, no land is visible on its farther
side,
and always the view
is dominated
by
Ometepec, the island volcano. Its

of consequence, rises at the foot of the
great volcano of Cartigo, in Costa Rica,
ami is navigable about twenty-five
miles,

•mpany, and during the
ii there was such a tren*ss the coutiuent to the

the Camino Ileal

places the road winds so close to the
lake
that passing travelers
are sprinkled with
its spray-for this
inland sea lias

which seldom

draw more than three feet of water, often
impossible to pass its narrow channel.
The Rio JSiripiqui, the first allluent

river and across the
as that of the old Yan-

>

bongos,

even

runs

highway, built by the
Spaniards some centuries ago. conquering
In several

j

tind it

the

on

Nicaragua,

days

now-a

city,
j Nicaragua
Kings

19 15

9 25

1 -■»

A

l 2

1

>

M

7"
7 r
am
7o

s

1"
9 20
'" 27
9

4 80
1 4<>
v M
7 of>
7. 27

5 38

" 42

:7 44
7 50

"7>:;
'lo(>7
1"I"

tons
r. is
6 25

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale bv F. K. Crowley.
GEORGE 17 EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Geueial Manager.
F. E. Roothbv, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1890.

Legislative Notice,
Winterport Ferry (7*. will petition the
Legislature at its next session for an amend-

THE
ment

to their charter.

4w49
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Hon. \Ym. T. Haines ol Watervillc is
the coming Attorney General.
That is
now generally conceded.
The report of the

Secretary of the TreasCongress Monday. The

sent to

was

ury

Secretary again urges the withdiawal of
treasury notes, and says we cannot rely
upon accessions of gold from abroad.
Ex

Congressman Roswell
Michigan died at Plainfield,

G.

Horr of

X. J., Dec.
illness of two weeks of bronchitis and heart disease.
He was a hard

18tli,after

an

worker in
and

wit,

and

a

Congress,
effective

an

debater of

ability
campaign speaker,

a

very instructive writer on tariff
and financial questions. He spoke in Belfast

the

during

Presidential

campaign

four years ago and his contributions to
the New York Weekly Tribune made him
known to
w

ho

w

large number of

a

ill learn of his death with regret.

lu recent interviews and
tin

at

m

his

speech

Portland Club Gov-elect Powers

placed

lias

readers,

our

himself

on

record

in favor

as

order to prevent crime it is quite necessary to give the use of alcoholic drinks,
either excessive or moderate, special at-

needed

in

every legislative
!• dv.
Iv.'oiiomy should not be construed
mean j ,ir>i:n<»uy.
All needed expeuditit

is

:->.u \

Your nerves will be strong, and your sleep
Hood’s
sound, sweet and refreshing.
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
why it cures so many diseases. That is
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember

a sentimental way, but in
scientific way bring to the knowledge of
all people, young and old, the result of its
a

not

only

the

to

but to their chil-

user

dren.
It is claimed that all stimulants are detrimental to health and aid in the development of serious diseases in various
and

equal

j

to that of alcoholic
Those who suffer from diseases

drinks.

cases

stimulants

are

to the poor or middling classes.
Those
of wealth can go abroad or be
privately
treated in a hospital, or have a nurse’s aid,

a

family

or

of Brooks, a son of the late Dr. Jacob
and Mrs. Hulda (Myrick) Roberts of that
place. He lived in Brooks until about 35
years of age, when he moved to Stockton,
where he has since resided. While in Brooks
he carried on a store at the village and
after moving to Stoekton continued in the
same business in company with the late N.
G. Hkhborn. The linn also built a number
of vessels and was quite largely interested in

that criminal tendencies are

partially?

25c.

native

birthmark in many, may we not by proper study
learn how to eradicate such
or

Ills; easy to

Barnabas M. Roberts of Stockton

Hon

private physician gives

tendencies, wholly

Monroe
Mrs. Benj. Curtis remains quite
sick yet.... .Madge Grant remains about the
same with typhoid fever... .Mr. Frank Henderson drives a very stylish team for the
Boston Tea Co. of Belfast through here with
He gets quite a
a fine line of groceries.
trade especially among the ladies, who are
attracted by tbe prizes given-Mr. Logan's

Springs died at his home in that village last family
Sunday at the age of 7(5 years. He was a boy.

statistics.

Assuming

County Correspondence.

Obituary.

and this class of nurses find remunerative
employment surrounded by luxury. This
class of invalids caunot be estimated, as

usually

Liver

cure

,

it OOfl S rlllS take, easy to operate.

Surely

consumption has ever been considered incurable, and yet in recent years many

are

rejoicing

over

the arrival of

a

tine

Winterport. Christmas Sunday was observed at the Methodist church with appropriate music and sermon in the morning and
At the close of the
a concert in the evening.

morning

service

a

young lady

baptized

was

received into the church.... Mrs. N.
Fernaid and Mis. Lewis Atwood still remain on the sick 'ist, though both are slowly improving.... Frank Simpson lias suffered
a good dt al of pain with his broken leg, but
is d ing well m w....Mis. M. L Willard returned iast week in m Portland, where she
has been visiting It*
daughter, Mrs. C. L.
Howes. Mr. Howes accompanied her home
and vis'ted his parents. Mr. and Mrs. li irrison Howes... Dr. .L 11. Baker left Monday
ami two

J.

cases have by treatment been
improved navigation. Mr. Huberts took great interest
provided lor. The schools and cured. In fact, it is now conceded in polit'es and was an earnest and efficient,
si
11Id 1' liberally supported, and insti- by many that a person born of a consump- worker in the Republican party. II*- has
tutions for tint tan of the insane, the tive parent with string consumptive ten- held many places of trust, including Postk "i the destitute adequately sup- dencies need not necessarily develop the master at Stockton, State Senator and Collector of Customs at Belfast. He was a Past
ported.
disease, but by proper care, mountain Master of Pownal
Lodge of Masons. Of his
an
and exercise and proper diet, elimifor a visit of a week or two in Boston.... Mr.
father's family of ten children, hut three reW« ::ml plenty of *‘horse sense" every
nate the tendencies.
I)r. Abbott, Secre- main,Miss Ellen Roberts,Matron of the State and Miss Bowden of South Penobscot were
week in the !. litoriai Chit-Chat of Turf,
tary of the Massachusetts Board of Industrial School at Hallowel], Mrs Jane the guests of their brother, Ellery Bowden,
Fain md II. me.
Three weeks ago there, j
Health, recently stated that for the first Barrows of Boston, and William Huberts,
Esq., over Sunday.... Mr. Percy N. Hall has
|
some
ommerits
on
were
the farming situtime in history the percentage of females who lives in the West. The deceased married written a march and dedicated it to the W int i .11 *, i
s:ruok us as timely and truthful;
Emeline Rich, a sister of Mr. Nelson of this t terport Band. It is called one of the best
! dying from consumption in Massachusetts
tv.
ago 1 ailroad legislation had atcity. She (lied Der.23, 1804. He leaves one marches they have had for a long time....
was less than of males, and he assumes
}
ini'i
I.i>i iu-t k the Giauge was
W. B. Sproul lost a cow last week from
that the use of the bicycle by females son, Woodbury Roberts of Centralia, Wash.,
< Mir Waterville ci
:>si-m
and one daughter, Miss Nellie Roberts of tuberculosis.
nteniporary
them
into
the
out door air and the
brings
Stockton Springs. The funeral was held
siq> i* is linn iii the conviction that one
Liberty. There will be a Christmas tree
the lungs,
;
in- 11 .;sons why the order does not get rapid respiration strengthens
Tuesday afternoon at his late residence, ami concert at Hall St. George on Christthus eliminating the disease;! conditions, Rev. R. G. Ilaihutt of
Searsport officiating. mas eve; and New Year’s a grand ball will
a stronger footh *ld in various sections of
lie also couples with this the more carebe held at the same hall, Prof. Whitten of
hi >M‘." is due to the fact that too much

In'

ti

a

Mrs. Flora Brolian returned Saturday from
business visit to Rock port.
Miss

Bessie Patterson returned home Moua visit to friends in Camden.

day from

Mr. James Brohan, mate of sell. A. Hayford, arrived home the first of the week.

s

<

•■it.

s

work for which the order

was

and

appeal

the exercises do not

instituted
to

the

mu- agiieiiltuial sentiments of the comWhile we know nothing permunity.
sonally of this matter, if the case is fairly
stated the result must be as indicated.

Turf, Farm and Home well says:
Every meeting of a Grange of Patrons of
Husbandry should not only elevate every
member present, but it should inspire

him with a desire to not only help himself to do more and better work in the
f uture but also show him how lie can accomplish more for his material advancement with ies:' drain upon his physical
resM.;i t‘s.
In brief, the, man or woman
who attends < grange meeting without
yetting help in material matters has failed
to make the most of his or her oppor-

ful examination of tuberculosis in cattle, a
from which, through milk, much

Hon. Ricliar,. S. Ayer died at his home in
Dee. 14.
He was born Oct.
0, 1821h Mr. Ayer enlisted as a private in
the 4th Maine Volunteer and was promoted
to a captaincy.
His first experience of war
was at the first battle of Bull Run.
He was
also in the battles of Seven Pines and Malvern Hill.
After three years, he made his
home in Virginia. In 1887 he was eleeted a
delegate to the Virginia Constitutional convention.
He was elected a representative
from Virginia to the 41st Congress as a Republican, and was admitted to his seat, Jan.
31, 1870. lu 1888, he was elected a represen-

of the disease has been transmitted.
He
states that the largest number of cases
in the ( ape districts and the smaller
number in the Berkshire Hills. A further
statement will create much hope and be a
are

surprise

many. It is, that if continued
efforts are made the disease of

to

sanitary

consumption
ber

5,000,

in

will

Massachusetts which

disappear

cases

num-

annualy

1959.
Here is

disease, dreaded by all, and
caused untold suffering and
bereft many a home of loved ones, that is
soon to be unknown—or rather
placed in
the list of diseases that have become alwhich

most

a

>i'uatioii is concerned the posi!,y thi ( lev« bind administration

'•<?!'
r

i.

he

r
■_

jaiiy

<

sustained

hy

The Children’s Aid Society has received
valuable
contribution
from
Brewer

Died in Montville, Dec. s, 1898, of nervous
prostration, Laura K. Mason, aged 38 years,
daughter of John S. and Abbie Mason.
When about 18 years old .she received an injury which resulted in sciatica, causing her
lameness and great suftVring. She was nat-

the Ameri-

mpatliy

at

least.

If the issue is forced

upon us we shall be ready to meet it, at
whatever odds and whatever cost.
But
there is a growing sentiment against war

urally active and ambitious, and to be thus
deprived of her health and have to endure
so much
suffering and at times to be a
“shut in,” would seem t<> be doubly hard to
bear at her age; yet she bore it uncomplainingly and heroically, carrying her own sorrow and seeming cheerful to those around

between the great nations, and it, is already so potent th it many doubt if the
w ar drums will ever be
heard again.

severe
from

Whitten of Belfast will furnish
dance to he given at Hall St.
(•eorge, Liberty, on New Years eve., Dec. 81,
iH'.'fi. Moor managers, Win
Hunt, W. E.
Plough, W. L. Pierce. Oyster supper at the
Sanford House.
Prof. J. C.

music

for

cases,

which

will

accepting invitations
festivities, so there will be

The Social Season.

a

her. She was ever interested in the welfare
her friends and neighbors and devoted to
her Master’s cause. Loving friends remembered her in beautiful floral offerings. She
leaves of her family, her father, mother, one
sister, Mrs. Ada A. Rowe of Rhode Island
and brother, Chas. W. Mason of Montville.
She was buried from the M. E. church Friday, Dec. 11th, Rev. T. R. Pentecost officiatof

ing.

Morrill: outside garment from Mrs. E. J.
Morison, Belfast; clothing from Mrs. Clement and Mrs. Dunton, Belfast.
Nettie Smith, a little girl from Stillwater,
has been placed in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Mears the past week.
The children at the Home have been suffering from whooping cough with some

Joshua W. Wentworth ol Union died
Dec. 19th at the home of Mrs. Anna Stephen-

There is still 520.00 unpaid on the furnace.
Meeting of the executive committee of the
Children's Aid Society will be held at the
Alliance parlors Jan. 5,1.807, at M o’clock.

PIMPLES

Papers
We have been

and

Periodicals.

puzzled

as

to the

identity

of the individual whose portrait the Boston
Journal “keeps standing’’ on the 8th page,
but finally concluded that it is the chap
who scatters the shipping news over three
pages of the paper.
Our pile of exchanges this week lias a
Among the exchanges
rainbow aspect.
or

four

sheets in pink, yellow,
a raingreen, etc. May this season bring
bow of promise to all our contemporaries,

which blew in

whether

iu

are

Maine

or

abroad.

(utiimra
fSOAP ♦

It is so because it strikes at the cause of
the Clogi/n/, hr Hated,
Inflamed, Sluggish, or
Overworked Poke.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug and Chkmic\l Lori'oration. Sole
Proprietors, Boston.
How to Prevent Pimple*,” G4 pages, illus., free.

He
of Union and had lived there
was

visiting.

He

worth of Hope.
Monday in Hope,
mont officiating.
One of

Abby

was

men

of

in

the

held

|

born in

Swanville Jan. 8. 1809. He had followed the
occupation of farming and was held in high
esteem by his fellow townsmen. His wife,
whose maiden name was Sally Dumpliee,
died in 1882. He leaves two daughters and
one son; Miss Abbie Robbins of Swanville,
Mrs. E. E. Wilis of Belfast and Mr. Martin
Robbins of Chelmsford, Mass. He W’as a
member of the Baptist church, an upright
The funeral will
man and a good citizen.

j

be held
o’clock.

this, Thursday, afternoon,

at

old

of schools on or before
F. S. Brick, Supt.

(ieneral.

Haines

has

pushed

his

cam ass

are

characteristic of the man. Whatever he
undertakes he undertakes with his whole
heart; whether he he engaged in the tria of
a case or in a political
campaign, he beW e
his undertaking.
in
comes absorbed
have watched his course for a number of
years in the courts of Kennebec Couyty,
and we feel confident that the State will
have in him a most vigorous and able Attorney General, an officer that will help to
make successful and popular the administration of Governor Powers.
[Gardiner Re-

porter-Journal.

vVe have
watches.

Capt. Alonzo Batchelder and wife came
home Monday from a very pleasant visit to
friends in Rockland.

large

a

.m

..

Prices trnn
Chains, Jew,

$50.
and Silver Novelties,
ot these

|

You can teel sale

high.
gooJs
present that they will prove
is

n

satisfactory.

Capt. A. F. Elwell was at Rockland the
latter part of last week to learn whether the
demand for cedar posts would justify any
active measures in cutting and shipping a
large quantity. The outlook was not very
brilliant, to say the least.
Since the beginning of the present term of
school at the Cove it has been observed that
the Hag lias ceased to wave from the pole.
Upon investigation it was found that the

halyards

DOES IT
at home--PAY?

a

--

or

them back at once,
to

Judge Rogers

at

suffer
Belfast.

or

an

and how

the regular stated meeting Dec. Kith,
Excelsior Lodge of F. & A.
M., elected the following officers for the
e .suing year:
Geo. W. Whiteher, \Y. M ;
Isaac Hills, S. VY.; F. B. Glidden, J. \V.; A.
F. Elwell, Treat*.; R. A. Packard, Secy.: \V.
G. Black, S. D., ('. A. Orcutt, J. 1).
The
remaining officers will be appointed on the
evening of the installation, which occurs
At

Tuesday evening,

Dec. 2'Jtli,
which will be made later on.

a

report of

New

for the

England.

Ho! id

with

wasted

the

on

of game

were

very

scaft*e;

even

fishing

be-

art, and the (darns, it appeared,
had gone a visiting. To keep their courage
up some of them went ashore to try their
luck in the woods, and after a weary tramp
of several hours, returned aboard with a forlorn looking rabbit.
On the fourth morning
of the cruise they arrived at the conclusion
that they had come in just the wrong time
to find the birds, so they got up their anchor,
hoisted the sail, and started for home, and
came a

as

the

fice

ar

SOME NICE PIECES OF

CUT

&LA.55, Mounted

no

in

Sterling

S'Voil I >1«* lo

fresh the Jewell glided
Soon the captain discovered

was

possible.
Superintendent and several teachers
in our schools will attend the meeting of
the Maine Pedagogical Society in Lewiston
next Tuesday.
Miss Frye's schoulhouse is ready for the
use of the special school.
New seats have
been provided and the room put m good conas soon as

'i'lie

dition.

A fine stock of them for both Lackas
The finest stick we ever carried

lost

breeze

„

the number of cartridges
desert air. In fact, all kinds

compared

Christmas is Coming
AND NOW IS THE TIME TO OF.T

—

VOI R

Sow Raisins, Citrons, Prniios, i n
Apricots, Peaches. Figs, Dates.
Fruits, Nuts. Fire Confectionery.

Seeded Raisins,

—

In fact everything kept in

first-class tirocers .'tore.

a

SWIFT & PAUL S,

Con

J

Masonic T

Suggestions for Christm.
(hr/ fy Ka res. three in a Set. icarrunte/l,
rocket Unices, all styh-s and si: <. iis/tnili,for 40 and .~>0 cents,
lid is hi See tiers,
.Ifrs. Hoffs' Irons,
Warranted Scissors, hilt Handles, A7,■/,< ,' /»/■,
Blades, different sizes. from
~

>

r.< // i f \ a k yj ) i s. >/% 1? i s.
(.1 \\S, HILLES. HE VO! l IBs.

J. H. & J, W, JONES.

Next door

to

I.

§() fl/j,

Shale-

I

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE._—-

it’s

a

tap

at your

death

life door.
If you
knew it

FOR CHRIS
HALE'S

neglect
a
cough.
Hale's
cases

Hoiyv

remeo

of throat

druggists.

ALL PERI ;
NEW (iOOl>

H^REHOUND

such

and

M

15 CI:N I S I’f

\\ ;: I,

;:c.

W'i.ith in

TAB

h.-

in.
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1

Lace Goods

•-■f

Horehound and Tar is a
it ,w ts like magic in all
bronchial trouble. Sold by

Pike’s Toothache Dri ps

before offei.

er

PLAIN SILK I;

0F

wouldn’t

Woi
Nev

you

simple

I

Of

AM

NEW STOCK Ol
99^-99^99

r
l

A
cure

,-i

me

minute.

school will open Jail 4th for a
weeks, under the instruction of
Miss A blue McDowell.
The regular meeting of the School ComThe

Of-

\!

rv

I.
h

term of ten

mittee will be held next

wr an* to take st
will sell ...
ilie
\

W. E. Marsh went to Boston Monday to
settle his year’s accounts iu the egg business.
Since last May be lias handled, by the cold
storage process, 50,000 dozen eggs.

(live
are

FANCY and

us

*M,

a

eat!

aiel

experieiu

■

cheap.

B. I

REGULAR.
GREATEST stock

Bel last. Dec.

ever

v.

2, ISsm'.

seen

in Belfast.

CARLE & JONES.
Belfast,

M

CROSBY INN.

your house can be heated with the

MadebyTHE WEIR STOVE COMPANY,
TAUNTON, MASS.

BOI I*.

l OW ES I

Monday evening.

FURNACE.

in

goods suitable

nfu!

The party mentioned last week as going
oil a bird hunt among the islands in
Eggmoggin Reach in the schooner W. H. Jewell,
have returned home after a few days’ absence, delighted with the trip, hut sadly disappointed in the amount of their game as

few dollars spent for comfort
a little more hoarded for that

For sale in all prominent cities and
towns

s

surprise you to know how little it costs

comfortably

J|;w,

the members of

Glen wood
j

fiE0_ R pQQR

introduction

“Rainy Day.”
It would

This is the quality of our silver plated ware
stood tne test for sO years. Look for the Ira
when buyin£'

missing, and it is presumed
that someone was sadly in need of a clothesline.
It is expected the party will bring
were

Think of it!

2

Dick Martz, Camden’s veteran showman,
died Dec. 19th at the Soldier’s Home at
Togus, where he had been several months.
Mr. Martz was aged about 60 years, and 33
of those years were spent travelling through
the New England States, Lower Provinces,
New York State and many other places.
About a year ago he was obliged to give up
his business on account of ill health. He
was the manager of a variety show and had
a record which no other eastern man could
claim, having made 29 tours through the
country by team. He made his first appearance before an audience February 2, 1859,
and was almost continually before the public until his last sickness. He gave during
his lifetime over fifty three hundred entertainments and travelled a distance of over
Mr.
one hundred thousand miles by team.

puts the
fellows as
invited who are

us

The friends of lion. William T. llaines of
Waterville seem very confident of his winning the Attorney (i- n- ral contest. The
energy, enterprise and dignity with which

Swanville, and a
town, died there
was

heels of

For Attorney

Morse of Sears-

Mr. John F. Robbins

professor always

into the

Jan. 4, 1807.

Mr.

the oldest

life-long resident
Dec 21st.

The funeral
Mrs.

right

Applications
the superintendent

leaves two sons, Marcellus of East
Union and Myron of Hope. The late Mrs.
Laura A. Wottou of Belfast wras his daughter.
Ho leaves one brother, Horace Wented.

ONLY CURE

chestra.

Knox, where he
native

farms, improving them and selling to those
w?ho were able and willing to pty for his
improvements. His first wife was Beulah
Wellman of Appleton, and his second,
Lavina Corthell of Union, both now deceas-

or

The entertainment by the Universalists at
The graduating exercises of the training
Memoiia! Hall Dec. lljth, afternoon ami school for nurses connected with the Maine
evening, was very successful. There was a | Eye, and Ear Infirmary in Portland occur'! *•' e of articles at the fair in the afterred Monday evening. The exercises were
!:• on, and the
opened by Dr. Holt who delivered an adsupper tables were well pat*
ron, zed.
dress explaining the course of study. After
11 the evening one of the most in'• i'>
sting features was the fishing poud, in the remarks of Dr. Holt, Col. Dow, chairman
wii. li the lishermen cast their lines
beyond of the board of trustees, distributed diplomas
a
representation of a waterfall. The fish to nine graduates.
which each fisherman hauled in was a big 1
sculpiu, but his mouth contained each time
a different article.
The circulating library
was a novel
ami interesting method of
boosing partners for the dance. The ladies represented hooks, and the gentlemen
FOR
called them from the catalogue. The lady
who represented the book called for was
the gentleman’s partner in the dance which
followed
The music was by Sanborn’s Or-

a

his life. His principal occupation has
been farming, though he had made considerable money in buying run-out or unimproved

prevent them
Christmas
Christmas tree

at the Home and any toys, books, games
dolls will be gratefully received.

of

was

all

to any
a

son

ATCHES!

land.

well as the young. All are
merrily along.
less than 90. .There are boys of 05 among us ahead a
magnificent bird proudly floating on
who can cut a pigeou wing at every corner the crest ot the
billowy waves. Catching
in the old Chorus jig... .Don Walker of the
up his gun he hurried forward for a better
Little Blue School, Farmington, will spend |
All hands rushed excitedly to the
range.
Christmas with his parents. Other guests side of the vessel in readiness to
jump into
are expected from New York_Mrs. Leethe boat to fetch in the game. Soon the capman, widow of the late Jacob Leemau, died tain tired and every eye was strained to see
at her home in West Liberty, Dec. 18th, aged the effect of the shot.
Not a sound was
54 years-A young gallant of this village heard for a
long minute, so profound was
said the other evening that he had an en- the
surprise depicted upon every countegagement to meet a young lady between 7.80 nance, as they discovered the bird-serenely
o’clock p. in. and the post office_Will
riding the waves. The captain was the first
Sanford and Charles Bagley are in Rock- to recover his
astonishment, and said: “I’ll
land on business.Large numbers of be
gorrimed if I can see into that. Such a
women were in town the first of the week
pretty shot too.’' “Nothing strange about
looking at Christmas goods-The people that,” replied Rufe, “you simply hit the jib
in this vicinity have sold a large lot of apinstead of the bird,” “No matter, Oapt.,”
ples to Fred B. Fogg of China for «>0 cents said Waine, “you’ve saved our bacon, for
If we can get money enough
per barrel.
we all can truthfully say that the only duck
out of our apples to pay for gathering we
shot <.n the trip was the jib.’’ The captain
shall think we are making money. Apples walked
silently aft followed by the boys,
appear to be over-ripe this year, and to all
who pleasantly guyed him on his wonderful
appearances, will keep but a short time.
shot and the cost of repairing the sail. Cpon
the whole the trip was a very pleasant one
How’s This !
and the boys thoroughly enjoyed every mo\Ye offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
ment of it.
Even the genial postmister
of
case
Catarrh that cannot he cured by Hall's
looked 100 per cent, more youthful as he
Catarrh Cure.
took Ins accustomed place at the delivery
F. I. CHENEY N CO., Drops., Toledo, O.
and only once during the trip was
We, the undersigned, have known E ,I. Cheney window,
for the lost 15 years, and believe him perfectly he heard to exclaim in his sleep “Stage O!"
which had the magnetic effect of causing
honorable in all business transactions and financially ably to carry out any obligation made by everyone to fall outot their hunks and stand
their firm.
at the binnacle in their half wakefulness to
West N Tkuax, Wholesale Druggists. Toledo, o.
receive the mail. Then, having discovered
Waldim;, Kin nan N .Marvin. Wholesale Drug- their
embarrassing condition, they silently
O.
gists, Toledo,
turned in again and let the postmaster
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
dream it out to suit himself until they landdirectly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of ed at
the Cove, when they would get even
the system. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
with him by calling for the cigars for the
Druggists. Testimonials free.
crowd. Of course the canceller of stamps
To the General Public.
would most heartily comply, if they could
only make him believe that he talked in his
At. a recent special meeting of the school
sleep way down in Eggmoggin Reach.
board it was decided to open the “special
will
be
under
the
imschool
school.” This
The Belfast Schools.
mediate charge of Miss McDowell, and will
hold its sessions in the building known as
Superintendent Brick is moving toward
the Frye schoolliouse. It will open with
the establishment of an evening school. He
the other schools of the city, be under the
proposes, if he can get 50 pupils at $1 per
same management and rules, and observe
the same hours. It is a day school, and is term each, to occupy the High school buildfree, being supported by donations. This ing, have four teachers, each to instruct in
school is start d for two purposes: First, to
one branch only, and to divide the school inenable young men and women who are oldto four classes, who shall alternate in each
er than their surroundings and who have
outgrown their grade, to push ahead un- of the rooms. The school will be in session
hampered by methods. Second, it is to offer on three
evenings per week and the branches
a chance to young men and women who left
school, for whatever reason, to return, and taught will be penmanship and book-keepof
their
own
in company with others
age
ing, reading, geography and arithmetic. Mr.
better equip themselves for life.
Any one Brick desires all who would like to attend
not in school will he gladly welcomed.
should he made at the office of such a school for study to report at, his of-

Boston. He was the son of the late Gen.
William Ayer of Moutville, where he was
horn. He is survived by his wife and two
sisters, Abbie, widow of Hon. E. P. Walker,
late of Vinaibaven, and Clara, wife of
Hon. C. E. Littlefield of Rockland.
Mr
Ayer has been a great sufferer f..r many
years with neuralgia, but bore it patiently,
never murmuring or finding fault with those
who so kindly eared for him. Many friends
mourn his death.

■

sj

snap

Legislature of Maine from the
Moutville, where he then lived. Mr.
Ayer married in 1870, Miss Frances Stevens,
daughter of the late Dr. N. C. Stevens of

obsolete.

the

time, for

town of

adies, consisting of cereals, soda, soap,
< oiiyless is. or should
( C o.
be, a sugar, meal, nutmegs, spices, tapioca, cocoa,
b.’lii»e!aCve boiiv : but in the Cuban mat- raisins, oatmeal, rice, a traveling companion
containing toilet articles, A puffs, 2 spreads,
:»'i. to
a homely
expression, it lias la
towels, tray cloths, 1 table cover, .! prs.
-• ne oi;
at hall-cork
No one knows topillow slips, 1 picture and 10 sheets. Other
'V }'o>ir cl;, whither Maceo is dead or
contributions include puff from Mrs. Joanna
; uvvs; or it
‘sr
dead the manner in which \ olman, Appleton ; a
package from Wintermet 1 :s death.
If there were convinc- port, by hand of Mrs. J. W. Eveleth, con! ;r
:«-**: ot his assassination hv the
Span- taining underwear, mittens, pins and
that would call for a protest from needles, and >1 each from Miss Ada Walker
and Mrs. E. 1). Johnston;
squashes from
«<1 nations, and it would be diffiMrs. J. O. Bartlett, Montville; a large ioad
11
to jest rain the
t
indignation of our of
kindling, which tilis a long felt want,
But we do not even know that
I oph
from Mr. Richard Gurney of the Head of the
M.. co is dead.
War, even with such a Tide, Belfast; six trimmed hats from Miss
povvei as Spain, is not to be lightly reSoutbworth, Belfast; 1 block of stationery
garded. It would not add to our prestige from M. P. Woodcock, Belfast; 1 puff from
»i benefit us in
If this country WOman’s Relief Corps,
any way.
Searsport; 1 trimmed
forces the issue the other European pow- hat from Miss Lou Richards,
Belfast; vegetables
ers will be found on the side of
aud apples from Mr. J. R. Mears,
Spain, in
v

the

tative to the

has

If consumption is to succumb to
science,
tunities.
!
may it not be well to give the disease of
The 'jiiestioii raised over the Cuban criminals and care of same earnest attention, and as a commencement discard
.i.'• sii'• ti as ti. 'he annulling of the action
1
< u
the executive power is stimulating drugs and foods in order to
the question a trial.
•
Citizkn.
•‘i v ,ni] ortam
<me, but may be consid- give
er (i iatci without the
accompaniment of
The GirL’ home.
a -'in
So far as the
i-reign war.

’o

Belfast, that veteran musician, furnishing
music.
Nothing but unforeseen accident and bad traveling can prevent a good

Liberty village,

source

^_J

Mrs. Rose Snow will spend Christmas
with her sister, Mrs. Fred Smith, at Rock-

.■

t!ie time of the meetings is devoted to
maiteis that, have no bearing upon the

^

ican.

Sarsaparilla

not confined

NEWS.

Capt. Groves A. Parker of Sedgwick, a reMr. Charles Elwell arrived home last Satsea captain, died Saturday, Dec. 12tli,
aged sixty-four. Capt. Parker will be great- urday. He had been in a Bangor vessel
ly missed. His genial good nature made during the past season.
him universally liked.
He was Tyler and
Janitor of Eggemoggin Lodge, No. 128, for
Mr. R. A. Packard was drawn as juryman
his
Masonic breth- at the
and
many years,
among
meeting of the selectmen Dec. 15th,
ren their loss will
be severely felt
He
leaves a widow, three daughters and one and he had the pleasure of drawing out his
son, who is away to sea.
| Ellsworth Amer- own name.

Is the One True Blood Purifier. Si; six for $5.
■

developed by

NORTHPORT

Miss Venie Hawse is visiting relatives in
Rockland.

tired

Hood’s

forms,

promote criminal tendencies.
Tea, if steeped in the old way, is said to
provoke indigestion and nervous troubles,
some

in some

means

Blood

!

tention; not in

a

tendency to be extravagant in the use or
public funds, and a watch-dog of the

is

Statistics from almost every quarter are
similar.
If true, it would appear that in

use

Pure

in

sound health. With pure
rich, healthy blood, the stomach and di
gestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no d fspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Salt Rheum will disappear. With pure
Blood

reported that out of nearly
2,500 arrests in Cambridge, Mass., for
1800, a majority were for drunkenness.

siTt to the

a

It

pers.

no

There is

Editor of The Journal: In

tiie

my former.communication the use of alcoholic liquors was shown to be a factor
in developing crime, criminals and pau-

of strict economy in the expenditures of
the Matt -a policy that will Commend it-

people generally.

Marts was born in Searsmont, Maine, where
be received a common school education, and
185(i went to Massachusetts where he
made his home in Lowell 14 years and then
moved to Camden. He was in the (1th Massachusetts regiment, the first one arriving at
Washington to answer their country’s cali,
and was one of the most faithful soldiers in
his company
He was a member of the
George S. Cobb Post, No. (1.1, of Camden. A
wife, three daughters and two sons survive
him.
A1 Martz, the well known showman,
is his oldest son.
Mr. Martz was a genial,
warm hearted, conscientious man, true to
every trust committed to his hands, kind in
all his social relations, enterprising and
capable in the conduct of his business and a
highly respected aud kind hearted citizen.
He gained hosts of friends in his travels
through the country who extend heartfelt
sympathy to the bereaved ones.

Crime and Criminals.

Stoc'lilmluers'

1

McH

inyr-

The annual meeting of the stockholders of ihc
Belfast ll> tel corporation will he lioldeu o the
store of A. 1). Chase & Son, on Friday evening.
January i, 1X97, for the elet lion of otlicers and
the transaction ol any other business that may
lironerlv present itself.
AUDEN 1>. CHASE, Clerk.
C. HKKYEY, Treasurer.
1896.—2w52
Dec.
24,
Belfast,

Open

from 9 to 12
1

tO
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Don’t, forget the leap-year ball
Opera House Christmas night.

_
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the river,
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\:otis

children

nig on the scene.
ins deer-teams,
id them slain ;
-. swift he drove them
••e
|'-wrapped towns

;

of

itched the chimney,
•sod fast in sleep;
u atclied his
coming,
o

g-'t.
!

a

peep.
the morning,
is!'' sweet refrain,
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t; 1

stockings,

our

Claus

The

Hill

vs of Christmas
olden time!
g-tires a-glowing
voices chime ;
•d, aunts ami uncles,

first of

a

course of

delivered

was

lectures

at

Capt. A. G, Nelson

HOW

of

il

<

will

urt

open in

dan '»rli, Judge Emery
i'lge-lias in'tified the Clerk
are to report as usual the
rawrse Jurors are not to re.r- lav. at 10 a
m.
■

<m1 on an extension of
Castine, A. M. Deverrew of thirty men employed,
g laid on Water street.
At
men

ks in
■

meeting
is

t:

the

voted to

town

for tire purpose*.

Closed. The cold weather
week had its effect on the
Penobscot and on Thursday
-T

.ast,

-sed to

to

Hamp-

doubtless remain
The river froze over
the point of view of the ice
will

It

>

navigation

winter.

if the ice remains it will make
;

t-rop.

Last week’s storm dis*
ie trips of the steamers somewhat.
>''Si -»t
remained in Boston from
Thursday at u a. in. She arrived
Notes.

Friday,

and went up river

as

'•■rport. The river above closed
Tim Penobscot left Belfast on
Boston at 2.30 p. m. Friday,
oid did not make her trip from

Bangor Wednesday, but made
i
rip Thursday. The Castine
their trips Wednesday.
Out.
g the coast the wind was
heavy
ist. There was quite a fall of
husetts and western Maine,
this vicinity.... There are re*tt■. n 1.0 the effect that under
.•

1

ple try to imitate

Webster is

yacht

making good

and will

soon

progress on his
have her planked,

building

a

lie

ever

1

notice how peo-

Shipping Items. Sob. A. Hayford
arriv-j
ed Sunday, light, from Booth bay Harbor
and will haul up here for the winter... .Sell. ;
William H. Davidson arrived Sunday with
j
live tisli-Seb. W. T. Emerson arrived I
with
from
Portland
oats
and
corn
Sunday
for L. T. Shales & Co.. .Sell. Emma S.
Briggs arrived Sunday from New York with
coal for F. G. White.
Capt. Osborne reports
a long, rough passage, and when the vessel
arrived she was badly iced. When off Cape j
Ann they tore the foresail and jib quite badly. The vessel will be hauled lip here... F,
G. White is loading sell, lames Holmes with
hay for Boston. Capt. F. G. Ryan will command the Holmes awhile-Ship Puritan
has been chartered to carry su.OOO cases re-

Mr.

hug

tined

petroleum

from

Philadelphia to Japan;

port, 21 cent two ports.... Sell.
Jonathan
Cone arrived Tuesday,
stone
laden. Green's Landing for New York...
Sell. Charlotte T. Sibley is chartered to load

20 cents

one

made up to

some

market by

western

lumber back to

for the Christmas
birds.
All kinds of

of
a

Central

lined, Pil

vessels

steam

of Maine.

Of

these,

the
have

on

133

during the past year, with
of l,9ii8 tons.
Licenses have
to 171 masters and
pilots, 7G of
it2 each.
Licenses have been
h'9 engineers, SO of whom have
> ce jj) fee.s.
Of the 133 steamers
above GG of over live tons rneas••ted

school,

Republican Picking.

ave paid $5 fees,
amounting to
enty-four new steamers have been
ing 189G, an increase of nearly 20
ver 1895, although 18 vessels in-

have not been in service
annual meeting of the
Mt. Desert and Macliias Stearn! any in Portland, Dec. 18th, these
•*re elected: President., F. A Wilk and treasurer, George W. Yrork ;
ast

year
At the

ulsters... .See notice

meeting of the stockholders of
Hotel corporation-Call and

of

an-

caution notice-Mrs. Sarah A.

the

accordance with tin- ’.aw the Secretary
the Treasury has transmitted to Congress
detailed statement of tlie official enroll-

will be

compar-

so

there

that

was no

Sunday

was anchorFrank Jones came along and
Northeast Harbor.
Friday the

tiger and the steamer
.1'

t"\vcd the

Sedgwick

to

Bucksport.

■'•Tided Iiy tin* company to run the
inore trip to finish the season, hut
nt will preclude the
possibility of
traflir oil the route is closed for
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A slice of mince pie made of the
-'lit mince meat is a lunch in
sell—an epicure’s lunch.

) NONE SUCH
l
MINCE MEAT

!

|

A Is the right mince meat Whole- 1
I some, fresh and delicious. For I
W pies, fruit cake and fruit puddiug \

[1

s<->ld

everywhere.

Send

Take

no

substitute

address for booklet,
Mr*
Thauksgiving," a humorous story

name

and

ft

Hopkins’

I

MERRELL-SOULE CO., SYRACUSE, N r

of Canada, and strange to say, it
than two years ago this brand was
i on the market.
The only cigar
in Belfast that is stamped “BEL=

n

1

!

v

,,

last week.

as

Morning worship

•

to

Mr.

The Little Conqueror Comes to Boston.

People

Are

Becoming

Enthusiastic.
tin-

nial

as

agents

for

the 1 lined

Sta

<

by

a

m., the

preach
sion

a

man

j

j

!
i

tin*

special music
following:

J l>e

Prince ol Peace,’
Miss Durham.
of Bethlehem,”
Mr. Parker.
“Heart be Still,”

Local
has

a

his

on

Prepared by

with

Gen.

50c

d will be sold very low.

McClintock Block.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

Solicited

July
S50,lS0.*2!»
21.

I>t‘c.

§123,1585.58

|*»t.

Dec.

IS!)!.

March 5. 1

JULY 14,

13, 1805.

$1»0,$3S.17.
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1898.

$172,093.18.
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Capital Stock.
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IN CHRISTMAS
j

NEW YEAR’S PRESENTS
--—GET WHAT YOU WANT AT—

75

of

crew

Jewelef t0 the

Samuel Adams’,

type-

Peo|>le-

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
♦♦♦

periodical,

new

♦«♦♦♦♦♦♦ •♦♦♦

♦1896 is:

♦
♦♦♦

♦

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ • ♦♦♦

BARGAIN YEAR
■

winter.

\ r

Co.,

Norway, Me.

m

Men's All Woo! Suits Poor & Son's
Reduced to $5 00.

I

c
hundr *<l

month, ami

Suits

George

L.

Beal,

in Mens ami

!

$50

AND RETAILER

given in-

n otic a.

1 wo2

jI

All persons who wish

to

attend

an

French Perfumes.

PROFITS,

=

ders.

MAKER,

New' Bronzes and candle=
sticks.

ANI>

New Prices Lower than Ever.

—

Boys’ Clothing,

OUR STORK IS CROWDED
WITH BARGAINS IN HOLIDAY GIFTS.

COME!

j

ToyS'Toys! Toys!

X 1ST

S

"

«

CHEAP.

wher.-

Mixer's,

will pri THf ERESHEM. IME
W'r.
PI RES!
Hi.ST.
Iwe
make them from the best of .stork.
vii

ami

CARLE & JONES.

T1LL.8TON WADLIN, Clerk.

EVENING SCHOOL.

New

New Book lets and cal c n

CHEAP.

bi
ism;.
a1. Mr... l)cc
Cl.I.KK's ( )!■Tit K, Si I'KI-.M. .1 1 UP IA I. Ol R I !
Notice is herein given ilia; Thmxlay, the Till
day ol .January nyxl .a: in o'clock a m., has been
designated by order <d Court as the time at which
traverse jurors drawn for -crvicc at the .January
term, A. i). 1897. ot said ourt. will lie required
to attend, instead ot the lir<t day of tin term
This does not apply to grand jurors, who will attend on the first dav ol the term, as u ual.

Rodney.

=

Xixt 1 nor to l‘hetti.i: House,
4wi>l
He!fust, Maine.

A

■

Cloth

MANl’F ACTURE R. W HOI,ESA LER.

$50

reward of .$r>0 will he paid for information which will lead to the conviction of
tiie parties who entered the Howes and
Lakeside cottages at Ouantahae<»o|< hake*
within tlie last month.
(’. H. liow es.
!•'
VVHi i E.
It. 1>. FIELD
Information as to articles taken can l»t
bad on application t » ?iic above signed.
Bel last, Dec. .4, Isud. 4w.‘ :*

THE

>1«1 last

New Aluminum Goods.

Wm. A. Clark,
Mens and

REWARD

Boys’

AND SAVE INTERMEDIATE

s

New Celluloid Goods.

ing at lowest prices.
BUY' OF

pieees

mrtli h*t just received.

New Leather (ioods.

MARKED DOWN 25 PER CENT.

Everything

\

New Art=rietal Goods.

Mens & Boys'Ulsters & Overcoats

when used strictly as directed or
a bottle.
Sold by all dealers.

.'ry

Brown’s Instant Belief I always carry
with me, ami consider it the most valuable
medicine for the imim liate relief of pain
that there is in this country.
GEO. L. BEAL, Augusta, Me.

hi: si re and try oi R'w»———

CHOCOLATES

Not

■‘“i.W’

()1FI« K OK TIIK Sll 1-1ICI !'!■' OK W.\ LIM Cor Vl'Y, )
Sta k of Maim:, Wai.ho Coi niy s>.
liKLKAST, Dec. 28, A. D. 185M5.

Remember, ue are the only ones in Waldo
that make ehocnlate eandies.

Tlii is to tfive notice that on the 23d day of
December, A D. 1 HOC., a Warrant in Insolvency
issued by Geo K Johnson. ,Indue of the Court
of Insolvency for said County of Waldo,
against
the estate of JAMKS A. CCItTIS of Belfast, in
said County, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
tiled on the 23d day of December, A. I>. l8iM>, to
which date interest on claims is to he computed ;
that the payment of any debt, to or by said Debtor,
and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law: that a meeting of the
creditors of said Debtor to prove tlieir debts amt
choose one or more assignees of Itis estate, will he
held at a Court of Insolvency to lie holden at the
Probate Office in said Belfast, on t «• 18th day of
.January, A. 1>. 181)7, at two o'clock in the after-
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unity

s,lir Peanut Taffy,2%^ta.

was

Evening School
are

for

Study

requested to report at the Superintendent’s
as soon as possible.

Office

FRANCIS

lw52

Gounod

S.

BRICK,

Superintendent.

NOTICE.

W. O. Wilkinson

Bring you glad Tidings

K. h. Truette
Rossini

Excelsior

28, 1894.
939,353.119

July II, 1895.

The Most Valuable Medicine.

Warren.

Caninola

75c

-

President.

Feb.

DEPOSITS:

Treasurer of the State of
Maine, says:

vices will be appropriate to Christmas, and
will include special music by the choir assisted by the Excelsior Quartette, as follows

Offertory,

a<

Deposits

READ WHAT

The services at the Unitarian church next
wrill include sermon by the pastor,
Rev. J. M. Leighton, at 10.45 a. in., followed
by Sunday school. The subject of the sermon will
he “Take Joy Home.” The ser-

j Renedictus in F.
Anthem, Behold ! I

KNOWLTON,

INDIVIDUAL

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,

Sunday

Solo, Nazareth
B. A. Roundy

A

Industries.

the Norway Mei>u ink

If it fails to benefit y
the inside wrapper,

Quartette.

Cornet

Buskins,

$8 to $15.

! The usual
offering for home expenses will
be
received.
At 3_ o’clock
i school will elect otlieers tor the the Sunday
coming year.
A full attendance is hoped for.
The C. E
will
hold
its
consecration
Society
meeting in
the morning at N o’clock. Please notice the
change in the time. At 7 p. m. there will be
a Christmas concert with special music.

;

Trimmed,

shops, stores,

keep them busy through the

Hauscom

“A Dream

Fur

great variety of the better grade of Slippers

Clay Worsted

member of the

will be

4qc

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK!
L

joining

:

50c

Over thro

pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, will
sermon appropriate to the occa-

Some

cluding

SLIPPERS

A SPLENDID LINE OF

be special Christmas services
at flie North Church next
Sunday. At 10.45
a.

in WARM

W. T. COLBURN,

were thoroughly overhauled and
put in
good repair by the Belfast Machine & FounLast week they were bought by
dry Co.
L-*roy Morse of Searsuiont for use in thresh- j
iug.

There will

j

my

written

44

just received

gan

church.

('.

being really wonderful, and if my recommendation of Doan’s Kidney Fills will induce other sufferers from kidney disorders to try them I gladly
authorize you to use it."
Doom’s Kidney Fills arc for sale by all dealers.
Frioe .">0 cents per box, or sent by mail on receipt
of price. Foster-Milburn t o Bul'alo, N. Y.. sole

Hymn,”

Ladies’

44

A

The engine and boiler recently damaged
by hie in the granite works of Patrick Bro-

at

The program of the North church centennial is not yet fully made up as some of the
speakers who were expected will be unable
to attend. Rev. J. A. Ross is in poor
health,
ami Rev. II. T. Hack is kept
away by the
severe illness of his sister.
The services
will he held at the church next
Tuesday,
and the rooms will he
appropriately decorated. The music will be
specially selected
for the occasion and will include a “Centen-

Ladies’

“

Hutchins Bros, have increased the crew at
their granite works and have orders on hand

Universalist church next

follows:

40c

Slippers,

“

trotype the pages in Boston, and print the
paper in Bangor. Permanent, arrangements
for publishing the paper, either here or elsewhere, will be made later.

o’clock at which some of the Christmas
music will be repeated, including the
solo,
“The Holy City,” by Mrs. E. P. Frost.

H. Foster is, at 28 Hanover street, and no
doubt a number know Mr Foster personally—a
sou's History says:
Bostonian for 85 years, and a man whose stateSheridan b\ Miller, born Nov. 13, 18-11, j ment should satisfy the skeptic. This is how lie
son of George A. and Susan Miller, was
speaks of his case'. To our representative he
mustered into service as Copural in Comsaid: ‘About 1"> > ears ago I was a ver\ sick man
Fourth
Maine
He
was
;
pany K,
Regiment.
That is what t he doctors called
1 with diabetes.
soon promoted to he Second and First Lieuit. They told me 1 u aild not live for many years,
tenant, and during the absence of Captain |
and advised sad water air at the seashore as the
Adams hail command
of the company
While leading his men in a fatal charge near only thing that could he done for me. This apFreih rivUsbuig on the lM of May, 18(j:’>, lie
peared to help me, but for the last 10 years 1
was shot down as lie stood urging them on
have suffered excessively from most distressing
by voice and gesture. He went boldly pains across my kidneys, which were constantly
where duty called him—faithful aud endin'until 1 began to take DOAN S KIDNEY
iug, through weariness and danger. Gen. there,
Berry at one time remarked of him “that lie FILLS, and they have relieved my sufferings to
the extent I baldly expected would ever be my
was faultlessly trustworthy, and, if his iife
was spared, he would reach a higher station
lot. I had backache so bad at times it required
and a more important command, as he pos- almost superhuman energy to keep up. There
sessed coolness, judgment, aud undaunted
was a dull, heavy, indescribable sensation in my
courage,—elements that make the valiant head. My appetite was irregular, utterly failing
soldier.” He obeyed the first call of his
me at times.
My work taxed me and made my
country, being in service two years, aud
participated in every battle in which the backache worse. Then 1 read about Doan’s Kid“Iron Fourth Maine” was engaged.
ney Fills. I was suffering greatly at the time,
The
officers were elected: Colo- and decided to try them. 1 got a box at Knight’s

nal

Supt.,

work

12 to 2,

The arrangement, which is merely
temporary, is to set the type in Belfast, elec-

the series

“Sheridan F.

Waterman ; Standard Bearer, Samuel Morse :
Sentinel. John S. Gilmore; Picket, Otis Ryder. The next, meeting will be held at W
H. Clifford’s shop next Monday evening.
The command will be officially instituted
Jan lltli. The geueral plan and purposes of
the organization were outlined in The Jour-

Asst.

seafaring

blacksmith

Hanson

at

45c

Cream.

Leader, Miss Ethel Barr. The last in
of Vespers will be held at five

I?”

year.

following
and commenced taknel, Charles Baker; Lieut. Col., G. P. Lom- pharmacy, 97 Court street,
them. After the first few days 1 knew they
bard; Major, Win. JI. Sanborn; Surgeon, ing
were doing me good, and as I continued the backJames F. Me Keen; Adjutant, M. C. Dilache. disappeared and rapidly improved.
The
j
wortb; Quartermaster, Geo. W. Burgess; backache left me, and 1 no longer experience
I
Officer of the Day, A. D. Smalley ; Officer of former suffering. My head is clear, and I feel
the Guard, Otis Whitmore; Drum Major, brighter. The urine used to contain a heavy sediW. II. Clifford; Sergeant Major, Robert' ment. Doan’s Kidney Fills have restored it to a
Rob-. normal condition I feel to-day a hundred per
cigar Whitehead; Quartermaster Sergeant,
I regard
cent, better than in years.
case

genuine “BELFAST” 5c.
1 ready found its way into nine difStates in the Union, also the Do•‘•s*

Miller Command,” in honor of
of Belfast’s heroes, of whom William-

setters

10:45. Subject “The Etiquette of
the Church.” Consecration
meeting of the
Y. P. C. U. at six o’clock.
Subject, “Is it

sermon

Ingalls pub-

lishes a card of thanks-For Christmas
and New Year’s presents call on Samuel AdHis window
ams, jeweler to the people.
and store are very attractive_A reward of
$50 is offered for information which will
lead to the conviction of the parties who
entered the Howes and Lakeside cottages
at Quantabacook
Lake within the last
mouth. See notice.

one

Ilsley;

in a

Concerning
F.

3 to 5.

all new, good style slippers.

following bargains

Ladies’ Beaver

usual.

as

Services at the

Boston Globe.)
{From
Wm. W. Colley; general manager,
When the welfare of the public is at stake our
l-vans; directors, Lucius Tuttle, F.
Union Veterans’ Union.
The old sol- citizens are interested. The lit le conqueror has
Samuel C. Lawrence, W. G. ]>adiers interested in establishing the Union come and conquered. Boston has proven no ex!"se|ili H. Mauley.... While off OtVeterans’ Union in Belfast met in Grand ception to the rule; everything is swept before
i-ast Thursday, the steamer Sedgonward march. Enthusiastic people are talk
Hall Monday evening for organiza- the
Army
lier crank shaft, disabling her.
ing about their experience. Many a reader of
tion.
It was voted to name the local body
was off shore ami the sea
thi- knows where the photographic studio of Mr.

im, however,

R. L.

Raged and the ExcnrslonRough Time.

50c

a

were

E.

are

Men’s Felt Sole

Tuesday evening, prayer
meeting; Thursday evening, class meetings.
People having no church home, and
strangers, are cordially invited.

Ill most oases the enrollments consist of
the salary with fees added. The collection
of Portland has no fees, but the net salary of
a

Youths’

“

Also the

haunted by wild looking young
men begging, it not for
themselves, for humanity’s sake, in case of the young women,
more especially “humauit\ \s sake” as some
of the youug men had not been
foresighted
enough financially, as to be equal to the
In substance, the party got
emergency.
back to Belfast about noon the next day
seasick and disgusted; yet worst of all one
young man’s girl has gone back on him as a
result of the affair.

Services a' the Methodist church next
Sunday will be as follows: 10 4b a. m., sermon by the pastor theme “The Land Beyond,
text, Josh, ld.l; l'J in., Sunday
school; d d() p. m. Junior League; 7 p. m.,
Christmas concert. The weekly meetings

—

$(>,000

houses, barns,

Frank L. Robertson; Treas., Mr. Clias If.
T wombly ; Clerk, Mrs. Clias. If.
Tvvombly;
Auditor, Mr. W. ,J. Bailey.

Maehias.<!
1,525.00
I. \\ Deering. 6,000.05
Portland......
.H.A. Me Neal ly.
Saco
837.20
Waldoboro.J. E. ]Moore.. 3,0(0,04
R. T Rundlett.
Wiseasset
850.90
York.E. W. Baker.
256.15

Belfast
see the
stock of china and toys at Carle & Jones.
For to-day only they offer a Miller banquet
lamp for $2 48.... Wallet found on High
street-T. O. Knight of Unity publishes a
nual

Mr.

hesitancy

a

Slippers,

Boys’

Hoonlight Excursion.

wild Northeaster
lsis had

etc.,

At the annual meeting of the
Baptist
church last Thursday evening the following
officers were elected;
Supt. of Sunday

quoted. The window of handkerchiefs is a j Aroostook.11..I. Hathaway.*1,500.00
...A. I.. Simpson.
3.000,00
sight worth seeing, and the handkerchiefs ! Bangor
Bath.C. \V. Car rabee.1,424.28
displayed there are only 5 cents each.... W. Belfast.\V. I’. Thompson... 7*1.38
512.39
A. Clark, manufacturer, wholesaler and re- Castine. W. -I. Creamer.
Frenchman’s
tailer in mens’ and hoys’ clothing, next door
659.33
Bay.1. B. Redman
31.41
to Phoenix House, quotes prices on suits, Kennebunk.C. 1‘trkins.
W Drisco..
overcoats and

It, is somewhat

Sunday evening the Baptist Sunday school
give a Christmas concert at the church,
to include special music by a chorus of Sunday school pupils, and other vocal music
recitations, readings and exercises appropriate to the day.

Port.

! the State steamboat
inspecStajdes, Jr., and Horace Atthat there are, as nearly as

men-

E.

will

In

Elizabethport.

in very complimentary
the assistance he has had in hand-

The Churches.

extent

COLBURN’S.
44

These

such an expedition.
However, the excursion went, and tin* 15 or more couples with
it.
The boat left at 7 50 p. m, ami arrived
itt.
Hewes’ Point at about 10 p. ui.
1'iie
party walked a mile to the town hall with
their own music. There they had a dance
program which was rendered with due enjoyment. But, alas, now comes the tale of
woe.
Iii the wet- small hours The
couples
wandered back to tin* vvliarf at Hewes’
Point to catch the boat..
But so tierce was
tin- gale ami so
open the harbor that the
boat was forced to leave its mooring ami
make Uastine several miles away for the
■light.
This, all unknown to tin* party.
Their pleasure over they sea npered to the
wharl, a mile from the hall, ouly to learn
that the boat was at Ryder’s Cove, four
miles away.
This, in The small hours of the
day. What was to he done? The party at
once started ami walked the four miles to
Ryder’s Cove only to find no boat there.
Next there was a wild scampering to domicile the young women, at least.
Farm-

The Baptist \ P. S. C. E. elected the following officers last Sunday evening: Pres.,
F. h. Robertson; V. P., Alton K.
Braley;
See., Fannie M. Rhoades, Treas.; Hosea
Rhoades.

be

Winter

caust

ing-room.

and ducks are scarce, hut there is a
good supply of chickens. Turkeys retailed
yesterday from 20 to 22 cents; geese, IS;
din ks, 17 ; chickens, 15.
The hoarders of Mrs. A. S
Fahy have
given her a handsome carving set for a
Christmas present.
tor

be
se-

■

as

Geese

Plums

bandbox for valuable

he

larger than the one in
Bank, but comes from the same
concern and will be set
up by Mr. Sipp and
assistants.
The vault at the Savings Bank is nearly
bricked in and the place will soon be ready
for the carpenters.
Workmen ar laying
the foundation for the new work at the Belfast National Bank. The officers of the latter bank will have quarters in the Savin s
batik while the workmen are in their bank-

poultry are in line condition, this being
especially true of geese, ducks and chickens.

coal at South Amboy for Jacksonville, and

a

as

of

the Ka\ mgs

announced last week.
The Baptists had a Christmas supper for
the members of the Sunday school at the
vestry last evening, which was greatly enjoyed by the young folks.
The markets are not very plentifully supplied with turkeys, there being comparatively few raised iu this vicinity this year.
As a consequence of this small number
raised there was a shortage of turkeys at
will

burglars

depository
Indeed, it would
they would not

as one

heavy material, making special

of

once.

a bearing on the Christmas seaand a concert will he given in tin- evening with readings, reeitatious and special

lack

a

S. Shuman and 11. ,J. Morrison.
Ho said he had never found a better crew in
a small place.
The new vault for the Belfast National
Bank is now due here and will be
put in at

Sunday forenoon

the

secure

bandbox

Si}»j■ spoke

the

tion

will have

Thanksgiving time, but

as

to go to

term> of

given Friday afternoon,

Men’s Velvet

The Belfast correspondent of the
Bangor
Daily News has the following: A harrowing tale of woe is trying to he suppressed in
Belfast.
It is all on accouut of a moonlight
excursion.
For several days the young
men and women had been
doting upon an
advertisement something as follows: “Notice:
The staunch steamer C as tine will
give a moonlight, excursion to Hewes’
Point, Islesboro, Tuesday evening, Dec. 15.
rriee, 75 cents per couple, including admission to the dance hall”
Incidentally ice
cream was extra.
About 15 couples availed
themselves of this magnanimous offer.
But
what a severe night it w is, to be sure. The
which
was advertised to give light to
moon,
the. affair was encircled by the largest kind
of a circle, foreboding detrimental
possib.lities.
\ et all was braved in the mad desire
for pleasure.
The boat was at hand at
Dyer’s wharf, yet was tossing and bouncing
about at the mooring as it
berating the
frailty «>f humanity. Out in the bay tiie
howling nor'easter was sending the waters
dashing madly against, the shores, and tin*
united moans of
water and wind wou'd

chisels, nitroglycerine or gunpowder.
The -ashicr himself cannot open it unless
the time-lock says so.

son,

20 foot

be

a

A

eoId

open cat. Every yachts- music.
man and yacht builder should subscribe to;
The LTniversalist vestry is being
very
The Rudder
Address Rudder Publishing
prettily decorated for the Christinas enterCo., 155 Broadway, New York : 62 a year.
tainment to he
a

Id

is concerned

A

I

curities. But tin modern strong-box bids
deliance to llames, to falling buildings, to

Methodist Sunday school will have
entertainment and Christmas tree for
the benefit of the sinal' children
Friday

j

" on

burglars

likely

good thing.’

services

or

the earlier iron safes.

The

The.

tire

safer from

an

evening.

W. T.

RULES.

The other (lay an hour was pleasantly
spent in inspecting the new steel vault
placed in the Belfast Savings Bank, and of
which mention was made last week. Mr. I.
P. Sipp, who has charge of the work, exhibited and explained the workings of the
lock and other details of the mechanism,
and the process of construction. Only an
expert could describe this in detail and then
it would require an expert to understand
the description. The structure as a whole
may he generally depicted as a marvel of
mechanism and a triumph of human ingenuity. It. is as great a contrast to the old time
safe as the electric light is to a tallow dip,or a
Washington hand press to one of Hoe's latest
perfecting presses. So far as protection from

Observances.

Christinas

new

has many visitors and the liue lines of the
craft are much admired.The January
number of The Rudder will contain the lines
of six prize winners, including the eelebrated Cape Cod cat Harbinger, and full working drawings and plans with directions for

Did you

WRAPPERS

THEM.

Bank Vaults.

Up-to=Date

New Advertisements.
Bead what Star-1 ments of collectors of customs
management the
throughout
k Jones will
»e
The table shows the following
restored to. rett has to say of Christinas bargains. This, the country.
for
Maine:
■'■ad of making her western
Thursday, is tin- banner day and everybody
Dis’f. or
Collector.
Coinpen.
should take advantage <>f the special prices
kiand. as at present... .The anne

■

England.

over ail, he is to build for William Hall
Boston.
.The Fdua parted her moorings
last week, hut sustained no damage_<). R.

TO OBTAIN

Jf°\ ?f, I

Hall photographed the Clerk of
Courts’
office in

of

vvm

j

the Court House,
yesterday afterMonday evening, Dec. 28th. All memnoon, showing the Clerk, Tileston
Wadlin,
bers
are
to
be
Election
requested
present.
tec again ;
Mrs. Wadlin, and the
Esq.,
Commissioners,
of officers and other business of importance
pies and puddings,
Messrs.
Payson, Stiles and Brock.
hnstmas down in Maine!
is to come before the meeting.
[Alice Dec1:ice in the Boston Journal.
Converse J. Smith, Special
Agent of the
row, Sec’y.
l-. S. Treasury
Department, is making the
Meeting of the Club of Thirty
A faucet was accidentally left open in one annual inspection of custom
houses. He of-!Uh at 7 o’clock, p. m., for of the
upper rooms of the Howes block, and ficially pronounced the books, accounts and
s and other business.
when the water was turned on Wednesday everything about the Belfast
office to he in
«
•. is
erecting a new build- morning, the wash-bowl was overflowed and first-class condition.
In conversation he
t*u the land of J. W. Burconsiderable damage was done in the store said the office was “gilt
edged.”
street. The city furnishes of Ilila Kittredge and the markets of Norton
Willis Briggs lost a valuable fox hound
the members are doing the and Bramhall.
Tuesday. The dog had been ill from the disCalendar’s for 1897.
Calendars are temper which prevails but had apparently
!»rription to The Journal ripe now, ami the work of distribution is in recovered, and Mr. Briggs took him out
<'Kristinas present to an ab- progress. The Journal has received a very hunting. After being out a few hours the
Ji'ves all the news of the
handsome calendar from Spencer & Wilson, hound showed signs of fatigue and was carried home, where lie died in about
•i.d is a weekly reminder of furniture dealers, Coliseum building, Beltwo
hours.
fast.... Field & West and James Pattee, insurance agents, are sending out some fine
I L. Perry, manufacturer of the “Belfast”
•«
in-sentea liiomasil.
A. K., with a picture of calendars, advertising the companies they cigar, has made arrangements by which the
1
Belfast Band will receive 25 cents for each
•••uera’s, and A. Clement represent.
I
Post returned a vote
A certificate
Mrs. Betsy F. Maddocks of this city lately 10<) of the Belfast cigars sold.
is placed iu each
from a relative in Vassalboro a
received
box, in an envelope addressed to the treasurer of the band, and on
father f Jahu De Witt souvenir cup made in Germany for George
H. Cates of East Vassalboro. It has a rep- the first day of each month these certiiu ates
m
:ih* man and that 1. V.
will be redeemed on
resent a' i'-n of the grist, mill at that place
presentation to Mayo
'i ••• >n*»;i: «>f the lecturer.
owned by Mr Cates. Tile foundation of the & " bite. The Belfast cigars already have
!.
a M- t ;n list
minister,
a large sale and it will no doubt
increase
grist mill was built 65 years ago by Mrs.
i"f t he le< tit re platform.
Maddocks’ father, the late Jabez Dow, and under this arrangement.
f:: >• w:1 i he
en Friday,
is in perfect condition to-day.
There lias probably been more infringea h'j \ M. t" 1 P. M. and
\ achts and Boats. C. F. Brown, Pulpit
M
Tin*
ments on the genuine “BELFAST
nriers will make
5c.
bas received from Bangor ail iron
a
»rnintf and 1 25 trains, Harbor,
cigar than any other brand made in New
keel weighing 4.040 pounds, f«*r ;i yacht, .38
ift.-rn-ton
>l!ection and no
feet

12

•fj)

Howard F. Mason lost a valuable
lmrse
Tuesday evening. The horse fell on the ice
and broke his neck.
This is tlie second
horse Mr. Mason has lost
by accident within
a few weeks.

on

* f AT -$ *

1. Every month during 1897 in each of the 4 districts
Coinneiiiors lo save as many SUNLIGHT
SOAP Wraoners as they can collect. Cut
prizes will be awarded as follows:
The I Competitor who sends in the
oil the top portion o! each
Largest Number of coupons from
wrapper, that P or lion contain^SenD THI5 TOP PORTION the
district in which he or she resides
ing the (leading “SUNLICHT
will receive 4MOO Cash.
SOAP.” These (called “CouThe 5 Competitors who send in the
pons”) are to be sent, postage
a
Next Largest. Numbers of coufully paid, enclosed with
pons from the district in which they
sheet of paper stating Competl^MTOQXS
reside will Each receive at winner’s
itor’s full name ano address
option a lady’s or gentleman’s Fierce
and the number of Coupons
Special bicycle, price#100,00.
sent in, to Lever Bros., Ltd.,
J-GOX6L5—1|
The IO Competitors who send in the
New York, marked on outside
Next Largest Numbers ot coupons from the disWrapper (top left hand rorn(,r)witb NUMBER
trict in which they reside will Each receive at winner’s
of the DISTRICT Competitor lives In.
option a lady’s or gentleman’s Gold Watch, price $26.
name of district.
2- The Competitions will dose the Last Day of
I,tri9_ New York City, Brooklyn, Long Each Month during 1897, Coupons received too late
for one month’s competition will be put into the next.
New
and
Staten
Islands,
Jersey.
X
3. Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
~r— N e w York State (outside of N. y. cityt
soap in dealer’s stock will be disqualified.
Employees
23
Brooklyn, Long and Staten Islands).
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are debarred from competing.
! Pennsylvania, Delaware, Mary4. A printed list of Winners in Competitor’s district
3 i land, W'est Virginia and Diswill be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
_! trict of Columbia._
each competition closes.
_! The New England States._
6. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
•The Bicycles are the celebrated Pierce Special,
fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
18H7 Pattern, in’f’d by Geo. N. Pierce 4 Co., of Bufprizes
out
it is understood that all who compete agree to acfalo, Boston and New York. Fitted with Hartford
cept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
Tires, First Class Nickle Lamp, New Departure
LEVER II{{OS., Ltd., New York.
Bell, Staudard Cyclometer, and Hunt Lace Saddle.

'■

There will be a meeting of the Pine Tree
Circle at the home of Mrs. W, B. Decrow

1,000.00

$3,400.00

Total given during 12 sues, 1897, $40,800.00

Islesboro was in the
city Monday on bis way to Boston. He
bail
With bun tile model of a bark
exhibited at
1:
State fair in Bangor last .'all.
It is a
very nice piece of work.

The State treasurer has completed the apportionment of that portion of the railroad
and telegraph tax, which towns owning
stock in the State are entitled by law to re-

$ 400.00

Cash and Prizes given each month

Kent’s

GIVEOREE
EACH MONTH

$100splci/u.Bioyoles*2,000.00
“$ 25 Gold Watches

20 Second
40 Third

Wednesday evening
Dec. Kith, by Miss Charlotte
Thorndike Sihley of Belfast. Subject,
“Egypt as Seen in
Starlight and Sunshine.”

99.

f

As follows!
4 First Prizes, each of $100 Cash •

the Post Office
Department
G. Prentiss is
assisting H M preutiss as railway
postal clerk on the Belfast
and Burnham ran.

apportioned $3,814.83, and Wiuterport $216.-

of Maine.

mfra^AND
«|>0)4UUiUU PRIZES

By order of

ceive, the amount so distributed for the current year, aggregating $59,091.32.
Belfast is

in

s

Mi. M.

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast p« st office for the week ending Dec.
10, 1890: Ladies—Mrs. McCarthy, Miss May
Damm. Gentlemen—George E. Jones, F. E.
Stevens.

evergreen,

New Year’s Ball at Me-

a

Hall, East Knox, New Year's eve.
Good music.
Dancing public cordiallyJ invited.

Meetings are held every evening at the
People s Mission, Church street, opposite
The Journal office.
Mrs. M. C. Clapp of
Chelsea, Mass., will speak there next Sunday at 2 30 and 7 p. m. All are welcome.

lie long ago.
1 castles
again
iif boyhood
ills of Maine.

C

1

Gray

hog

Penobscot.
t

|

There will be

the

William W. Cates killed a 17-months old
last week that dressed 540 pounds.

tires are. glowing,
white with snow,
»s

-ii:

at

I Vr HERE AS, LOIISE M. KNIGHT lias left my
it
bed and board without just cause, now
therefore notice i> hereby given that i shall pay
no
bills contracted by her since said desertion,
and all persons are forbidden to harbor and trust
heron m\ account.
T. O. KNIGHT.
I nity.' Me., Xm 24. 189b.
3w;V2*

Quartette

Gloria in J),

H. Rialla
Stephen Adams
.Miss Russ
R. p. Chase
Carol, Ring Merry lu lls
be Blanch
Postlude, < hristmas March
Choir, Miss Sullivan, Soprano
U. A. Roundy, Tenor
Miss Russ, <,'ontralto
N. (i. Pettingill, Rase
Miss M. E Fan nee, organist
Excelsior Quartette, R. A. Roundy, Cornet,
<*. R. Poor, French Horn,
Louis Poor. (Maria* t.
It. A. 1 <iinkwater, Trombone.

Solo, The Holy City

~~

FOUHD.
On Hig St. a small wallet containing a sum of
The owner can have tin* same by calling
ney.
K. v. French's store, proving property and
2w."2
paying charges.
m<
at.

i

1 (toil.

Given under my hand the date first above writSA MPKL G. \(>KTO\,
SheriIV. as Messenger of the Court <>t Insolvency
for said County of Waldo.
2wf>2

ten.

<anl

ol* Thanks.

Mrs. Sarah A. In-ralls wishes to express her
heartfelt thanks to her many friends and neiuhbv»rs lor the acts of kindness shown lo her and
hers duiiuu the illness and since the death ol her
daughter, Miss Mae K. Inualls.

: ir *HK St RE AM)
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HIXER’S CANDY STORE,
FOR YOl'R CHRISTMAS CANDY.

(»7 Church St., Belfast.

8w45

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.
of Glasses and Diseases ct
ihs Eve aal Ear a Spscialty.

Fining

Office hours until If a.
From I 2.30 to 3 and 7

p.

m.

MAINE.

SEAliSPOUT,
Telephone Con

m.

to K

via-rion.

I3tf

Hany

Cod

and

Mackerel.

Besult of the Year’s Fishing at
Good (aielies but Poor Prices.

Gloucester.
Seventy-Five
Thousand Harrels of Mackerel Taken.

!

Gloukstkk, Dee. 11.

With the adof December the fishing season of
18‘.V> was closed.
While the usual activityin prosecuting this industry has been
the
financial
result to pronoticeable,
ducer and outfitter has not been so great
as in former years.
The principal cause of
this is the large and costlier vessels, w hich
resemble pleasure crafts more than fishermen, beside the new and extensive devices that are used in prosecuting the fisheries.
The year opened with good stocks on
hand, and the market for all kinds of fish
fairly active, while prices ruled high. An
advance was confidently expected, and in
some cases
realized, but later in the seasou owing to business
depression throughout the country, prices on all kinds of
stock were curtailed until they
dropped
to a minimum during the summer and
early fall, and have uot yet been fu.ly
restored.
rl he fishing industry has always been
the pride and the sorrow of the people of
this city and vicinity, for so surely as the
Atlantic lias given them prosperity, it
has exacted a yearly tribute of human
lives.
The records of nearly two centuries show that every seasou some of the
Gloucester vessels
that
went out to
Geoiges, (Hand Hanks, Labrador or the
frigid waters of the Arctic, never came
back.
Disasters to tin fishing fleet have !
to be considered inevitable, while relatives |
of the unfortunates are assisted out of
community funds, and once a year a publit v.i' u. e is held at City Hall in memory
of the lost.
More than that, among the
n spec ted «iti/.eus there are
superannuated
skinners and aged widows who may be
counted wii at any time to carry the tidings of death in'." tishei men's homes, or
vent

to art

as

m

ml-professional

mourneis.

About tin- ime, thereC «i<\ the Gloucester .-tatisticur. begins ins wok of tabulatdeath aud etisnstei
how
ing tile story
many fishing craft and man have gone
down, how many wblows tin; sea lias
made, bow many children are left fatherless; aud a. ng with these items ot human
inteiesi iit- r..ants up the property loss
and iusuran
settlement.
ino i-rest ngures mere are
'-(.ilium
.r.4 vessels, with an
aggregate tonuage of
55
and
boats under 20 tons, of 590,
29,507.
a
total
of
making
30,108 tons engaged in
tlie fisheries from this port, a decrease
over the previous year ot 20 vessels and
1907 tons.
'I lie prii cipal cause of this decline has he* u the loss of 15 vessels, aggregating J5> tons, valued at -274,500 and
insured foi -201,825.
Several have also
lai n sold and enrolled in other districts.
< >ih was
recently sold to parties on the
Pa* hr coast, and is not enumerated in
the above.
Ghmeeste] being the important fisheries
eutre
f New England, and largest
fishing port in the United States, the coast
of this district has long been the seat of
the in -s' active operations in marine research. It is carried on by the hardy and intrepid toilers of (.’ape Ann, who man the
fishing fleet found from Massachusetts
bay to Greenland, around the Cape of
Good Hope and along the distant shores
of Hie Pacific coast and Alaska. A noticeable feature of the lishing interest of
Gloucester is the great volume of fish annually landed at this port, which is the
distributing centre of salt food tisii products nut only for New England, but for
the whole country.
i he largest number of vessels i< engaged in the cod fishery, making ic the most
important branch of the industry, but receipts lrom this source have not this year
equalled li"se of last. There was not so
l.oge .\ Meet prosecuting the Grand Banks
c<"itislie■ ) as (he previous season, but the
\% atei> ••(
hint section were more prolific
than
"(m years, and* instead of one
o
4' die fleet made two oi three.
till’
Ihi
vessels was ab<
05, and
fhi \ •(: I
.on*opti pounds, while the
4 toe <■comes. Nantucket, (
ape
v
W —:t;
and Eaiiave Banks tishciM:l'1
‘a_t
iicr wiili shore
greunds along
wil aggregate
ts in a h
tore, oi a total of 50,000.>

■

made good hauls, and most of them secured full trips.
The fresh halibut receipts show an increase, for the number of vessels, comprising about GO sail, prosecuting this
fishery, made exceptionally large catches.
The amount lauded was about 9,000,000
pounds. This increase is caused by big
trips landed from the newly discovered
and prolific grounds to the northeast of
Newfoundland, which extend several
hundred miles beyond Belle Isle, and probably to Hudson bay. The halibut found
in that section of the ocean, while very
numerous, are of an inferior quality to
these taken nearer home and in more
shallow water.
The prices the past season have until
lately ruled low, for the fish are large and
mostly pass for No. 2 grade. The fishing
cannot be prosecuted in late fall and winter or the first months of spring, because
the waters of the ground are covered by
ice in the latter seasoD, and because of
the strong Arctic current and cold weather met with during the
former.
Only
three vessels engaged in the Iceland salt
halibut fishery, which was a failure, but
the vessels left that region early, and visiting the newly discovered ground, secured full fares.
With the surplus that could not be sold
fresh and had to be disposed of to the cutters, tlie market for the smoked article is
well supplied.
The amount of such landed will exceed 1,500,000 pounds.
It is now quite certain that the Pacific
halibut will be an important factor in
future in supplying the market, and several carloads shipped from Seattle and
Vancouver have arrived in prime order at
Boston and New York, and receipts from
there promise to be far greater than heretofore.
Smoked herring is another staple article
that is always to be found here.
A large
quantity of the smaller grade comes from
Kastpurt and New Brunswick, while the
larger aud higher priced variety is smoked
here by dealers from Newfoundland herring, and always command a high price as
bloatei fish.
The total amount disposed of to the
trade by loeai dealers is estimated at 500,000 boxes.
Considerable quantities of shad and
swordfish are marketed at this place.
The latter is principally used in Connecticut.
One thousand barrels is the probable
Oil tout.
The lobster fishery, once carried on extensively along the coast of Maine and
Massachusetts, has about become a thing
of the past.
Not enough are caught in
these days to supply the demand of a city
of 100,000 persons. While but a few years
ago canning factories were in operation all
along the eastern coast to-day they are
crumbled into dust.
The markets of the
country are now supplied from the output
of provincial canneries, besides hundreds
of thousands of live lobsters that are annually landed in their season at American
ports, and find their way into the great
western centres

by rapid transportation.

The aggregate of all fish taken by vessels from this port during the year is
about 75,000 tons, which includes the
i amount landed by Gloucester vessels at
other ports.
The amount of salt imported and used
in the curing of this product was 40,950,000 against 35,929,000 for 1895.
Gloucester stands third on the list of
salt importing ports, w ith New York first
and Boston second.
The board of trade, whose members are
mostly fish dealers and outfitters, lias
made every end. avor to maintain the price
of fish during the past season, in order
that the fishermen and dealers might be
bene lifted alike.
The number of lives lost during the
year, including deaths at sea, diownings
in the harbor, etc., was 88, against 94 the
previous year, when 30 vessels were lost,
valued at sl75,0u<t and insured for 8157,025.
l'lu* average loss per annum during
the past 25 years has been 10 vessels and
131 men.
The Cuban

Rebellion.

•>

j

j

1
■

|

|

During the latter part of May and early
June, the Cape shore fleet from this port

News

and

Notes.

Harper’s Bazar issued December 2Ctli
will contain a sto ry by Mary B. Sleight,
entitled “A Pen sioner of Hope;” and
“Every Day Phys ical Culture,” a practical paper, by Eva Lovett.
The foil owing are the contents of Gunton’s Mag azine for December: Meaning of
Bryanism in American Politics Future of
Gold, Common Sense on Trusts, The
Greenback
Controversy, Evidence of
Business
Revival, Claims of Cuba for
Self Government, Statistics of Immigration, Labor Insurance in Germany, New
Polit ical Deals, Editorial-Crucible, Economics in the Magazines, Book Reviews.
!

Herbert D. Ward, tlie novelist and busband of Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward,
has written a novel, which will be the
fiction f eature of The Ladies’ Home Jounnal during IS97.
It is a humorous story
and has the unique title of “The Burglar
Wh o Moved Paradise.”
It is a sequel to
Mrs. Ward’s “An Old Maid’s Paradise,”
the husband takiug up the pen where
Miss Phelps bad nat urally to put it down
when she became Mrs. Ward.

In

WOMAN’S STRUGGLE,

features of Harper’s Weekly
for December 2Uth will be “A Sioux Indian Episode,” by (’ol. Guy V. Henry,
U. S. A., illustrated by R. F. Zogbaum;
a paper by Timothy l’itkins on “Turkish
Grievances—The Blood Tax:’’ a doublepage illustration by W. T. Smedley, entitled “A Plantation Christmas ’fore de
War:” a third paper on “Street Cleaning
in Europe,” (Berlin; by Col. George E.
Waring, Jr., with illustrations; and an illustrated article by R. G. Skenett. on the
“Torpedo Boats of the United States

Special

Christmastide.

lute,

with

same

gloom,

Where the old gods go reeling at the cry
of the new name,
Lean your untold Misses, and make the
mid-night bloom
With your throbbing gladness stealing in
a thousand points of flame.

phy-

sical dig-

<

turbanees;

(

SEE

to-night!

Over the vast abysses of nothingness and

THAT Thf:
FAC-SIMILE

O Angel of all Innocents, your viol make
more sweet,
O Angel of all Lovers, touch tenderly your

there is

AVege tabic Preparation for As

lute,
O Angel of all Heroes, your rapturous tabor
beat,
O Angel of all Triumph, sound your tim-

similating the Food andRegula
ting the Stomachs and Dowels of

Forget, O Voice

Promotes Digestion.Checrful
andRest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Nahc otic

brel’s swift pursuit;
For you bear the Voice above you, like the
breath of some strong flute;
“To-night, to-night, Great Love is born, and
joy is absolute!’’
dark cup,
Foretell not the

ness

untiring, Getiiseinane’s

heart-breaking despair

of

For with boundhss sweep and gyring all
the universe moves up,
The depth the dark forsaking with this
primal Christmas night!

aimile

Is on

signature
o{

every
wrapper.

11. T.
Goodwin of Farmington,
Me., whose writings on matters relating
to shooting and fishing (over the sigua
ture of “Winchester”) have been
widely
read by sportsmen, is writing a book this
winter which will be published in the
spring, and which cannot fail to interest all w ho are fond of hunting and
angling, and particularly those who visit
the woods of Maine.
The title is “Maine
Woods and Water Folk, and Stories of
Hunting and Fishing.” The book will
contain about 5U0 pages, and will be illustrated by a huge number of half-tone engravings. A description of all the leading hunting and fishing resorts in the
State will be given, also a history of the
game animals and fish found in the State,
their habits, etc. The book will also contain the most complete list of hotels,
camps and guides ever published, besides
a score of
interesting stories of fishing
and'liunting. [Farmington Chronicle.
If You’re Good.
Santa Clans’ll come to-night,
If you’re good,
And do what you know is right,
Ah you should ;
Down the chimney he will creep,

Bringing

And

a

you

a

woolly sheep,

doll that goes to sleep;—
If you’re good.

Santa Claus will drive his sleigh
Thro’ the wood,
But he’ll come around this w ay
If you’re good,
With a wind-up bird that sings.
And a puzzle made of rings—

Jumping-jacks

and

funny things—

If you’re good.

He will bring you
And

a

1

cars

that

“go,”

If he would!
And a dolly, if you please,
That says “Mama!” when you squeeze
It—he’ll bring you one of these,
If you’re good.
Santa grieves when you are had,
As he should;
But it makes him very glad
When you’re good.
He is wise, and lie’s a dear;
Just do right and never fear;
He’li remember you each year,
If you’re good.
[James Courtney Clialliss in December St.
Nicholas.
Christmas in the House.
Now wreathe the walls with constant pine,

And holly’s coral berry!
What matters it, the waning days,
When north winds e’en are merry?
Hang mistletoe above the door,
And bid Don Cupid rouse!
Pack clouds away—the world is gay:
There’s Christmas in the house.

Now are the long nights full of dreams,
The brief days full of laughter,
For little ones—the cunning elves!—
They know what follows after.
They wake and watch for Santa Claus
As still as any mouse—
Dear rogues!—with heart-beats all in tune
To Christmas in the house.
Wrhat though snow lies and frost nips hard,
And ice locks lake and stream:
A richer summer redly shines
Within the hearth-fire’s gleam.
With open hand and open heart,
We pledge our friendly vows,
Hail, ami thrice hail, to the fair time
Of Christmas in the house!
[Martha McCullock-Williams, in Harper’s
Bazar.
No need to suffer with rheumatism, lumbago, neuralgia, cramps or colic. Dr. Thomas’ Electric Oil cures all such troubles, and
does it quickly.
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of John s.
m said County

ot Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition
praying that, administration ot tlie estate ol said
deceased may be granted to her.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to lie published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, w ithin and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot January next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
DEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
(Has. l*. Hazeltine. Register.

5

!

1
Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,

1

>

«nd aii

Bowe|

Complaints.

A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for
these troubles is

>

Alice Reed, Alauson Ford, sailed from
Rio Janeiro Nov 23 for Montevideo.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from Savannah Dec 8 for New York.
C P Dixon, N
F Gilkey, cleared from
New York Dec 17 for Port Natal.
Edward May, arrivetl at Hong Kong Dec
15 from Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, at Montevideo
Nov 5 for New York.

Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria
Sept 7 for Santa Rosilia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
Acajutla Sept 8 from New York.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from

New York June 2‘J for Brunswick. Ga.
lolani, McClure, sailetl from Honolulu
Aug 20 for New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at
New York Nov 15 from Hong Kong.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
Montevideo Nov b from Boston.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Dec 11
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong
Kong Nov 10 from Newcastle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Rotterdam Dec 7 from Brunswick, Ga.
Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, arrivetl at
Santos Dec 12 from New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June 0 for Garontolo.
St Lucie, Smeed, cleared from New Y ork
Sept 21 for Port Natal.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
at Rosario Nov 2 from Pars boro, N S.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrivetl at
Barbadoes Dec 1 from Port Elizabeth, CGH.
W R Gilkey, cleared from
Nov 28 for Barbadoes.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
at Portsmouth, N H, Dec 9 from New York.

Georgia Gilkey,

New York

Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived
Philadelphia Nov 22 from Apalachicola.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived

at
at

Savannah Dec 15 from New York.
John C Smith, Knee-laud, arrived at Baltimore Dec 7 from Apalachicola.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Boston Dec 10 for coal port.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New
York Oct 2d for Ponce, P. R.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from New
York Dec 17 for Wilmington, N C.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, at Rio Grande, Nic,
Nov 17, for Boston Nov 2<>.
R \V Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Boston Dec 18 from Rio Grande, Nic.
Sallic l’On, W H West, arrived at New
York Nov 11 from Buenos Ayres.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
Dec 10 from Demerara.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at.
New York Dec 18 from Brunswick, Ga.
Year for The Journal and Tribune.

political and general, with fashions, household science and mechanics, literary and
other departments, stories and miscellany,
a very taking combinaSubscriptions may begin

20 pages in all, it is

$2

a

year.

at any time, and if desired the two papers
will be sent to different addresses.
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FRAN KLIN RAMtie- estate of \\ ILL1A M
in said County, deeeast-o
second and final account ot
estate for allowance
Ordered, That mu ice
weeks successive!} in t h.
printed in Belfast.*in sa d
interested. ma\ attend r
held at Belfast .on h<ary next, ami show -a c
the saiti account slumid
CEO. t
A true copy. Attest
C11as !Ii

Probate Court held at Belfast, witliin and for
the County of W a ldo, on the sec< nd Tnesdav of
December, A. I>. 18m;.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament ot W ILLIAM
S1BLL\
late of Freedom, said County ot Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate, and requesting that Alice T. 1 >odge may be appointed adm'nisira.nx, with the will annexed, d the estate ot
said deceased.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this ordei to ■:
published three weeks successively ;;i the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast! that th*-\ mav
appear at a Probate Court, to be Held at Bellas!,
within and for said County, mi the second Tuesday of January next, at ..J Hie ock I lore
noon, ami show cause it any they have, why the
same should not, be proved, appr
ed and ailowo I.
(iE(». L. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
(Has. P Hazeliim., Register.
At a
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It is the trusted friend of the

Mechanic, Farmer, Planter,
Sailor, and in fact all classes.
1

Used

internally

or
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Beware of imitations. Take
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genuine Perry
Davis.”
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Of the Knife.
Mr. Lincoln Nelson, of Marshfield, Mo.,
writes:
“For six years I have been a
sufferer from a scrofulous affection of
the glands of my neck, and all efforts
of physicians in Washington, I). C.,
Springfield, 111., and St. Louis failed to
reduce the
enlargement. After six
months’ constant treatment here, my
physician urged me to submit to a removal of the gland.
At this critical moment a
friend recommended S.S.S.,
and laying aside a deep-rooted prejudice against all patent medicines, 1 beBefore I had used one botgan its use.
tle the enlargement began to disappear,
and now it is entirely gone, though I am
not through with my second bottle yet.
Had I only used your S.S.S. long ago,
I would have escaped years of misery
and saved over $150.“
This experience is like that of all who
suffer with deep-seated blood troubles.
The doctors can do no good, and even
their resorts to the knife prove either
fruitless or fatal. S.S.S. is the only
real blood remedy; it gets at the root of
the disease and forces it out perma-

nently.

S.S.S.

(guaranteed purely vegetable')

A Real Blood

Remedy.

is a blood remedy for real blood troubles;
it cures the most obstinate cases of
Scrofula, Eczema, Cancer, Rheumatism,
etc., which other so-called blood remedies fail to touch. S.S.S. gets at the
root of the disease and forces it out perValuable
books
will
manently.
be
sent
free
to any address
by the Swift

Specific Co.,

At-

a

petition

i,,r ,,
estate desen cm 1 in .-aid
That the sail: pet it loner
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A true copy.

may be

run

down and

crushed out
by

torriblo suffering if you
t nature's warning to
watdi yuur kidneys.

some

nogl'-

Buker’s Kidney
j
Pills
Si
cures

anu

have made
wm

relieve

some
over-

worked kidneys and restore them to health.
Dr. linker will gladly answer questions and
advice free. Write us before too. late,
ills 50c. at your druggists, or mailed post-paid for

Pive

price.

Co., Bangor, Me.
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Probate Court held at Belfast, within and fm
the County ot Waldo >n the second Tuesday of
December. A. D. 18‘JH.

At

I

ISA B. BENNETT, willow of ISAAC BEN
N LTT. late of Troy in said County ot W a'do
deceased, having presented a petition tor an allowance out ot the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy ol tins
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that,
be held
they may appear at a Probate Court
at Belfast within and for said County, <>n tinsecond Tuesday of January nex
a: ten ot the
clock before noon, and show can.-*-, il any tiny
have, why the prayer of said pe: n n.-i slum d
not be granted.
DEO. E. JOHNS' >N Judge.
A true copy
Attest
Chas. p. Hazeltine. Register.
At a Probate Court held at BellaM. within and
the Comity of Waldo, oil the second Tuesday
December, A. D. 1896.
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granted.

1

in tlie « ounty
Wald", «!•-.
re<juest all persons who ,,ir
eeased’s estate to make niiii"
those who have any domain
the same lot settlement ’■> i'
11

«

piper, sister of henry \
W1 DDES, late *>t' .Monroe, in said Count)
Waldo, deceased, ha\ ing presented a pt tit im, 11,at
administration of the estate of said deceased
may he granted to Anna E. Wildes.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this >rder to be published three weeks successivch in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said Count). on these<-i»ml
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if an\ they 1 nve,
why the prayer of said petitioner should n<<; bo
a.

Harriet

1

PD.MI Mi Ml Kill.

Lor

GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink. Register.

t
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OfFb
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
December', A. I>. 1896.
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they may appear at a Probate < ourt. to b.- lulu
at Bel fast. w ithin and ioi said conn:;. on ; in- >,
mill Tm-sday ol January next, at ten'’ol the cluck
before noon, and show cause, if any tln-v have
w
hy the prayer ol said } cut i.-m-r slimilu im b.
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25c. and 50c. bottles.

Bulcer Pill

The Recorder of New York has discontinued publication and turned over its entire
mail lists to the New York Tribune. The
Weekly Recorder was a very popular paper
and many of its attractive features are now
found in the Weekly Tribune, which is furnished free to all who pay their subscriptions
With
to The Journal one year in advance.
The Journal furnishing all the local news,
and much other matter of local interest, and
the Tribune to supply the news of the world,

■

j. simedbcrd. widow
Mary
S.MEDBIRD, late ol Lnity,

»

J

tion at
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last, on the secoii':
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estate of ROBERT A
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his third and filial aerount
said estate for allowance.
Ordered. That notice
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interested may attend ai
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held at Belfast on th< ei
ary next, and show cans.',
the said aecouti' should m-t
C,Eo. K
A true copy. Attest:
Cn \s. 1* II

Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdavof
December, A. D. ism;.
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Hong Kong

Adam "W Spies, C IS Meyers, arrived at
Singapore from Sourabaya to load for New

a

Castoria is pr.t r’> i
sold in \y1 ■.
ron anything cl
t;
is ''jr.st as good" and "w.
See that von r
pose.''
is not

At a

BARKS.

$2

oT

Signature

NEW YORK.

The cycling
fraternity, to say nothing of the general
public, has acquired a decidedly friendly
feeling for the Columbia Calendar, and its
annual advent is always looked forward to
with interest and pleasure. The calendar
can be obtained for live two-cent
stamps
by addressing tbe Calendar Department of
the Pope Manufacturing Company at Hart-

Botch, Sewali C Lancaster, at Hong
Hong Dec 4for New York.
YY

perfect Remedy forConstipa

lion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions Feverishness and Loss OF SlEEF.

for

passed Anjer

BOTTU

outdoor life, and good roads.

Putnam, sailed from

Nagasaki.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis,

OF EVEE-

rbppermint

many charming illustrations, with an appropriate thought or verse for each day of
the year. Among the topics are bicycling,

Nov 10.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Oct. 13 from New York.
A .J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Delaware Breakwater Oct 30, from Philadel-

phia

cry,

The twelfth annual issue of the Columbia Pad Calendar has made its appearance
in more pleasing form than ever
before,
having scattered through its daily leaves

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn,
Hlogo Oct 14 for

mighty

Shall the evil that is hoary, with the dooming that was meet,
In the void of night and morning like a mist
dissolve and die,
And death grow into glory now Love
makes Life complete!
[Harriet Prescott Spofl’ord in McClure's
Magazine for December.

nient in
the womb,
Lydia E. Pinkham's “Vegetable Compound” is the
unfailing cure for this trouble. It
strengthens the proper muscles, and
displacement with all its horrors will
no core crush you.
Ikickache, di/./.iness, feinting, bearing-d<nvn," disordered stomach, moodiness. dislike of friends and society—all
symptoms of the one cause—will be
quickly dispelled, and you will again
b<? free.

SCHOONERS.

If you’re good,
rocking-horsey—oh!

IS ON TH

+

son on s

Dec 4 for New Y’ork.i
Daniel Barnes, O C
Arpe, sailed from
Zanzibar Dec 4 for Singapore to load for New
Y'ork or Boston.
El Capitan, A 1, Carver, sailed from
Hong Kong Nov 21 for Baltimore.
Emily F YVhitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New Y’ork June 20 for Shaugliae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 13 for Japan.
Last summer George W. Smalley, the
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Newr Y'ork
famous correspondent and man of letters, Dec 5 for Melbourne.
went abroad in the interests of The LaGreat Admiral. Rowell, sailed from Hodies’ Home Journal. His commission was bart Tow n, VDL, Sept 22 for Marseilles.
to write two articles: one on “The PerHenry B Hyde, arrived at San Francisco
sonal Side of Bismarck,” and the other Oct 31 from New Y’ork.
P R Gilkey, sailed from Hong
Josephus,
on “The Personal Side of
the Prince of
Oct 1 for New York; passed Anjer
Wales.”
Mr. Smalley personally knows Kong
Nov 0.
both men, and he had no difficulty iu getMary L Cushing. J N Pendleton, sailed
ting into close touch with them, while from New York Sept 17 lor Sydney, N S W ;
other
men
would have found insur- spoken, Oct. 31, lat 3 S. Ion 32 YY'.
mountable barriers.
The first of these
May Flint, E D PNichols, sailed from New
articles will be printed in the January Y’ork July 21 for Sail Francisco; spoken Oct
off Diego Ramirez.
14,
issue of the Journal.
Unpublished porPuritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at Sail
traits will illustrate the papers.
Francisco Nov 2 from Uiogo.
McClure’s Magazine will begin in the
Reaper, (J C Young, at Anjer Oet 20 from
New
a
number
York, and ordered to Batavia.
series
of
“Life
PorJanuary
R R Thomas, CG Nichols, arrived at Hong
traits of Great Americans” with reproductions of all the existing portraits of Kong Nov 25 from New York.
Sachem, it T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
Benjamin Franklin known to have been Dec 4 for New York
made from life.
There are fifteen such
S 1) Carleton, Amshury, at Hong Kong
portraits, and some of them have never Dec 4 for New York.
been published.
Mr.
Charles Henry
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Hart, probably the highest authority on Francisco Dec 17 from Philadelphia.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from 1
early American portraits, is collecting and
Y ork Sept 4 for Shaugliae; spoken U> t
editing the material l'or the series, and 5,New
iat s, hui 2vS \\
will add iutroduetions and notes giving
Tilth- E Starlniek, Eben Curtis, arrived ;
the history of the several portraits and at New York Nov Hi from Honolulu.
j
whatever is interesting in the circumYY m Ji Mary, Amshury, sailed from New ,
stances of their productions.
There will Y’ork Get 31 for San Framiseo.
YY
m 11 Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
also he an article on Franklin In Professor Treat of the
University of the South. ! from Hong Kong Oet 17 for New York;
Mr.

SICNATIp;
-O R

Calvary’s height,

Navy.”
Joel Chandlei Harris, the author of
“Uncle Hemus,” is making two new
characters, “Moses” and “Aaron,” famous.
In a story entitled “The Mystery
of the Swamp," published in Harpers
Hound Table, December Jo, he tells us
something more about them. Appearing
in the same number of the Hound Table
is another entertaining tale by Allen Forman, entitled “The Pingra Pol,” and an
interesting article, by Hubert Earl, describing the New York Stock Exchange;
also instalments of the serial stories entitled “The Boy Wreckers,” by W. O.
Stoddard, and “The Loyal Traitor,” by
James Barnes.
Another article is on the
scientific use of kites.

First

Bend out of heaven, dear Spirits, across
your frosty height,
For the crown of every labor, and of every
flower the fruit,
The happy earth inherits, Love being born

All women work.
Some in the homes.
Some in church, and some In the
whirl of society.
Many in the stores and shops, an4
ter .:, id’ thousands are on the never-ceaa*
iny treadmill earn in t their daily foo<L
Ail are subject to the same
physical
laws ; all suf?
fer alike
from
the

Felix

de Fontaine died Dec. 13th in
Columbia, S. C., of pneumonia. lie was
the man who furnished the North the first
news of the attack on Fort Sumter. Since
the war he had been connected almost
continuously with the New York Herald.
He was the author of several books, including the “Cyclopedia of the Best Thoughts
of Dickens,” “Gleaniugs from a Confederate Army Note Book,” and “Birds of a
Feather Flock Together, or Talks with
Southern Men.” lie was born in Boston
1.4 years ago.

the

With timbrel ami with tabor, with viol and

1

The inode of warfare adopted by the
1 labels is doubtless ol an
antiquated and
crude type, but ii docs not merit the
so
J hasty condemnation
constantly bestowi -edit! n t<> :i;:s <-atci there has been ed upon it.
The Cubans cannot obtain
b:
d ami son! at the ports of Boston. tin means to light the Spaniards accordN >u.mitli.
!»’<T.Uaud
and
Portland ; ing to the rules of modern warfare; they
c
t g: “uud ti'-h, Mich as
haddock, cu.sk, hive cither the men nor the war mate!
r'‘4i«M k and codfish, fresh for im- riel for doing so, and guerilla tactics are
ibout 19,000 000 obvious!} their only chance of success.
;
pounds.
| The destruction of property may appear
b
; b-l.ing on the off-shore banks ! to be wantonly cruel at lirs? sight, but it
"b re bait had ;niie iiist
I
procured at pro- is part of the insurgent plan of campaign,
%
in
trouble of any couse- and the weakness of the Spaniards is
p-u
|
tas 1
en expel ience* 1
by fishermen : demonstrated by the fact that they are
n,:G-'' ’'llieiais of the Dominion or S not able to
prevent this destruction.
although an attempt has 1 What, however, is patent to all who take
been III.!'!*- in a few
the trouble to watch Cuban affairs is that
uses to force the
American fishermen first to purchase a j* the rebel tactics have, on the whole, been
<
Ace use.
‘toy oi:e vessel, the schooner completely successful during the last
1 ie*ierick
Gening, has been seized this twenty-one months, and in this fact lies
s
ivti for
alleged infraction of the fish- the chief excuse for their continuance in
eiv iaw-. of
anadu.
she was condemned the future.
the
vi<
e
Of course the Spaniards very truly say
by
admiralty court at Halifax,
from -Alii, a an appeal was taken to the that
they are terribly handicapped by the
supreme < irt of the Dominion, where it j number of men on the sick list.
This is
so; but such a
awaiting final adjudication,
contingency should have
ht n« \t in importance is the mackerel been
duly allowed for in considering the
1 in- fleet this season from this preparations for the military operations.
bshoj;
l "1'
mpixs about 1*5 vessels seining There are now in Havana not less than
on *!:■.* Now
England shores and 50 more 2()t(X)0 military invalids, chiefly from Pinar
a; North Bay,
using the old time method de! ltio and the province of Havana. Some
of hook and line.
While the former were 14,000 to 15,000 of these men are under
treatment in hospital, the remainder in a
very successful, the latter failed.
i he mackerel landed by Gloucester ves- convalescent stage.
The principal causes
j
j
sels aggregated about 75,000 barrels, or ! of suffering are yellow
fever, paludic
|
doubie the quantity of last year.
A large fevers, malaria, dysentery, and smallportion of the fish was landed fresh at jj pox. The number of wounded in proBoston and New York, and in most cases ! portion to those invalided for other causes
good price?, were obtained. A number of is relatively small. Throughout the whole
vessels stacked from $10,000 to $20,000, I army the number of men unlit for
duty
( apt. No! .Jacobs, of the schooner exceeds
and
40,000. The hospital accommoEthel 1» Jacobs, which is high line of the j dation aud service are
totally inadequate
|
to meet the demands made
fleet, made the enormous stock of $31
upon them at
<XKt, commencing March 25. and ending j the present time.
j
h\ And if Spain does succeed in
Nov. 1.
reconqueri he mackerel this season were of an ex- iug the island, what does this
reconquest
cellent quality, and in greater abundance entail? A war of from two to three
|
years;
than for some years.
i a money expenditure of not less than
J he scarcity tlie past few
years, when | $300,000,000; the sacrifice of the lives of
the wateis appeared almost depleted of ! 50,000 Spanish soldiers.
That is what the
these valuable food fish, caused an inves- leconquest implies to
Spain. To Cuba it
tigation respecting the habits and abund- means the slaughter of the greater part of
j the Cuban male
ance of the mackerel and the fisheries to
population; the ruin of
which this important species gives rise. ! every industry in the
country, with small
It was continued again this season upon the hope of any
speedy revival; the necessisame general plan
as in previous
years, ty of remaining for generations at least
by the Lnited .States fish commission, but under the baneful inlluenee of tlie policy
on a more elaborate scale.
The schooner ot la n alidad national.
No reasonable
Grampus was utilized in connection with person can doubt that Spain will allow no
this inquiry and several land parties were change in her political and economical
employed to study the subject from the policy towards Cuba if she is successful
the
inshore
standpoint •>!
fisheries in finally quelling the rebellion.
Even
along the entire coast covered by the uow murmurs are heard in the peninsula
The informa- of the compensation to be exacted for the
range of tin.* species.
tion sought to be obtained from this sacrifices n »w being made to crush the
and other series ol observations was de- rebels— in other words, Cuba for the
sired lor the use of the joint international Spaniards, not for the Cubans.
[Harcommission and for the practical impor- pej’s Weekly.
tance to American fishermen of
reaching
a more complete and definite understandDisinfection at Quarantine is the subing of all the circumstances connected ject of an illustrated at tide by M. E.
Ward to appear in Appletons’ Popular
with the natural history ot the mackeral,
in relation to several methods employed Science Monthly for January.
It will include a description of the floating disinfor their capture.
The vessels at North Bay, using hook lecting plant used by the health officer of
and line, from which much was expected, the port of New York in disinfecting dismet with complete failure.
The large ease-hearing vessels and the persons and
shoals of mackerel that followed the in- belongings of their passengers.
dentations of the coast from Cape Sable
Rucklrn’s Arnica salve.
to Cape North, a distance of 350 miles,
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
3Guld not be found after passing into the
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
water of the Bay St. Lawrence, and it is
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
the general opinion of fishermen that
and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveCorns,
those large bodies of mackerel passed ly cures
Piles, or no pay required. It is
through the strait of Belle Isle, and up the guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
Canadian Labrador, where the vessels money refunded. Price 25 cents pur box
never resort, and the fish remain unmo- ! For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
The receipts from the bay fleet I
iested.
will not exceed 3,000 barrels, which were 1
CASTOUXA.
of excellent quality and commanded a
The fae-

high price.

Literary

BUNA E. WHITTEN, minor heirs
W. CLARK, late of Unity, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition for license to sell at privatt sale certain
real estate ol said miners.
>rdered. That the said pet itimier give not ice to
all persons interested ny causing a copy id tins
order to be published t hree week-; successjx c!y in
the Republican Jom nal. printed at Bel last, that
the) may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said Cnuuty, on the
second ’Tuesday of Jamian next, a? ten ol the
clock before noon, and show cause, it an) 'be)
have, why the prayer ol said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNS' >N. Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p Hazeltink. Register,

was issued

a.
of Insolvencv lor said
the estate ot 1.1 lb * V S. II A b
in said County ad nidjred to
or, on petition ot said In bo.!
tiled on t he St h day of I n
which date interest on claimthat the pay meiit of any dele
and tile tran-der and ileln n
him are forbidden by law
eieditors of said Dt i be :■
eluMtseone or more assmi f-held at a < >-urt >! lnso'\<••..
Probate » Uliee m sal I Ik il
.Intimity A D. 1 sp.. at w
••

non.

liven nude! tin
ten.
I lepllty Shel l!. a
solvency lor said (

In Court of Probate, held at Bel
YY fast, on the second Tuesda) of December.
1896. SARAH E PATTERSON A dmin istra iri x
on the estate of HENRY E PATTERSON, late *d
Waldo, in saitl County, deceased, having pie>cut
ed her first and final account or administration ,u
said estate lor allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
in said county, that all persons
printed in Belfast,
interested, may attend .it a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of January next, ami show cause, if anv they ha\e, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
WALDOSS.

hand
UllCAM
Ml
oimty ol W

To Tax Pavt
I shall

my oilier in

be at

'1

S

atimlays from hi a. is io 1
until January 1. All persons
themselves of
their

the tlisrount

taxes must

pay

v
«

•"

by January

II. K. MASON

Hot

Water

SYRINGES,

Bottles,
Etc.,

FOR SALE BY

A. A. HOWES Sl CO.

NT7ALDOSS. In Court of Probate, held at BelVV fast, on the second Tuesday of December,
1896. RUFUS LITTLEFIELD. Admini.-trator on
the estate of SOP1IRON1A WALKER, late of
Winteiport, in saitl Comity, deceased, having presented iiis first account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast., in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court to he
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of January next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest :
C-has. P. Hazeltink, Register.

Belfast, Sept.

lSOb.

Notice of Assignee of hi'
went.
Belfast, in the County of W.i
day of Item;
undersigned hereby £ive>
pointment as assignee'of ..
F. FKRNAI.l) of Belfast, in -o'
do, Insolvent Debtor, who h.i
insolvent upon Ins own petition
Insolvency for said Countv ot W.i
2w5i
owln'u. wurn
At

Maine, the ninth

THK

I

I husband was the libellant 84 times, and
i the wife in 111.
For intoxication, the
husband was the libellaut in 7 cases, and
ihe 'tale (omplled by Registrar
the wife in 40.
v. i«. loung.
For cruel and abusive
the husband was llie libellant
by tlie registrar, Dr. treatment,
in 30 instances, and the wife in 128.
For
\ear 1894, will short>: iiuitiou.
Tlie report failure to support, the wife was the libelhint
in
the
44
divorces
decreed for that
it births,
marriages, !! cause.
for that year, as reTwo divorces were granted before the
urns from the town
marriage life had lasted six months; 14,
were made in June,
before one year; 200, after from one to
n of what might seem
live years marriage; 184, after 5 to 10
>s. the report says:
;
he town clerks make years marriage; 179, after 10 to 20 years;
71, after 20 to 30 years;and 10, after more
v
promptly, a smaller : than
30 years married life.
and from some
ue so,
DEATHS.
have come only after
ms.
The extreme deIn the year 1894, 11,012 deaths were
ks has compelled me registered in the State
(12,147 in 1892 and
into the hands of tlie
j 11,134 in 1893), which is equivalent to a
j death-rate of 10.00 for every 1,000 of popand in reports on vital illation as returned
by the census of 1890
mi nation, so far as possi(18.37 in 1892 and Hi.84 in 1893). Based
aud
the
on
the
deticiencies,
estimated population for 1894, the
niphatically true of the death-rate would be slightly lower, 10.54.
which are to remain perIt will be seen that the death-rate of
vate House, and which Aroostook
county was lower than that of
ic
valuable with each any other county, being
only 13.40, while
to them.
the older counties, Kennebec, Androsi_ is written in no apolocoggin, Cumberland, Vork and Penob;!
as a statement due to
scot show
death rates of 19.80,
19.22,
that ‘timeliness’ should 18.57, 18.20, and 10.40,
respectively.
considerations in reports
The death-rate in the cities was 10.05
(20.40 in 1892 and 19.89 in 1893) as com111N
K1UII, W UJCII is prepared witli that of the rest of the State
vhich many classes of with the cities omitted, which death-rate
<ult for various purposes was 15.39 (17.40 in 1892 and 15.54 in
<•, as well as in the year
1893.)
the nearest possible apFor the year 1894 the death-rate of
n every tabular or other
Maine was 10.54; of Xew
Hampshire,
st desideratum; the ear18.32; of Vermont, 10.27; of Massachuappcarance of the work is setts, 18.05; of Rhode Island, 19.00; and
of Connecticut, 10.8.
The largest number of deaths occurred
r i*isTUinrTiox.
in January; 1200; the smallest number of
xhaustive and include
deaths in any one month was 701 in NoM'Q,
vember.
During the spring months 2,704
new table, No.
was
deaths occurred; during the
summer,
eusus bureau in Wash2,034; during the autumn, 2,538; iu the
et
that
Outlive

>

|
}

Men.

Belfast Free

|

(

S
f
j
I

\
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}»ublished by

winter, 3,000.
Of the 11,012 descendents, 5,570
males, 5,422 females.
<

A
as

EaVeir‘Ev7ett'

Guiuev^ 1JIUkHlailr1^

croup.
I lie death-l ate from the
zymotic diseases
is often used as an index of the
healthfulness of Mates and towns and
cities, and of tlie* efficiency of their saniThe lists of the zytary organization.
motic diseases usually include
small-pox,
measles, scarlet fever, typhoid fever,
whooping e nigh, diphtheria and
and the diarrheal diseases.
J lie death rate lrom these causes isless
in Maine than iu any other New Kurland
State,
The mean deatli-rate from 1802 to ’01
from zymotic diseases is the greatest in
Androscoggin; least in Lincoln: of cities
largest in Jliddeford: least in Belfast.
No death from
small-pox lias resulted
in Maine during 1802 to '04.
The total mortality from scarlet fever
was 20 in 1804: lrom
whooping cough, 20;
diphtheria, 77: cerebro-spinal meningitis,
34: typhoid fever, 277: tuberculosis,
1,440;

living.

"ITl.ATIOV.

map in the first of
c onnection
ii*
forms an interh-nsity of population
oi her New
England

•o

-ns to the
square
iole is, in round nuin-

w

«

croup,'

d, ami in

n

mile, as compared
impsliire. b*» :n Vermont,
>

in Rhode Island,
In our State Annas the hugest number
Lire mile,
100, and
<.'umberland with DO,
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Miner

pulmonary tuberculosis, 1,202;
474: old age, 007 (37)4 men and

cancer,
343 women p
Among the descendants there were
four centenarians.
There were 408 deaths from
apoplexy;
1.023 from pneumonia.
The bronchitis
death-rate of the State was 3.10; of the
cities. 4.4!).
lu the same year the bronchitis death-rate was in New
Hampshire,
7). IS; Vermont, 1.78;
Massachusetts, 7.02;
Biiode Island, 0.7-7; Connecticut, 3.47.

ot

persons per
of some of the norfrom low, the populate in these counties as a
A glance on the
map
happens that in Piscata"iily four, in Aroostook
Somerset only eight peine mile.
.its

; u

of

i•

minus.

Maine, in the year 1894,
registered, including
-.028 in 1892, and 14,(504 in
:

Didn t

•ere

ed

tl-e different counties
was the
highest in
and t lie lowest in
In six counties, Aroos-

Uancock, Androscog-

as

age <it native born
(ei.t..
( v!*.:‘.n in 1892
o'

n

per

Androscoggin county,
cent, of the births, the

man.

of Illinois, who commandDavis' Division, was one

That Catarrh is

men so

by

Local

nasal passages, is

of the

slouchy

a

a

A

Affection

fact established

petent parties, that catarrh is ,i blood affection. Ely’s Cream Balm is a local
remedy,
composed of harmless inedieants an.l free of

injurious drug It will cure
Applied directly to the inflamed
membrane, it, restores it to its healthy conmercury
catarrh.

or

any

dition.

Fond Mother (who is extremely proud of
Biblical knowledge possessed bv her

the

lirst-horn,

began pulling
his threats, the

j

makegood

Dr.

a

hoy

of

li)—"Jiow, Philip,

officer informed him of his
relations to the brigade.
blast
me if I'd take you fora'
“Wall,
Brigadier!” said the man. “Excuse me, I
General, but 1 don’t thoroughly know the ]
ropes yet.”
A

New

Temperance

tell

1

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children,

Movement.

is on
every

The

Washingtonian movement has again
wrapper.
ami is gaining ground iu Portland,
We trust it will spread to other
per cent, and in Aroostook
“I lost my engagement ring while bathing
a cent, of the
parents native- parts of the State.
Many temperance last summer. Yesterday I was eating shad,
ami
what do you think I found in the tish?”
men throughout the State
have become
number of births in any one thoroughly convinced that there must be a “The identical ring?'' “No, Mr. Sappy—
bones.’’
*1 was 1335 in March; the return to the old methods of dealing with
902 in January; the largest the questions of intemperance. The prohibiYou make no mistake when you buy dallaw
is
a
iu
and
right
good measure,
tal was 3770 in the second tory
ton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
but it won’t enforce itself, though dalton’s family pills.
principle,
smallest 3208 in the lastquar- it
Everybody says so,
has been placed iu the constitution. We and “what
everybody says must be true.”
don’t remember a time when there was such
« ousecutive months in
which laxity in the enforcement of the law iu this
Fan:
“I think Charlie is just too mean
umber of births oceured were State as at the present time. Good people
for anything!
Marie:
“What is the masand May, 3914.
may close their eyes to this fact, but it re- ter?”
Fan:
“You remember that lovely
twin births occurred; in 50 mains a fact, just the same. [Maine Farmer.
penwiper I gave him? Well, I saw it the
twins were boys; in 30, both
other day, and it’s all full of ink stains.”
The Non=Partisan W. C. T. U.
hoy and a girl. In 00cases the
Keller In Six Hours.
is
American;in 10foreign;and
ntagc was mixed.
Washington, Dec. 12. At the third day’s
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
Triplets
Mexico and North Berwick, session of the Non-Partisan W. C. T. U., relieved in six hours by the “New Great
horn children,
387 were Mrs. Wittenmeyer was elected president, South American Kidney Cuke.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account, of its
females.
Mrs. Harriet Walker of Minneapolis vice exceeding promptness in reliev ing
pain in
m .\ kuiaues.
president, Mrs. Florence C. Porter of Cari- the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
Me recording secretary, Mrs. Ellen J. 1 the
bou,
urinary passages iu male, or female. It
5,501 marriages in 1804
Pliinney of Cleveland, O., general secretary, relieves retention of water ami pain in passin ISO;’,, and 5,720 in 1802.
and Mrs. H. M. Ingraham, treasurer.
Mrs.
it almost immediately.
If you want
ing
rate is highest in Aroostook; Jos
j»h I). Weeks was chosen editor of the quick relief ami cure this is your remedy.
'neoln.
Temperance Tribune.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Be!the marriage-rate of Maine
fast. Me.
ly-27
"00) with that of the other
She Was Built in Bath.
Farmer’s Wife. I hope you are not afraid
i States, we find that for the
of work.
1804, it was in New 11 amp
One of the quickest trips ever made by a
Tramp (uneasily). 1 ain’t exactly afraid,
Vermont, 17.02; Massachu- sail vessel across the Atlantic was
mum, hut l always feel tidgety when there s
completBhode Island, 17.4; and
anything like that about.
14.2.
The largest number ed on Nov. 231, when the schooner Augusa
tus
with
English Spavin Liniment removes all
Palmer, Captain Haskell,
cargo
s,
030, were solemnized in
or Calloused Lumps and Blembile the smallest number in of refined petroleum from Philadelphia, Hard, Soft
ishes
from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
reached Limerick, Ireland, fifteen days from j
•nth, 208, occurred in February. the Delaware
made
Sweeney,
Ring-Bone, Stifles,
time
The
Splints,
Breakwater.
Throats, Coughs, etc.
DIVORCES.
by tliis vessel is considerably less than that Sprains, all Swollen
of
use
one
bottle. Warranted
Save
ft50 by
died and seventy-four divorces accomplished by many of the oil-carrying
Blemish Cure ever
the most, wonderful
steamers.
< <1 in the
in
1802
year 1894, (552
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug*803) and this is at the rate of
gists, Belfast. Me.
Iy27
Free Pills.
divorce to every nine marriages
& Co.
Bucklen
Send
address
to
H.
E.
A girl was riding along on a bicycle and
your
d within the same
year,
of
Dr,
aud get a free sample box
saw a man cutting grass with a grass sickle.
f the causes for which divorces Chicago,
King’s New Life Pills. Atrial will convince She rides over the grass sickle with her bioiteri are:
Adultery, 02, or 13.0 you of their merits. These pills are easy in cycle and broke the grass sickle in two; a
"f tlie whole number; extreme action and are particularly effective in the piece of it. flew up and pierced her heart,
or 1.3 per cent.;
killing her. An inquest was held and the
desertion, 195, cure of Constipation and Sick Headache.
have jury returned a verdict that, she died by
.•
cent.; intoxication, 53, or 7.8 For Malaria ami Liver troubles they
are
been
sickle.
guarproved invaluable. They
(*ruel and abusive treatment,
anteed to he perfectly free from every
1 per cent.; failure to
support, deleterious substance and to be purely vegeThe other divorces table.
per cent.
He bowed bis head; he was abashed ;
They do not weaken by their action,
fded for multiple or associated but by
Shame cut him like a knife;
giving tone, to stomach and bowels
si/*"
The sylph-like maiden he had “mashed"
greatly invigorate the system. Regular
out to be his wife1
Turned
&
Wilson,
25?.
box.
Sold
was the libellant in 400 divorper
by Kilgore
!he husband in 178.
In the di- Druggists.
■

native-born, and 48.84 per
ign- born;and in York coun-

been started

1

luted for adultery, the husband
1 b. llant
17 times and the wife 45
>n account of extreme
cruelty,
was the libellant in 8 cases and
oid iii 1.
For desertion, the

Constipation is the cause of all sorts caStrong
serious disorders of the blood.
P.urdo< u
thartics are worse than useless.
Blood Bitters is nature’s own reined’ tor
troubles of this sort.

CiLSTOniA..
The fae-

_/7

is.

Plan

for

Christmas

Eve.

Some ancient religions, as those of the
Greeks and Homans, furnished opportunities fir man to relapse periodically into
primitive impulse, allowing the natural,
not the artificial, man to
express himself.
In our religion another opportunity once
a year has been given
us, when good-will
mayhf ve all its way with us—good-will
that is greater than all prudent restraints,
all economic theories, all considerations
of convenience.
And what an opportunity it is for us,
who, in our intercourse with men, are so
often hemmed in by conventionality or
controlled
To
by self-consciousness!
have the church and State sustain us in it!
To have custom and tradition give us
their sanction! It is like getting one’s
childhoi.d back again, or having health
| once
I
more, or, after a city’s bondage,
he freedom of the hills! What
! feeling
if in our generosities we make mistakes
it takes time to remedy, if to-morrow we
must retrench!
What of anything, if
good-will can reign with us for a dav!
1 lien a way. too, with discussions of the
meet and appropriate—that pool
gifts
may go to the poor and rich gifts to the
well-to-do! In the good-will first sung by
the angels to men there was the glad anil
sudden burst of unlooked-for joy, given
fully, without conditions, without balancings, without questionings of deserts
—a
blessing to all, to the just and the
sinner and the saved.
It is in this spirit that a group of wellknown men and women mean to work this
Chistmas eve.
To the poorest and the
neediest, to the hardest worked, they mean
to carry bountiful gifts,
retiring themselves quickly, as they came, so as to remain unknown. Their desire is to bring
into the life of some poor suffering soul
the glow and warmth that come of unexpected joy and fulness—unexpected, unearned, and undeserved perhaps.
We measure so much we do for others.
We weigh our best impulses against their
deserts and our ideas of the appropriate.
Vud yet the glad hurst of that melodious
message of good-will to all should teach
us this one of God’s
ways might he ours

physicians, and this authority should
more weight than assertions of
incom-

carry

Churchman the story of Esther.” Kixyear-Old First-Born (who is frightened to
death at the presence of the rector)- “Er-erEstlier was a daughter of Zebidee and lived
in Jerusalem.
And she used to go up in a
housetop to pray. And when Herod saw it,
he said ’Throw her in n den of lions.’ And
when the people, saw it, they said: ‘Throw
her out.’
And they threw her out.
man.
And
“That’s a lie," cried the soldier. “The they said ’Throw her out again.’ And they
threw her out again.
And they
said':
boys say you are the only thief in camp. | ‘Throw her out until seventy times
seven.’
IU in out them books or I'll grind your I And
they did so. And the woman died also.
carcass into apple-suss!"
And of the fragments that remained
they
Gen. Morgan appreciated the joke, and took up twelve baskets full. And in the
laughed heartily, but when the recruit resurrection whose wife shall she lie".'”
otT bis coat to
! [Brooklyn Life.

aud York, the birth-rate
tiie whole State,
t iis in the State.n:i.77
per
parents: 19.4S per cent,
ientage; 14.9(5 percent,
one of
whom was fori per cent, the national-

84.22.

the Ropes.

in his appearance
that a stranger would never have picked
him for an officer of high rank, says Harper’s liouud Table. One day a raw recruit of his brigade, who had lost some
books, asked a veteran where he might be
likely to find them. The veteran said the
only thief in the brigade was Jim Morgan,
who occupied a tent near the blue Mag.
The recruit hastened to Morgan's tent,
shoved his head through the Maps, and
asked:
“Does Jim Morgan live here?"’
“My name is James Morgan," answered the General.
“Then 1 want you to hand over those
books you stole from me!"
“I have none of your books, my dear

•j

•xford,

a

Morgan
brigade in

of those

it

'ages of native-born parents

Know

Gen.

whole number 7,107 were
"1 were females,
pouderan •<• ot rho births of
-ms.
104.7 to 100, conforms
■’
>
tin* registration of
evei y where.
>f living chihlren for the
o'i'
o h
1,000 of populate g ires as
given in the
: a
W0 as a basis of eal-

in 1892 and iso:), had
parand
A aido followed with 91.iia’ive parentage (89.10 in
M
ls9:),) and only 0.77 per
•••tli parents were foreign•ock county, in 80.80 per
His, the parents were naKranklin the percentage was

DEATHS.

table shows some deaths caused
follows: 1,328, brain
new7

diseases; 1,202,
1.02:1,
pneumonia, 040,
heart disease: 007, old age; -174,
cancer;
408, :* infantile diarrhea; 342, kidney disease; 2uo. bronchitis; 130. diphtheria and

■

women

OF

were

consumption;

i-

tut! li

APSES

The Biggest Pair of Moose Horns.
In lie”

GoodrfchGA°rT<:'

■

the distribution of
Maine by sex.
In the
from birth to In years
number
of
rger
males;
ieinity of life there is,
a larger number of
I
instance, among
d the ages SO to
lumber of 7DS2, there
mi than men.
Thesu
the women is still
the aue.s of t><t atld
Mi number of s;>2
thereis an excess
II er lOo
years, when

500,000

Vase* of “Lillie Fishes B’lled
Put up In Vannerles.

The sardine
Eastpokt,
1
season closed yesterday in Maine and it
"ill be four months before the manufacI tuiers are allowed to open for canning
®leeI>inS fires 1896. 115.10 herring.—or sardines.
J'
M»aio as a languagei'iie season has been shorter than the
Ti
1
illustrated
with examples from
While the time for opening is
average.
famous composers.
cmo a
April 15, very few fish were put up before
Taunton
town
July in this city.
?. 8,tor.V°f of the rebellion of
Tlie cause of the delay was due to the
Monmouth in 1085. 149.13
Gumey, Louise Imogen.
Lovers’
scarcity of fish and refusal of the employes
Saint Ruth s and three
other talcs. ->15 21 ! to begin work at the wages offered.
As
fllademann, I. M. Theosophy or
the Boston and New York markets were
which?
A contrast. 1021.21 j overstocked with
sardines, packed the
Ho8m«
riosrner,
James Kendall.
Life of
1 nomas
previous season, they were sold below the
Hutchinson, royal governor
cost of manufacturing.
of Massachusetts
E»«iV. *e,a,ar.ovince
Herring were soon found in quantities
1896.
o|Q ..,-y
Hughes, Thomas. 4“Vacuus" Viator’’)
in nearly all the weirs and could be bought
V acatum
rambles. 1895_
at the low price of $1 per
mill
hogshead, which
K. eczynski, Jean.
How to play
was
considerably lower than usual for the
Lhopin: the works of Frederic
opening.
Lhopin and their proper interpretaGradually the stock of sardines in the
Tran8late,i b>' A. Whittingmarkets and stored here disappeared, and
ham
after
the question of wages was settled
Krasinska, Couutess Francoise. Journal of Couutess Fraucoise
several large factories opened, and a few
Krasinska
great, grandmother of Victor Em!
have continued up to full time, Tuesday,
manuel.
Translated bv K. DzieDec. 15.
konska. 1890. 8„8
But the pack this year has been below
xMcClure’s magazine.
the average and will be fully two-thirds
McC°rmick, A. I). An artist in the
less than that of the former season.
Himalayas. 1895.512 19
There were about 875,000 cases of various
Nordhoff, Charles.
The merchant
vessel: a sailor boy’s
kinds of flsb packed on the Maine coast
voyage around
the world..
339
during ’95. This year it will fall short
x Outlook: a
family paper.
nearly 300,000 cases.
Rathbone, Anne Manning.
The
There were about 300,000 cases of sarhousehold of Sir Thomas More. 1896. 141.23
dines packed in Eastport, Lubec and the
Sala, G. A. Life aud adventures of
surrounding bays up to Oct. 1. Last seaGeorge Augustus Sala written bv
himself. 1896. 2v.. 823 14 son’s pack was more than 700,000 cases.
This year it will reach about 450,000.
Scheffel, Joseph Victor von. Elikeliard: a tale of the tenth
In one of the large factories 300
century.
cases,
From the German. 1895. 2v.129.1
or 30,000 cans have been
packed in one
Shinn. Charles Howard. The story of
but there are many who do not averday,
a
mine as illustrated by the great
100 oases.
Comstock lode of Nevada. 1896... 923 17 age
Perhaps at no other season for 20 years
Sienkiewicz, Henryk. “Quo vadis:”
A narrative of the time of
(when tile first herring were canned) have
Nero,
fish of all kinds been so plentiful and so
A. D. 64. Translated from the Polish by J. Curtin. 1896. 134
27 easy to catch, as during the past three
Stockton, Frank Richard. Mrs. Cliff’s
months.
In the bay, on many occasions,
yacht. Sequel to Captain Horn. 1896. 216.JS large schools of
herring have been seen
fTelegraphers of to-day: descriptive,
and several docks have held hundreds of
historical, biographical. Compiled
small sardines for hours.
It has been a
by J R. Taltavall, 1893. 819 “0
big lisli season and proved profitable for a
Turner, Ethel. Story of a baby.. 189.1 1
4
i pton, George Putnam. The Standlarge number.
ard cantatas:
The packing of sardines here
their stories, their
employs
music, and their composers. 1893
more than
927.30
2,000 people, who find ir difV alker, Rettina.
ficult to support themselves for 12 months
My musical experiences.
1893.907 ]4 with less that six months’ work. Yet
Watson, John, dan Melaren). Kate
this has been the case this season.
The
Carnegie. 1896
118.22
employes have been idle during this time
Woolsey, Sarah Chauncey, (Susan
about six weeks, caused by another reCoolidge). An old convent school
in Paris and other papers.
duction in a few of the factories, but the
1.895.
11,1:; 1;
diilioolty was settled, and the men ret Presented.
x New periodicals
recently placed in the turned u) work, to finish up the short
season.
Reading Room.
1 here are 111 factories here, and about
as many
at Lubec and North
Lubeo,
\ on can t he well if
your blood is impure*, where a number from this city have worklad \uu may have pure blood aud
ed for many w eeks.
good
health by taking Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Frying tish in oil, the former way, was
tiled this year with success, and fried sarMamma. “Where’s papa."’
dines
linrl a prominent place in the marFlora. “He’s down stairs.”
kets. in place of those baked.
Mamma.
What’s he doing*’"
Flora.
The recent experiment of
“His bicycle is out of breff and
preserving
lie’s giving it some more.”
| London Figaro. lierimg in glass jars also promises to he
Dandruff is an exudation from the pores profitable the coming season, aud the tish
will be put up in larger quantities to meet
o! the skin that spreads and
dries, forming
the demand.
scurf and causing the hail to fall out. Mali’s
Hair Rcnewer cures t.
Another change this season was I lie
opening of “small” factories where the
W e believe it was a
citizen lew
well-meaning
who alleged, as a reason for not
people employed took especial care in
wishing to
The sardines canned in these
live on a hill, that the climb it did not suit their work.
him.
places are superior to the fish put up in
the average factory.
Next year several
"Weather forecast tor this week.—
other experienced sardine packers will
1 leuty of it, all sorts, followed
by severe enter into this
coughs, colds and distress of the lungs—be
industry, as the demand
prepared for a dangerous illness—towards was greater than the supply for the pist
the last of the week but a few doses of
Adam- season in the small shops.
son’s Botanic Cough Balsam wiil
dispel all
During the season one factory was rebail feelings.
duced to ashes in a few hours, and on the
Boarding-school Teacher: “And now site where Dan McCullough's factory was
burned a year ago a larger one w as comEdith, tell me the plural of baby.’’
Edith (promptly) “Twins.” [The Watch- pleted in time to
open with tlie others.

j

■ws

Sardine Season Closed.
!

Me., Dec. 16.

■

J

Library.

Accessions Nov. 1, to Dec. H
1896
Blackmore, Richard Doddridge Slain'

Miss Cornelia T. Crosby of Phillips, better
known as “Fly Rod,” will have charge of the
exhibit of fish and game at the Madison

third year she has taken an exhibit from
Maine. Speaking of her plans to the Portland Press Miss Crosby said:
We shall also have from the State of
Maine the largest mounted moose’s head
ever yet reported to the world.
The Prince
of VV ales has until
recently had the proud
distinction of owning the largest moose’s
head, but the one in question was shot in
the Aroostook region this fall.
The word “head” in this paragraph should
read “horns,” and we believe that C. B.
Haz ltine, Esq. of this city has the largest perfect set of moose horns in the world.
On seeing a claim put forth for the horns
owned by the Prince of Wales Mr. Hazeltine
wrote

to

Royal Highness, giving

Ilis

done when

pleasant

laxative.

Ail

Druggists.

to

disease.
50c. and

at all

$1

druggists.
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?oTrm *'Sto?to?tac ls8?he'IS2^sCr°^Srfr
nerve-food
“ac,s

in

lighted ^Vee*Dectvaou
tree sample.

1

tl’pdesir0 for tobacco in any
?Swer
*“?,?esiry
the world.
Many gain 10 nounds in in davs nnd it
vi£orousand. magnetic. Just try box. $bu will be d”
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Address THE STEKEIMO jtElHEU Y

t?o', SiIo^SmWw York!

Soldjaud Guaranteed by RKJHARI) H. MOODY, Belfast,

Me.

FOR

FATHERS AND MOTHERS,
FOR

SONS AND DAUGHTERS,

SICK HEADACHE

FOR

1

Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

WEAK LUNGS
Many persons are in a condition
invite lung disease by reason
of inherited tendency or other
causes.
Weak lungs can be
fortified by

With the close of the Presidential
campaign THE TRIBUNE
the fact that the American people are now anxious to
give their attention to home and business interests. To meet
this condition, politics will f ave far less
space and prominence,
until another State or National occasion demands a renewal of
the fight for the principles for which THE TRIBUNE has labored
from its inception to the present day, and won its
greatest victories.

Every possible

ETROLEUM
EMULSION

NATIONAL FAHILY NEWSPAPER, interesting, instructive, entertaining and ii.dispensable to each member of the

We Furnish The

Write

perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage,
Restores the
^g* entire
nervous
system and stops all
vital losses.
Re-

your
Tribune

of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and
restores refreshing
sleep. Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures ali wasting
diseases and restores
development to all parts ot the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W.
Best,
ffi’e, New York City, and la sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

name

TRI JUNE will be mailed to you

Closing Out Sale^Furniture,
STORE

Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS.
CALI. EARLY WHILE THERE IS A EINE ASSORTMENT.

J. C.

m.

number.

Sen, 39 Main St.

jm

MICH?

Col,nubias, '07 Model,
'07
Tandems,

THE

a

6c

Thompson

To Wheelmen and Wheelwomen.

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,

35 cents

LET.

Hare apt rial cuts in prices to close out their stork.
Hare still If ft a ji nr assort ni**nt of

cesses

FOR

TO

C THOriPSON & SON

J.

moves effects ot the
sins of youth and ex-

Atlantic

FOR ONLY $2.00,

CASH IX ADVANCE.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST, MAINE.

Great RESTORER

KALAMAZOO.

Republican Journal and N. V. Weekly Tribune

,,

Kestores

i

put forth, and money freelv
WEEKLY TRIBUNE pre-eminently a

Address all orders to

NERVE-LIFE

j

effort will be

to make the THE

ONE YEAR

A wonderful strengthened nourisher and healer for the breathing
organs, and a remarkable flesh
builder and nerve food. Of great
assistance to stomach and bowels
and perfectly agreeable to take,
it is a welcome substitute for
Cod-Liver Oil and vastly superior in results.

i
;

spent,

family.

ANCIER’S

4

ALL THE FAMILY

recognizes

to

Pamphlet mailed
free. ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

1

needed

FARMERS AND VILLAGERS.

'00
Hart fords, '07
"
'07
'OO

Monthly

$100.00

.....

17,0.00
127,00
77,.OO
00.00
7,0.00
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dress parade be- DIRECT STUDIES OF THE PEOPLE.
! fore the
grand stand. We thought this
The West, by Mr. Frederick J. Terthe other day as “Jack” Lyons, the rich
! xer, Professor of History in the Univcrhorse
Philadelphia
buyer,related an act of sity of Wisconsin.
General Manager Evans’ of the Maine Cen- [
the South, by Mr. W. P. Trent of
tral to a group of interested auditors.
It 1 Sewauee, Tenn.
seems that Mr.
Lyons and his party
New England, by Mr. Alvan F. Saxwere
prospecting for horses down on the horn.
Belfast branch when they missed their
FICTION.
train and were, as Mr. Lyons remarked,
Two Important Serials:
like a dollar in a miser’s pocket, “out of
circulation.” They wanted to reach Burn- The Juggler,
by Charles Egbert
ham badly for they had a car of valuable
Craddock, and
horses that they had just purchased and The
of
an
Untold Love, by Paui.
Story
wanted to get them moving westward, but Leicester Ford, author of “The Honorthere they were way down on “the branch.” able Peter
Sterling.”
Just then
along came Mr. Evans’ Short Stories, by the best writers.
special on a tour of inspection. Now it
Other features will be:
isn’t the habit of high railroad officials to
Problems.
do much way freight business when
they Present-Day
are on a tour of inspection—no, not even
Survey of the XIX Century.
on the Maine Central, but Mr. Evans bad
New American Writers.
no sooner learned of Mr.
Lyons’ dilemma The Art of Public Improvement.
than lie gave orders for the car of horses
Women in Modern Industry.
to be attached to his train and the
gentlemen were invited into his car and carried
Recollections of Colonel Higginson.
to Waterville.
This was a small matter,
Unpublished Letters of Dean Swift.
but much larger than the patrons of the
Maine Central have known for many Professor (iildersleeve's Studies in
Greece.
moons.
[Turf, Farm A- Home.

A

force

the system the
throw off the

gives

FOR

we arc oil

HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver M s,
Hi I io us ness, Indigestion, Headache.

organs and

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

j

acts

ordinary specifics fail. It
restores strength to the weakened

First Churches in Maine.

Druggists 50c. and $1.00.

j

a

when

the

The first church gathered in Maine was at
York in the year 1075; the next at Wells in
1704; and another at Berwick, (now South
Berwick) the same year; the next at Kittery
in 1714; then at Eliot in 1721; then at Falmouth (Portland) the First Parish, 1727,
and the same year at Scarborough; then at
Biddeford and at Kennobuuk in 1730.

Will Cure

Emulsion8'^

dimensions of the horns in his possession,
and received a courteous reply from the secretary of the Prince, but no statement as to
size of the horns held by the latter. Until
dimensions are given that exceed those of
the horns in this city, Mr. Hazeltine’s claim
must hold good.

Will contain, among other important
! contributions,
by making our gifts as joyous out-pourThe interpretation of Democracy,
ings, tilling full of promise the lives of
Mr. E. L. (lodkin, Editor of Th<- SaBy
those who wait.
So that, like the voices
turn (New York),—a series of importof those angels who sang, the gifts we
ant and interesting articles on The First
bring may be as though they fell from l est of Democratic institutions, being
heaven.
[From Harper’s Bazar.
an
interpretation of Political Life and
!
Problems in the United States since the
j1
A Lift from Manager Evans.
Civil War.
Mr. CJodkin will point, out
!
i definitely the new problems that have
It is the small things that we do that dej arisen since the war, which are indeed,
I termine
our real problems.
our real character and not our
big

|

Scott’s

Square Garden, New York, during the week
beginning March 13, 1807. It will be the

$4.00

a

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling
•

st<‘ii<‘il

GEO. T.

lit

tings and

a

Cliecdc

Kov

ol

E. W.

>

Pure Jersey Milk.

If y ou wish for nice milk

drop

cr

a

card

to

HATCH, Belfast.

One cow’s flilk for Rabies

Sep end

>

<>i;i>ki;.

Street, Belfast.

>Iaiu<\

Taken on exeeu: i-.n, and will be sold at public
auction, on tie- ninth day
January, A. I >. lX'.tT.
at. two o’clock in the al tci noon, at the oilicc of !•'.
W. Brown, Masonic I'einplc, in Belfast, in said
County, all the right in equity wliieli William
Hall of Waldo, in the County ol Waldo, has or
had oi> the second day ot September. A 1>. 1896.
when the same was attached on the original writ,
to redeem the following described mortgaged real
estate, situate in Waldo, in said County, to wit. a
certain parcel of land situate in said Waldo,being
the same premises convtycd to Edward W. Roberts by Samuel Otis and Oeorge B. Ferguson, copartners in trade, under the firm name of S. Otis
W Co., by their deed dated April 7, A. D. I860, and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 111,
Page 429.
Also another parcel of land situate in said Waldo, being the same that was conveyed to Edward
W. Rob its by Wellington Shorey, by his deed
dated .July 22, A. I>. 1802, ami recorded in said
Registry, Book 148, Page 290.
Also another pare 1 situate in said Waldo, being
the same premises conveyed to said Edward W.
Roberts by Mary Marden'and Alpha Marden, bv
their deed dated Feb. 24. A. D. 1865, and recorded
in said Registry, Book 132, Page 56, to which said
deeds and records refeience may be had for a
more particular description, being the homestead
of the said \Villiam Hall.
Dared Belfast, Dec. 1, A. 1). 1896.
3w50
SA.MCEL <!. NORTON, Sheriff.

(i. O.

Wort*

44 Main

READ,

WALDO SS.

year.

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & Co.
4 Park Street, Boston, Hass.

1

Nickeling.

full set of apparatus to; i:\.iMELI\G
Bicycles, have made arrangements for : e-ni. kelina dl
or
worn
rusty
parts, and am fully prepared to make
any and all repairs in the Bicycle line.
1

have

and

30, lHiMJ.- :;ui40*

a

Specia!t\

<>.

WILLIS,

■’>!> H'<in

St., liel/tt*!,

UPHOLSTERING and
FURNITURE REPAIRING.

ANTIQUE FURNITURE
REFINISHED.
HAIR MATTRESSES

a

specialty.

Small Farm for Sale,
rriilO Sl’lCKR I’I.A< 1. on the Belmont corner
I
mad. one mile from lie I fast post office, i* (>f‘■red for sale. It contains II acres of ! uid, in ,»f
which are cleared; a £nmi orchard of apple- and
f pears, with blackherries and other small fruits.
Hood two-story house; huihlin^s new.
Vpi l> to
LOl'ISA cr WIMIIIANI,
Swanville, Maine.
!

House for Sale.
A
fine

story and

a
half house,
iew of Belfast bay; ten

line cellar,

pleasantly located;
room-

ail finished

city
; nice garden, under
pood cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Impure of
watei

u

house

M. C. DILWORTIi.
Or (,’. li.

HALL, Main St., Belfast.

41tt

■-

£!ii

■
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SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Capt. Geo. \V. Hiohborn returned
ton Saturday.

Highest of all
Bos-

1

Sarab Bradford returned to her home
Boston Monday.

:

to

Mrs.
in

Amos

afternoon.

Heading at the Congl.
Thursday, evening.

parsonage

this,

COUNTY

Christmas concert exercises at the Congl.
church next Sunday evening.

Grange

in

Augusta

last

week and

report

a

very interesting session. They visited the
Insane Asylum, where the latter had preMrs. Etta Gerry, who has been been visit- ! viously worked, aud found the institution
equipped with all the modern improvements,
ing m Bangor, arrived home Tuesday.
with a set of very kind aud courteous officers
Jeanette Sargent, YV. U. telegraph opera- who
cannot he excelled in any State in the
tor at Bath, is at home for the holidays.
Union.... A. L. Pease is the happy father of
Schools in Union district will have no ses- i a young son-Rev. J. F. Hazel has been
sion Thuisday and Friday of this week.
engaged to supply the pulpit for the present.
There will be revival services at the M.
E. vestry during the week of prayer.

Prospect Ferry.
Mr. Herbert. Mixer
arrived home from Philadelphia last week.
tion.
-The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. Anna
Bark St. Lucie, Cap
Forty-three: were presJ. T. Erskine, ar-! Harrimau Dec. 17th
rived at Fort Natal Dec. 20th, 8b days from ent.. The Circle will have a Xmas tree at
the school house Christmas night. Music,
New York.
and recitations will be given before the
E. A. Bilker, who has been v
isiting his presents are distributed. The
program will
lather at St. Albans, returned by train Tuesbegin at 7 o’clock, sharp.... Mrs. W. 0.
day evening.
Harding is thought to be gaining slowly...
Sch. I/.etta, Capt. Henry Rollins, was in Mrs. Alfred Ginn is in
Miss
poor health..
the hart,or two days last week, lumber
Josephine Ginn went to Bangor on business
laden for New Y ol k.
last, Monday.. .There was a peanut so. table
Annual
Lurch meeting of The Congl. at. the school house last. Saturday night and
church next Wednesday evening. The by- ail had a good time.
laws will be console: ed.
Stockton Springs. Mr. Woodbury D.
fsch.
Marceilus, Capt. A. A. Larrabee, Roberts of Centralis. Waslringti n, was in
arrived Saturday morning with a cargo of town for a few days, called hereby the illness
torn for A. J. Nickerson.
and death of Ins father, Hon. B. M. Roberts.
.Mr. Alton Roberts of Vinalhaven arrivAndrew "Y\ Allen, who has been confined
ed by boat Sunday to attend the funeral of
t* tie house tor some time
by an abscess
bis grandfather. ...Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Snell
upon lus hand, is out again.

Edgartown, Mass., are spending a few
days in town-Miss Jennie Dickey has

Westboro for the winter... The
Free High school began Dec. 14th, Mr. Hit hfiord F. Nichols
brought home two line ram Gerrish of Brownville, teacher.. .Mr.
deer from Y\ illimantie
Tuesday. He reports Frank P. Patterson, Jr., arrived home Sunthem plentiful in that
vicinity.
day from New Bedford for a vacation of two
vY (
Tuttle will not occupy his studio! weeks.... Miss Nellie Roberts has arrived
during the month of January, but will be home from New York.
open lor business a week in February.
Morrill.
Mr. Elisha Merriam
gone

to

1

I
!

mitted

|

We

....Miss

Martin h. \\ hitcoinb and wife will enterta n their friends Friday evening, Dec. 25th,
be lig the fiftieth
it
anniversary of their
Snell accompanied Mrs. Wil-

C. A.

anniversary
They are the oldest
Monday to visit her couple in town....Mrs. Robert Daggett is a
m'U Marshall. who is ill with typhoid fever
great sufferer from rheumatism_Charlie
at th<- Mass. General Hospital.
Meader has been confined indoors for the
Mariners Lodge, F. & A. M.f aud Sears past three weeks from an injury to his knee.
Sunday school concert at, the church toDodge, I 0.0. F., extend a vo:e of thanks to
tin- ladies fur the gift of the beautiful brass night, Thursday.Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Rogers v J1 celebrate tlieir 25th wedding
chandelier which adorns their new hall.
day at the Grange hall Christmas evening.
At The annual parish meeting of the 1st

Meyers

laLu

B.>st.

to

Dec. 6th.

u

Charles

E.

pleasant company assembled at the resi! \\ liliam West .md wife last Wed>c
evi-ning when Charles A. IJuntlex

;.
u<

friends

ot

I'age

lb-a Belie

an s

we:e

present

wer«-

married.

ami

after

A

Mrs.

an

in
A.

F.

Mr.

am

maid and hi

Miss

i>\

I age, wl

*.

as

rsii.-ni

“1

to-

Papers,’’

Mr.

l.uek,” Miss Julia
Maltese C uss," Mr, Zenie

‘Tin-.

"(;•<.■

!

Vuides-

r.

;

ties," Miss Hattie M. Nickerson. The most
were Misses Julia Chase
and Celia Nickerson. The Society will he
entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cleaves

The

suacrsstul gm-sseis

home

Stockton Springs.

met

at

The y mug

people

High

school

services were

NORTH SEARS POUT ITEMS.

C. 0. Fernald and
Iasi week.
Mrs.

Mary Smart

son

is

drove to

Gleuburn

Dow

Augusta last
Geo. C.
at

this

Harding officiating. Members of
Appleton Lodge, 1. O. O. F., of which deceased was a member, attended in a body
and took charge of the services. Mr. Arnold
was married three times.
His first wife,
Hannah, daughter of the late Capt. Janies
Weed, had three daughters, two of whom
are living, Mrs. Lizzie J. Osgood of Bluehill and Mrs. G. H. Rage of Appleton. His
second wife was Abbie, daughter of the late
Samuel Sumner. Two sous by this marriage are living, John E. who resides in
Schuyler, Nebraska, and Benj. F. of
Chehalis, Wash. His third and surviving
wife was Adeline, daughter of the late Noah
and Lois R. Sprague.
Mr. Arnold was in

dangerously sick with

left for Boston by way of

week.

Seavey and wife of Belfast visited

place last Sunday.

Sumner

the

new

Green has secured

shoe

factory

at

a

situation in

Belfast.

be a dance at the Grange Hall
Good music good supper. Come

There will

Dec. *25th.
all!

Mr. and Mrs.

Frank M. Eastman of Pros-

trade here many years. He has been one of
our selectmen and has held other town offices.
In 1850 he represented this class of towns in
the Legislature. He has always been a Re.
publrcau, and has taken a great interest in
National and State affairs. He was ever
found on the side of temperance and ready
and willing to aid in every good work....
Mrs. Lizzie Osgood and daughter, Emma, of
Bluehill were here Monday and Tuesday.
-Miss EmeLne Linnekeu returned last
week from a six weeks’ visit among friends

pect have been in town recently visiting
relatives.

Scribner has gone to Unity, where he
will work in the woods for Ed. and William
Ames of this town.
Bert

There is

a

Burial
years and 8 months.
held at his late home Tuesday,

! Rev. C. E.

erysipelas.
W ilson

88

young boarder at the home of
It is a boy.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Thompson.
He arrived Dec. 17th.

Sarah Smart, who has been in Prospect visiting her daughter, Mrs. F. M. Eastman, has returned home.
Mrs.

in

G. Smart and E. E. Clement of this
place and Bert Moody of Swanville have returned from the wilds of Maine, each with
E.

Peunsly vania.

Prospect. Gordon Curtis is very sick
and has kept his bed since August first,with
a fine deer.
but little hopes of being better_Mr. Fred
Miss Freda Blake of this place opened a Cunningham has
opened lus new blackprivate school Dec. 21st with 25 scholars. smith shop at the corner aud is ready to
Miss Blake has taught several schools in I shoe horses new all around for $1_Mr.
Frankfort with good success. The old flag and Mrs. Arthur Boyd attended the State
Grange at Augusta last week. The sixth dewas Hung to the breeze and three rousing
cheers were given by the scholars. Nearly gree was conferred on 110 members at $1.00
each-P. A. Hamlin of Hampden was in
all of the district turned out on the ococa; this vicinity last week buying cows_
sion.
Oscar Clark returned nome
last Friday
An item in last week’s issue under the
from Sandyj oint,where he has been pressing
North Searspurt heading in regard to the
B. Littlefield has opened his
teacher in Dint. No. was not from the pen bay-Ilusie
house as a hotel. This house is very homeof your correspondent, W. C. M. We wish
like ami quiet and his charges are light.
to say right here that Miss Carrie Closson,
The table service is a special feature. The
is
a
teacher
in
said
district,
who is teaching
house is close by the Post Office_E. P.
of experience, having taught school in WinCurtis lias been quite sick since his return
ter-port, Searspurt and Stockton Spriugs,
from Graniteville, Mass... Messrs. Horace
always with gratifying results, and she is
and Myron Clark will sell their chickens in
claimed by the Supt. of School Committee
Belfast this week_Mr. John Butterfield
in
the
best
teachers
of
as
one
in Sears port
has begun selling the wood off from the 109town.
acre lot aud is giving great bargains-Mr.
Belmont. All the schools in town closed John Carter of Blue Hill was in town last

j

week after very successful terms taught
No. 1, Leander
bj the following teachers:
of
Jackson of Morrill; No. 3, Gertrude Grey
O. Prescott of Herrnon
Surry ; No. 4, Frank
B. Bennett of CeuCentre: No. 5, Miss Lura
few
a
2 is having
tre Montville. No.
of whooping
■weeks vacation on account
Pendelton of Belfast,
cough, M.ss Grace
and Mrs. Joshua Rivers of

week selling medicine and met with good
Come again, John.Another
success.
William
correspondent (F. P.) writes:
George is hauling bis pressed hay to Searsport. There is not so much hay as usual to
press in town this year, and the light crop
comes in the hardest
pinch ever known
in this section. Everything has gone below
but
cost
bay and eggs.George W.
teacher....Mr.
Crockett, who has been out of health so
tiearsmout were in town Sunday visiting
Hie
long, is slowly improving... Zetham Berry
their daughter, Mrs. Ella Churchill....
not absent of Searsmont visited bis sister, Mrs. Fred A.
scholars ill Miss Bennett’s school
and Laura Lane, last week. Mr. Berry is from the land
Stone
were
term
the
during
Oscar of lime casks and
hoop poles and reports
Batclielder, Jennie atfd Ruby Moody,
casks low aud business dull.
■Wilkins and Freddie Barlow.

last

one

We have

goods
“

38c.

“

50c.

“

33c.

35c

“

25c.

an

Mrs.

kk

kk

k*

*•

••

quality

a

* *

/

“

of yarns and

are

meat. bam a,

■VU"JFL A I313ESFLS
Don’t

forget

(made

from
we

have some great bargains in wrappers.
that retail at 12 l-2c. and Id.-, per yard, ,h
small lot to close at

that

we

goods

have

a

....

WRAPPERS,

LIVE/)

Regular price *
/

FLANXELETTE

grades except

/

And the
with

dollar.

biggest and best PE RCA LE (not print)
large sleeves and full skirt, only

wrap]-

We have

45c.

recently purchased

per

HEW LOT

tionally.
Remnants at any

price.

yard,

“

“

“

“

1.75

“

“

“

“

“

1.37

2.50

“

“

2.00

“

Going

two

;i!iv
I.

Silkolenes and Tinsel Dr

Have you seen our window of handkerchiefs? Kvery one <!.-;
We will leave it to you to say whether they are cheap nr not.
Complete lines also at 12 1-2, 2 A, ->•’>, -12, A>0, 7A rent* <n<t

REDUCED PRICE S

l

Now is your chance.

no

Handkerchiefs.

will be sold for $2.50
“
“
“
“
2.12

“

“

lot of Aprons,

Just received and will he sold at low prices for t!it■
/>*i: SURE AXI) SEE THEM.

“

“

large

All others propor-

“

“

a

you that no store can show you so large a variety at such low ;•
than 150 different styles. Special low juices for to-day ( TH I

heavy Cloaking Cloth on hand and
1 hey are new, desirable styles.
prices.
losing
|

Asirachan, worth $3.50
3 00
Fancy Weaves,

TO-DAY

Our Banner
gains

to take it ?

EOR

to offer for

( TII U Its DA 1

Day==h£"%;

to=day.-^^”

REMEMBER THE DAY AND PLACE, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1896.

H. A.
Mow

j
begun last Wedm-s-

STARRETT,

Make

to

Good

Coffee.

Portland sea captain who has made
voyages for many years to South American
ports has the reputation of making a better
cup of coffee than can be made by any other
man in Maine and he has imparted the sec-

Pascagoula, Di e. 2l cl«l, soil. Austin 1>.
Iinukwatcr. Mayaguez.

ret. to

an

follow

j

Evening Express

man.

The recipe

s;

“In the first
nary kettle hut

place

be

it

sure

is made in an ordihave the kettle

and

thoroughly scoured out. after every batch.
This is something the Central Americans
are very particular about ami much of the
charm of the beverage in that country is due
to that circumstance.
Put the coffee, the
best and plenty of it, into the kettle, break

|

eggs into it and then stir this mixture up
into the consistency of paste.
Fill the kettle up with cold water and let the coffee
soak for half an hour. Then place the kettle on the stove, and let it come to a boil,
after which immediately remove it to another part of the stove to steep. Serve with
hot milk.
If you can’t run a hundred yard
dash after one cup of this mixture, inside “f
fourteen seconds, it won’t be tLe fault of the

coffee.

FOR Kir, X

Main St., B

*

*

BORN

Knight.

A

In Surry, hr.
rEli.
7,
.Joseph ( al ter, a -mi
Gray.
In Orlaud, Dee. 7, to
liam F. •» ! ray. a .-mi.
CAic

PORTS.

lloiig Kong, Dec. l."> Ar, bark Edward May
Johnson, Mono ulu, to proceed to Manila to load
for New York or Boston.
Bahia. Dec. 14. Ar, bark Josephine, McClean
Baltimore.
Rosario, Dec. 10. Ar, bark (irace Andrews. Anclrews, Yarmouth, N. s.
Rio Janeiro, Dec. 17. Ar. sdi. Mabel Jordan,
Balano. Boston IB, ar, bark (Had Tidings, Baltimore; sld, bark Priscilla, Baltimore.
Bar: adoes, Nov. 28. In port. sell. Star of the
Sea. Hopkins, for Port Spain and New York.
Yokohama, Nov. 11). Ar, bark Sonoma, Noye>,
Portland, ().
Bermuda, Dec. 18. Ar, ship Cora, FairUZtirn,
Dalhouse, N. B., for Rio Janeiro, in distress.
Batavia. Nov. 13. In port, ship Reaper, Young,
from New York, ar Oct. 31, to sail for Newcastle,
N. S. \V.
Tampico Dec. 14. In port. sell. Edward H
Blake. Smith, from Sabine Pass, arrived 1 1th, to
sail Dec. 22 on return
Singapore, Nov. It). In port, bark Adam \V.
Spies, Meyers, for New York.
St. Michaels, Dee. 4. Ar. brig Harry Smith,
Costa, New York.
Port Natal, Dec. 20. Ar. bark St. Lucie, Erskine. New York.
Cardiff, Dec. 20. Ar, sell. Augustus Palmer,
Haskell, Limerick, to load for Port Spain.

c-

Mr.

md

Mr-.

Mr and Mr.-. Wil-

Guay. InBiuehill, her
t-- Mi and Mr- H
A. < I ray. a son.
Maiumm ks.
In Colorado Springs, Co!
her. 1 2.
to Mr. ami Mrs. Chalmers F. Madm-rk-. a -.-n
Lea< ii. In l’enoh-eot. her 10, to .Mi and M -.
l’arris S Learli. a s<m.
1
Sai NltK.lt.-.
Ill P.hirhill, hrr
M:
an
J. i.
Mrs. Harvey S Saunders. ;i daughter
•.
to
Small, in heer isle.
8.
Mi.
d Mr-.
Warren A. Small, a son.
Stearns. In Camden, hrr. in. to M
and M:Edward S. Stearns, a son.
W aterman. In South Tlmma-mn, hr.
18 n>

lis

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Waterman,

a

I>

prepared

wir

] bysloian. iron
grediel.tS .is r;i II

-mi.

kill.o'.

MARRIED

i-

.t,i.

ei

,-

do !
..

title ai d :>*1 ialilt i.
two-f-«b! pr.'|>e ill»•'

Annon Lowell. In Smith Orringtm Dc< a,
I. .1 Abbott of Verona and Mr-. Laura F l.owrll
of <irrington.
w
um
dorr Osier. In Long island, her.
F. Goti of Tremonr and M --Gem nor M < '-in >:
Long Island.
c. !.
dm lo-Partriim. l. In Searspori. h«A
Rev. R.G. Harbutt. Isaac I- mould and I.i.
Partridge, both of Prospect.
.h
In
Huntley Pace.
In Searsport, hr
W. Black, Fs(j., Charles A. Huntley and Ro-a Beile
Page, both of Searsport.
In Seal Coyr. her
Knowef.s Swazey.
*J,
Thomas Knowles, Jr. of Kdeu ami Mi— A adit M
of
Mr.
Desert.
Swazey
Mci’oett-Bktkwi i'ii. In Belfast, hrr. 18, by
Rev L. W. Hammons, Lewis H. Mudgett and Mi —
Hattie E. Beckwith, both of Belfast.
in Jaikson, Dee. I'd.
MuTauoakt-F.i>waid’by Rev. 1>. Brackett. William P». Mi l’aggarr of
Waterville and Miss Kate ( Edwards of Brook-.
Porter White. In Searsport. Dee lD.by Rr\.
O. H. Fernald, I). D., ( harles Porter and Miss
Sadie E. White, both of Searsport.

4

|

■

W. Chase of
been visiting his
F.

True’s Pin

Worm

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Flixir,

Spoken. Dec. 1 1, lat. 4(5, Ion. 4(5, sell. Win. B.
]‘al mer, Dyer, from Baltimoie for Antwerp.
New York, Dec. 18. A special from Bermuda
states that American ship Cora. Dalhousie, N. B.
for Hi.' Janeiro, put in there to-day in distress.
No particulars were given.
Scituate, Mass., Dec. 17. The three masted
schooner Puritan from Portland for Glen Cove, L.
I., which stranded near third cl iff yesterday morning, will he a total loss. Her three masts have
gone by the board and are hanging over the side,
held by the rigging.

for the Christmas tree k nd concert Christmas
eve... .Mr. A. R. Myricit has a nice stock of
gents’ ready made clothing and coats... Will
Gerrish went to Waterviile Monday on business_Miss Flora Lander of Thorndike is
the guest of Mrs. Gurnej Stevens-Fred
Fuller is at work in the corn shop making
cans.
Roy Knights is cle "king for him in
the shop... .Chas. Bartlett las sold his valuable horse to parties from Philadelphia. He
has other valuable ones of the same breeding.

was assisted off and taken in tow to Rockland.
The vessel’s steering gear was broken and a survey recommended that she be towed to her destination.
Delaware Breakwater. Dec. 17. Sch. Linah C.
Kaminski from Brunswick for New York, which
parted her chain yesterday and bailed sch. Lizzie
Haver, lost both anchors and 25 fathoms chain,
port rail was demolished, and port main and mix.
zen chain plates carried away in the collision with
the Heyer. The Heyer is leaking badly, and is unable to proceed to destination. A survey will be
called. The Kaminski procured anchors and proceeded to New York in tow.

POUT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Dec. 20. Schs. A. Hayford, Warren, Boothbay;
Emma S. Briggs, Osborne, New York ; W.T. Finer
son, Beane, Portland.
Dec. 21, Sch. Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, Green’s

Landing.
SAILED.

Dec. 18. Schs. Mary Langdon, Hatch, Rock
land; Gazelle, Payson, Winterport.
Dec. 20. Sch. Alary Augusta, Bowden, Winterport.

J

_

AMERICAN FORTS.

New York, Dec. 15. Ar, schs. George Gurney,
Clark’s Island; Charlotte T. Sibley, Bangor; 10,
ar, sell. Isaac Ooerioii, Trim ,Bang«*r: 1 7. id, schs.
Prospect Village. A very quiet wed- Abide 1. Stubbs, Kingston, Ja.; Olive T. Whittier,
Hell Gate, sch. A. S'. Ellis,
ding took place in Searsport December 15th Philadelphia; passed
Rjder, Kmgsion for Portland; IP. sh bark Ma
at the Congregational parsonage, the occa- tanzas, Havana; 20 ar. bark Carrie L. Tjler,
sion being the marriage of Mr. Isaac F. Savannah.
Boston, Dec. 15. Ar, sch. Eagle, Cobb, Bangor.
Gould and Mrs. Lizzie A. Partridge of ProsPhiladelphia, Dec. 15. Ar, schs. HattieC. Luce.
New
.Joel F. Sheppard, Carter, New
Luce,
The
was
pect.
ceremony
performed by Rev Bedioiu ; 10,York;
cld, schs. S. G. Ila.-kell, Richardson,
It. G. Harlmtt. Many in Belfast will re- Cieniuegos; .). Holmes Birdsall, Provnlence; 17.
sch. Hattie Luce, Heal, Po ce, P.P.: 18, cld,
member with pleasure the bride who made cld, lieni N
sch.
Clausen, Ji., Christianstadt; IP, cld,
many friends in her several sojourns there, i sell. NN ui. E. Downes. Marshall, Brunswick. Ga.;
sch. Olive T. Whittier, New Yolk; Isaac
Her attractive qualities have served to make 20, ar,
Oherton, Trim, New Haven 21, cld, sell. Joel V.
her here and elsewhere one of the favorites Sheppard, Carter, Savannah.
Baltimore, Dec. 18. Cld-, seh. Voting Brothers,
of society-The S. B. I. S. met with Mr.
Snow, Woolwich, Me.; 17, sld,sch. Hattie P Simpand Mrs. O. B. Grey Dec. 17th. Forty-nine son, Cieniuegos; 18, ar, sch. Alma L A. Holmes,
Providence; eld, sch. John C. Smith, Kueelami,
were present and everything was done for
Curacoa; balk White Wings, Bio Janeiro; 21 eld,
their comfort. The next meeting will be bark Doris, New York.
Beebe,
Portland, Dec. 17. Cld, sch. Leamler \
with Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Killman, Dec. 51st.
Belfast lor New York; 20,ar, seh. Melissa A. Wil....Many from here attended the County ley, Brunswick, Ga.
Bangor, Dec. 15. Sld, schs. Kabboni, Lord, New
Grange at White’s Corner-Miss Grace M. Y ork
; Izetta, do.
Port Royal, S. C., Dec. 12. Sld, sch. Flora RogLibby of Boston, with her friend Mr. H. W.
ers, Bunker, Boston.
arrived
Nutt,
by train Saturday and will
Bucksport, Dec. 15. Ar, sch. Kit Carson, New
York; cld, sch. Arthur V. S. Woodruff, Heagan,
spend the holidays with Miss L.’s parents, New
York.
Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Libby.Misses
Newport News, Dec. 14. Sld, seh. Gov. Ames,
Emmie and Hattie Marden of Boston arriv- Davis, Providence.
New Haven, Dec. 10. Shi, sch. Henry R. Tilton,
ed here Saturday. Miss Hattie will return Ranlett, New York.
Norfolk, Dec 10. Ar. sch. City of Augusta,
after a short visit to her parents, Mr. and
Belfast; 10, sid, Puritan. Sargent. Boston.
Mrs. Emery Marden... .Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Darien, Ga., Dec. 17. Ar, sch. F. C. Pendleton,
Ga.
Colson and daughter Lena will spend Burgess, St. Simons, 17. Cld, sch. Daylight, NickW ashington, Dec.
Christmas in Bangor with Dr. and Mrs. erson, Boston
Perth Antbov, Dec. 17. Ar, sch. Susie P Oliver,
Benj. Colson, and New Years with Mr. aud Snare, New York; IP, sld, sch. Carrie L. PickerMrs. Samuel Strickland-Mr. Ira Ward
ing, Haskell, Camden, Me.
draw’ll as juryman for the January
was
Galveston, Texas, Dec. 20. Ar, tug George W.
term of court at Belfast-Mr. and Mrs.
Pride, Bearse, Charleston, towing barge Ocean
Chas. H. Littlefield will give their little Belle.
Fernandina, Dec. IP. Ar, sell. Lizzie- E. DenniKatie and her little friends a party Dec.
son, Ross, Portland.
Katie’s 10th

|

birthday.

kk

*k

These are the best

Lawrence, Mass., have
Famous for nearly a half century, still
father, B. F. Chase... .They came very near maintains its high
reputation as a remedy of
having a serious fire at the house of L. H. great efficacy and sterling merit; corroboraMosher last week. A hanging lamp full of tive of this comes the report that within the
last three months Dr. J. F. True & Co., Auoil fell, scattering its contents over the carburn, Me., have found it necessary to prepet and setting the carpet on fire. If it had
pare 28,000 bottles of this good old remedy.
not been for the efforts of Mr. Bangs, who is
at
the
have
stopping
house, nothing could
SHI t* BUSW».
saved it. .Great preparations are being made

20th,

kk

overstock of

shall close them at

turned to Boston last week_Mr. Oliver
Whitten has been visiting friends in Auand

»*

Ball

CLOAKINGS.

ings in Troy with good success. He will
begin protracted meetings here after the
New Year-Miss F. M. Watson, who was
called here by the illness of her mother, re-

Mr.

already

75c.

wish

Unity.
The farmers are busy preparing
wood for hauling when the first snow comes.
Wood is cheaper
than last year.... Mr.
Fran* Bartlett reports a good time spent
hunting in the northern Maine woods_L.
H. Mosher and Mrs. Webb have in their
holiday goods-There will be a tree for
the children at the church Christmas eve.
-Rev. Mr. Burrill has been holding meet-

gusta.

•*

Germantown

$2.75,

cut in all

less than

65c.

“

extend thanks to Mr. James Jacobs who
The Robplays the violin for the dances

time.

■

tremendous

“

Regular

The Kami of

lltli, aged

}»*■;.iitifu..

62
62
2 98
I 82

Now here is an opportunity. We are going out of Pant cloths
and shall make prices that will astonish you. Look at them:

to

district

25
98

Mrs.

Friday evening.

Yarns, Black find Colors, of trays sold

Saxony
Spanish

<

PANT CLOTH.

was a very enjoyable dancing party 1
Mr. N. W. Stap'es’ last Monday evetiiug. i
and auotlier at. Mr Henry McUaslin's on!

erts

are

;

Sunday_J.

presents
Among them was an
la mi I Bible, the giftof F. A. I’age,
lust rat*
brother of the bride. Mr. Huntley and wife
wili make their home at Mr. West’s fora

Th«*

repast.

and
elegant il-

numerous

5
3
3
3

“

same

those that

from

under die efficient management of Mr.
| day
Dec. 81, guessing by the five senses.
Prizes Fred Nickerson, Supt. of schools. Between
will he awarded.
twenty and twenty-tive scholars are regisAitleton.
John Arnold, one of our old- tered and the school promises to he very
est and most respected citizens, died Dec.
profitable.

were

Scotch

MARKED DOWN TO $6 25

1 49

Blankets suffer the

at.

!

prices, will go still lower.

PRICES:

“

YAR\w

Now there’s another tiling that you ouyht to be interest*
close our entire stock of yarns at about one-lialf price. >

BLANKETS

There

Widow

Bedutt,’’ Miss
Florence <"<• 1,.; “Tie* Woman in White,’’
Miss Maria Goodhue; “Golden Opportuni-

Abbie C. Chase

acted

M.

Patterson: “Phkwo-k

M. C li•
H

wedding ceremony
was jierfoimtd, after which all repaired to
the dining room and partook of a bountiful
si im.u.

ickersou ; “The 1 -aiujiligliter,”
Chase: “White Wings,’’ Mrs.

Otis J’>. PatTcrsmi

nu-

promp'.n. entert■ unmm. consist-lug of vocal
and. instrumental musi. thebride and groom
weic

H.

O; is p.

at

all readv at bottom

YARNS.

FLEECE

Clifton Hardman's in
Prospect last Tuesday evening. There was ji
an excellent program and the evening was
The next meeting
very pleasantly spent.
will be at Capt. Frank Marden's next Tues- |
day evening.. Miss Mattie Littletield lias!
betii quite ill, but is new recovering....

school

Miss Martha N

score

is

Must suffer the same fate as the others in this clean:
would be useless to tell of the many
bargains in thi
but they include all the new fall novelties now left
must close them up before st< ck taking, and mak
cor -.ingly.
Don’t wonder w hat they are, but c
them. We can’t suit everybody, but we ma\ >
will look over our stock.

DO YOU WANT ANY OF THESE ?

Mercy held an interesting meeting last
Thursday evening at the home of the President, Miss Bertha Partridge.... Mrs. Ira
Harriman «>f Sandypoint is visiting Mrs.
Gertie Ridley... .The Centre (list net Sunday

Nickerson’s

are

50 SHAWLS
50
00
13
75
59
50

a

at home from Belfast last

North

Treasures.'’ Hon. A. E. Nlckersou ; “Oliver
Twist,’’ Hon. T. C. Smart; “l'owheiid,’’

A

Rowell

10,

DRESS GOODS

8 00
7.00

2
2 12;

E. Hall sold one of his horses last week to
John McDonald.... Mr. Elias B. Hall went
to Lowell, Mass., the first of this week to
visit his children.

The L. A. S. at Mrs. Mary
was a decided success.
The
following books were represented: “Thorn
in the Heart,’’ Mrs. M. T. Greele\ : “Blue
Coats,’’ Mrs. A. E. Niekeivsou; “The Bed
GaimtU-t," Capt. Neheiniah Smart: “Hidden

J).

Adams were
eit it d parish committee ami B. O. Sargent,
vik. The bills for the past year were al!
p; :>i ami the society starts on the new year
entirely free, from debt.
and

M.Giiverv

was

Swanyillk.

!igi. church held last Saturday afternoon
Capt. James G. Pendieton, Capt. John M.

(

6
5
4
3
3

few days... Charlie Colby
has gone, to Belfast to work a short time....
Willie Elliott of Thorndike is stopping with
J. E. Hall this winter and going to school.
....Miss Ellen Davis was on the sick list
last week-Ben j. Rowe of Brooks is stopping at A. F. Baynes’.... Willie Elliott while
skatiug oneevening last week broke through
the ice into the pond. His only injury was
a very cold bath... Mrs. Diantha Stevenson
has gone to Lowell, Mass., to spend tinwinter with her children.... Fred A. Myrick

Lewis Yv i'-henbacli ami Mrs. Allen Daggett
visited fri* uds in Augusta last week and attended the State Grange... .Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Blake celebrated their G4t.Ii wedding

euuiiig.

Alice

Waterville for

the necessary apparatus to heat
his house by steam, the first in town.
Rev.
H. I. Holt held services in Camden and Lineolnville Centre last Sunday. Rev. G. E.
Tufts
occupied the
pulpit....Mrs.
in

put

are

“

$11.00

Our prices can’t be beaten.
Try
us and see.
You'll be pleased.

new

IIalldale
Rev. J. F. Hazel will preach
I at the church every Sunday forenoon until
I further notice.. B. F. Foster attended the
State Grange meeting in Augusta last week.

recently

The Methodist society will have an entertainment and Christmas tree at, the church
this, Thursday, evening. Santa Claus will
be there.

$7

member to his family circle.
informed that it is a very line boy,

a

“

SEE' THESE

Mr. McGerry i»f Nev. York
was in town the past week and while here
he bought of Win. H. Kimball a fine vhestnut gelding by Act-m and a very promising
for which liberal
pacer of W. L. Shaw,
prices were paid-Theodore Cole has
moved a building on to the Luce lot. in the
village, which he has fitted up for a residence... Mr. E. I. Doe had an ill turn a
short time since, but is much improved at
this writing. Dr. Webber of Fairfield is attending him... .Oakes A. Dodge recently ad-

of

Martha F, Gilkey aud daughter and
Miss Angie Carver arrived
by train Tuesday evening from New York.

Shawls that

Ruk-NJIA.m.

...

“

SHAWLS.

There is to be a wateli meeting entertainthe new meeting house at Greeley’s
Ccrnor on the evening of December ‘•1st,
consisting of declamations and select readings. A supper will be served and a grand
time is anticipated.
.Aaron Phillips has so
unproved in lieal:h that he attended church
last Sunday for the first time.
ment at

|
!

now

“

,N 5AME PROPORTION.

r
A DrC
LniLJ

Mr. D. Fleming left his pastorate of the Methodist church last week for
Boston, having closed his labors here....
Rev. S. O. Whitten of Swan's Island, former pastor of the two Baptist churches in
Palermo, is visiting friends in this place....

...

Mis-

IA PUCK formerly $16,
tlMmClO
12,

Palermo.

Jtssie C. Nickerson arrived home from
\\ elu sley college Thursday for a short vaca-

Mrs.

Report

Centre Montville. Mr. Nathan Bennett
returned recently from a visit to his brother,
Dexter Bennett, who is at the hospital in
Portland. He reports finding lnm in a happy frame of mind and expects he will be
able to come home by the last of the month.
_Mrs. Benj. Stephenson and child from
Waterville are visiting at Mr. Oakes Ramsay's... Mr. Albert Gay of Camden has
been in town fora short visit-There is to
be) a dance at the Grange Hall Thursday
evening, Dec. 24th. An oyster supper will
be served.

CORRESPONDENCE.

South Montville. O. W. Ripley, W. W.
Lunt aud C. S. Adams attended the State

Snell and wife of Marblehead, Mass.,

arrived by train Saturday evening.

v\

U. S. Gov’t

_ABSOLUTELY PURE_

Mrs. E. C. Carver returned home from
East Boston Thursday.

C. A.

Leavening Power.—Latest

Royals

left for New York by train

Dow

Saturday

in

Boston, Dec. 17. The schooner Nautilus from
New York via. Vineyard Haven tor Winterport,
Maine, ran ashore in Wells bay last Tuesday. She

Vineyard-Haven, Dec. 20. Brig Jennie Halbert, Cidim, from Savannah for Portland, 2C> days

out, has arrived here and reports, when off ( harleston, run into a gale and lost upper
*|«sai I
yard, main topmast, sbiysuil. and damaged main
rigging. Dec i, oil' Living Pan Lightship, took
a N L gale. v\ I irh increased to a hurricane mi the
2d. during which the vessel was hove to; the forward house was gutted, both boats stove, cabin
Hooded, sails split ami blown away, and about
8O.OH0 ft. lumber washed overboard from the
deck.

Belfast

Price

Current.

DIED.

and is unlike

upon it as being
Abundant testm,
invaluable

Avku. In Liberty, Dec. 14. Hon. Richard Ayer,
native of Montville, aged 07 years, 2 months
and 5 days.
In Spruce Head, South Thomaston.
Huow.v.
Dec. 14, Capt. .John Brown, aged 7'.' year.*. The
remains were taken to St. (leorge lor burial.
Bryant. In Thorndike, Dee. 2, Mrs. lane Bryant, a native of Thomaston, aged 92 years.
Catks. In Rockland. Dec. 11. Evelyn N.. daughter ol Alfred E. and Evelyn Cates, aged 1 month
and 7 days.
Condon. In Dedham. Dec 14. Mrs. Abra \\
Condon, aged 80 years. 2 months and 2> flats.
11 Rockland. 1 >ec. 1 0, .Mart J.. u blow of
D tv.
Ephraim Day, aged 59 years. X months. 10 days
In Bluehill. I><■«•. II. infan; son ol Mr.
(lkay.
ami Mi*. Holds ,\.
ray. aged 2 da vs.
I 1.
Cl I'l'iu..
Ill Most Bay. O. nbisb.o.i, Dec
Mrs. Betsey (iiiptill, aged N9 years. X months and
8 days
HoiilUNa. In Stvantille. Dec 2 I. .»«>!:i: V. Rob
bins, aged 87 yoars, 11 uionth.* ami IXplay*.
I >e*
I NO UA11 AM. In R
14, Bet
daughter of .Joseph an ! Margaici >. Iiigiahain.
0
aged
days.
Ill B i' a 11 I. !»«••■. 7. My le II
1 A U I'li tin. V.
daughter o Mr. and Mr* V\ I. Bartridg*-. ago-1 4
tears. 2 mom. h* and 5 days.
111 \V ild
W Mb*'
In Roc k poll. *<•<■. 1 1 1 111
a
resident ol New ton Center. Mass., and a na i v
of .Jamaica Plain, Mass aged 48 >rar*. 1 month
New: on
and 28 days
The remains were taken
Center for burial.
In Knox, Deo. 19. Joshua \V.
Wi-N'ryvoKi n
Wentworth of Union, aged 82 years. 10 months.
>
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o

tin

k'hlt.MVIi
SCROin.A
LAS an-l all disorde:
1; is a great All
STORATIVL in al
of the system. It
blood.

causes

a

otla

any

pound bedire tin

f

\i

assimilation

tissue builder, ami <;iii
Weak, lired and Nervous
and vigor.
If you
of the above 0.111(111
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Lame Back. Pain in tin
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Prod lire Market.
I‘vi'■ /’"i'l Rrortarer.
20,«30i Hav,
toil. 1 O 00a 1 2 Oi)
Apples, p bu,
4 w d! Hides, p II),
3 12//4
dried, p lb,
1 4o/z 1 do Lamb, p lb,
f» a 7
Beans, pea,
25 //. 4<>
medium, 1 40// 1 do Land* Skins,
veFw eves J 40//1 do Mutton, |> lb,
4//5
Ida 20 Oats, p bn, 32 lb, 25//30
Butter, p lb,
35 u 40
Beet, p It.,
5//0 1-2 Potatoes,
40//4d Round Hog,
4«4 1-2
Bariev, p bu,
10 //12 Straw, p ton, 5 OOz/doo
Cheese, p lb,
Chicken, p lb,
1(0/ IK
10//12 Turkey, p lb.
Calf Skins,
f»0// 7d Tallow,
1 1 -2a3
10
Veal,
C///7
Duck, p lb,
14(«
p lb,
20 Wool, unwashed, 12 // 13
Eggs, p doz,
Salt) Wood, hard, 3 50«5 OO
Fowl, p lb,
13aid Wood, soft, 3 00.O.3 50
Geese, p lb,
He tail Price.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7 u S
Butter, salt, 14 lb bag, 18
39
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 39
Corn Meal, p bu,
39
< heese, p lb,
13 a 1 d
< 'otton Seed, p cwt, I 20
d/t9
Codfish, dry, p lb
Cranberries, p (jt.07«09
Clover Seed, p 11», 11 // 12
Flour, p bid, 4dOtt5 7d
H.G.Seed, bu, 1 90^.2 OO
L ard, p It.
8^9

Retail Market.
90// I (to
Lime, p bbl,
p lb, 3o3 12

Oat Meal,
< tnions, p

lb.

2

//

3

(til,kerosene, gal. 12// 13
3 1 27/ 4
l’olloek, p lb,
0 // 7
Pork, p lb,
I 12
Plaster, p bill,
03
Rye Meal, p lb,
70//75
Shorts, |;> cwt,
5 // 5 1 2
Sugar, p lb,
40
Salt, T. I p lm,
2 z/3
Sweet Potatoes,
21-2itt3
Wheat Meal,

Boston

Produce

Boston, Dec. 21. 1890. The following are today '* quotat ions of provisions, etc.:
Butter Northern cream, choice, 22 a 28c dairy,
north, best, 18c.

northern, choice, lOalO 1 4c;
2«9 1 2c.
Eggs Hennery, choice, 29«3t>c; Eastern, 22c.
Beans- North, small pea, >1 2<C/1 80; yellow
eyes, .*il 85a 1 4<); red kidney, >1 4o«. I 45.
Hat
New. fancy. >10 50«17 (><*; nctv, good,
£ 15 a 10; new. lower grades. > 1 2 n 14
Rye straw sP.D/.>2*>; oat straw >9.00.
Potatoes- Aroos.ook county Hebrons. choice, p
4(1 u 48c.
Apples—Baldwins, p bbl, 7f*e */> 1 .on; Kings,!
$1 a 1.50.
Cheese—New’,
Western choice,

!

LAMPS

Market.

CHEAP

8 1

Banquet 1 e r
with silk shade, onl\ $7
Jmt*
A Miller

This price is good for l>e.
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